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CHAPTER I 

HENRY MILLER SHREVE—INTRODUCTION AND EARLY LIFE 

An important aspect of the development of the United 

States in the nineteenth century was that of expansion, 

characterized by the acquisition and development of exten

sive territory, western migration, the rise of industrialism, 

and the development and exploitation of the interior of the 

United States. Essential to this expansion was the success

ful creation of a transportation system linking the interior 

to the coasts. Prominent among numerous "pioneers" in 

this endeavor was Henry Miller Shreve. Born in 1785, at 

the age of twenty-two Shreve became involved in navigation 

on the western rivers of the United States as a barge 

captain, and traveled these waters in various capacities 

until 1841. He was actively involved in the development 

of the western steamboat. In conjunction with Daniel French 

of Brownsville, Pennsylvania, Shreve built three early 

steamboats, the Comet, Enterprise, and the Despatch. The 

Washington, Ohio, Napoleon, Post Boy, and the George 

Washington were later boats with which Shreve was associated. 

During the War of 1812 Captain Shreve performed valuable 

services for his country, with the most important coming in 

December, 1814, when he sailed the Enterprise to New 

Orleans loaded with ammunition and war materials. During 

the following weeks he transported men and supplies for 



General Jackson, and during the Battle of New Orleans 

fought as an artillery captain. 

Captain Shreve was also associated with the con

troversy over the Fulton-Livingston monopoly. Fulton and 

Livingston, in addition to the monopoly rights granted them 

by the state of New York in 1803, sought to monopolize 

steamboat travel on the western rivers. Accordingly 

they applied for similar rights to the legislatures of 

various western states. The only favorable response to 

their petitions came from the Territory of Orleans, whose 

legislature in 1811 granted the monopoly rights for a 

period of fourteen years with stipulated conditions of 

p)erformance and rates. The dispute between Shreve and 

this group aided in the weakening and eventual demise of 

this grant. 

His boat Post Boy was the first steamboat authorized 

to carry mail on the western waters. From 1827 to 1841 

Shreve was Superintendent of Western River Improvement, and 

in this capacity aided in opening the western rivers to 

inland navigation. He invented a steam snagboat to remove 

obstructions to navigation and patented this device in 1838. 

As a part of his duties as Superintendent of Western River 

Improvement he removed the "Great Raft" from the Red River 

Louis C. Hunter, Steamboats on the Western Rivers 
(Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1949), pp. 9-11. 



of Louisiana, and opened that river to steamboat navigation 

as far upstream as Fort Towson, Oklahoma. Shreveport, 

Louisiana, of which he was a founder, was named in his 

honor. Because of political considerations rising from a 

change in administrations and political parties in power 

after the presidential elections of 1840, he was replaced 

as Superintendent in 1841. Afterward he made his home in 

St. Louis, Missouri, where he died in 1851. It is Shreve•s 

contribution to the development of river transportation in 

the western United States which will be the focus of this 

work. This development aided significantly in the growth 

of the United States and in this endeavor Shreve exhibited 

a quality which is characteristic of success and progress 

in many spheres of human endeavor, that is the recognition 

of an obstacle to be overcome or a job to be done, and the 

ability to carry the realization to fruition, in other 

words to its successful accomplishment. 

The first evidence of Henry Miller Shreve's 

ancestry in America is a deed from John Cooke, of Portsmouth, 

Colony of Rhode Island, to John Shreve, also of Portsmouth. 

This document is dated January 9, 1676-77, and on the 

reverse side John Shreve transfers his holdings to his 
2 

brother, Caleb, Henry Shreve's great-grandfather. Caleb's 

Luther Prentice Allen, The Genealogy and History 
of The Shreve Family From 1641 (Greenfield, Illinois: 
Privately Printed, 1901), p. 9. 



son Benjamin married Rebecca French, and of this union 

there was born December 24, 1739, at the Shreve homestead, 

Mt. Pleasant, Mansfield, Burlington County, New Jersey, 
3 

Israel Shreve, father of Henry M. Shreve. 

Although a member of the Society of Friends, when 

the Revolutionary War errupted Israel Shreve joined the 

Continental army and was appointed Lieutenant-Colonel of 

the Second New Jersey Battalion on October 31, 1775, later 

being promoted to Colonel of the Second New Jersey 
4 

Regiment. In this capacity he fought with Washington in 

many important battles of the War, including Brandywine, 

Germantown, and Valley Forge. A detachment of his troops 

also accompanied General John Sullivan's Susquehanna Valley 

expedition. During the War British troops destroyed his 
5 

home and burned his crops near Mt. Pleasant. 

3 
Ibid., p. 344; Mary Lilla McLure, Louisiana 

Leaders 1830-1860 (Shreveport, Louisiana: Journal Printing 
Company, 1935), p. 5; Caroline S. Pfaff, "Hsnry Miller 
Shreve—A Biography," Louisiana Historical Quarterly, 
Vol. X (April, 1927), 194. 

^Francis B. Heitman, Historical Register of Officers 
of the Continental Army During the War of the Revolution 
(New, Revised, and Enlarged Edition; Washington, D.C.: 
The Rare Book Shop Publishers Co., Inc., 1914), p. 495. 
John Shreve, Israel's son, served under his father during 
the war as a second lieutenant. 

Allen, Genealogy of The Shreve Family, p. 345; 
"Journal of Colonel Israel Shreve from Jersey to the 
Monongahela 1788," Newsletter--The North Louisiana 
Historical Association, Vol. VI, Number 3, April, 1966, 
p. 1; Pfaff, "Henry Miller Shreve—A Biography," p. 194. 
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Shreve—A Biography," Louisiana Historical Quarterly, 
Vol. X (April, 1927), 194. 

^Francis B. Heitman, Historical Register of Officers 
of the Continental Army During the War of the Revolution 
(New, Revised, and Enlarged Edition; Washington, D.C.: 
The Rare Book Shop Publishers Co., Inc., 1914), p. 495. 
John Shreve, Israel's son, served under his father during 
the war as a second lieutenant. 

Allen, Genealogy of The Shreve Family, p. 345; 
"Journal of Colonel Israel Shreve from Jersey to the 
Monongahela 1788," Newsletter—The North Louisiana 
Historical Association, Vol. VI, Number 3, April, 1966, 
p. 1; Pfaff, "Henry Miller Shreve—A Biography," p. 194. 



Upon returning to his home at the end of the War, 

Colonel Shreve refused to make a confession of wrongdoing 

to the Quaker community for participating in the War effort, 

and due to ill-feeling within the community, on July 7, 

1788, with his wife, six of his nine children, and a party 

of twenty-one, immigrated to the Monongahela River Valley, 

arriving on August 1, 1788. He selected a homesite in the 

township of Rostrover, County of Westmoreland, Pennsylvania.^ 

He later purchased from George Washington a tract of land 

known as "Washington's Bottoms," the first land surveyed 

by the General in 1748. The elder Shreve located his 

permanent homestead there."̂  In the winter of 1788-89, 

Colonel Shreve and several other "surveyors" accompanied 

Colonel George Morgan's expedition to the territory west 

of the Mississippi River.° According to Louis Houck, 

Morgan planned to lay out a city near the present site of 

New Madrid, and Houck refers to this expedition as "the 

""Journal of Colonel Israel Shreve from Jersey to 
the Monongahela 1788," p. 1. 

7 
Allen, Genealogy of The Shreve Family, p. 345; 

McLure, Louisiana Leaders, p. 6; Pfaff, "Henry Miller 
Shreve—A Biography," p. 196; Samuel Treat, "Political 
Portraits with Pen and Pencil--Henry Miller Shreve," 
United States Magazine and Democratic Review, Vol. XXII 
(1848), p. 3. 

Q 

Florence L. Dorsey, Master of the Mississippi 
(Cambridge: Houghton Mifflin Co., 1941), p. 7, maintains 
that Morgan planned this city as the capital of a Utopian 
colony, however, it was an "ill-fated" venture. Louis 
Houck, A History of Missouri (Chicago: R. R. Donnelley 
and Sons Co., 1908), Vol. II, p. 112. 



f i r s t considerable Anglo-American emigration into upper 
• 9 

Louisiana." 

Henry Miller Shreve was born October 21, 1785, at 

the family homestead, "Mt. Pleasant" on Rancocas Creek, 

New Jersey, the ninth child of Israel Shreve, the fifth 

by his second wife, Mary Cokely.^^ Little is known of 

Henry Shreve's early life. His childhood was spent at the 

homestead in the Monongahela Valley and, as his father 

died when Shreve was fourteen, he was often left upon his 

own resources. As a boy he appears to have been deeply 

interested in river travel and the boats and voyagers that 

passed through the area. He seems to have had a desire to 

enter the life of the riverman, for in 1807 at Brownsville, 

fifty miles above Pittsburgh on the Monongahela, he built 

a barge of thirty-five tons.-*-

Manned by a crew of ten, Shreve's barge sailed in 

October for St. Louis, with the builder in charge. The 

only description of Shreve at this time is provided by 

Florence Dorsey, who describes him thusly: 

. . . five feet eleven inches tall, so slight as 
to appear no more than seventeen years old, yet 
extremely athletic and strong. . . .His determina
tion, though quiet, never relaxed. His crew 

^Houck, A History of Missouri, p. 283. 

^^Allen, Genealogy of The Shreve Family, p. 384; 
Dorsey, Master of the Mississippi, p. 8. 

^^Dorsey refers to this vessel as a keelboat, however, 
all other accounts refer to it as a barge. 



appears to have accepted him as their 'patron' 
or master, without question.12 

Shreve first reached St. Louis in December, 1807. 

He returned to Pittsburgh with a cargo of furs, arriving 

in the spring of 1808; from there he shipped the furs by 

wagon to Philadelphia. Thus was established the first 

direct fur trade between Philadelphia and St. Louis.-̂ -̂  

Shreve continued in his endeavor for three years. 

In 1810 Henry Shreve embarked on a new venture. 

Prior to this time the British had monopolized trade with 

the Indians inhabiting the Upper Mississippi River area. 

This trade consisted primarily of the British supplying 

the Indians with rum, whisky, and "western" goods in 

exchange for lead and furs. ^hreve sought a part in this 

trade, and accordingly, set out from Brownsville for 

Pittsburgh, where he purchased a cargo of assorted goods 

with which to trade with the Indians who operated lead 

mines in the territory of northern Illinois. On May 2, 

1810, Shreve embarked from St. Louis on a barge of thirty-

five tons with a twelve man crew, and arrived at Fever 

River within a few weeks.l^ He remained here until the 

^^Dorsey, Master of the Mississippi, pp. 10-11. 

^^Ibid., pp. 10, 41; Pfaff, "Henry Miller Shreve— 
A Biography," p. 197; Treat, "Henry Miller Shreve," p. 7. 

^^Dorsey, Master of the Mississippi, p. 42; McLure, 
Louisiana Leaders, p. 6; William J. Petersen, Steamboatinq 
on the Upper Mississippi (Iowa City, Iowa: The State 
Historical Society of Iowa, 1968), p. 205; Pfaff, "Henry 
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first of July, trading with the Indians, and in the process 

acquiring sixty tons of lead. The quantity of his purchase 

necessitated building a flatboat and Shreve also somehow 

acquired another vessel to transport the cargo. Shreve 

sailed from the area and reached St. Louis around July 13. 

From there he shipped his cargo to New Orleans and thence 

on to Philadelphia, realizing a profit of $11,000 from 

this venture.-^^ However, he did not make any subsequent 

trips to the lead mines for, according to Caroline Pfaff, 

this voyage was "the beginning of the American lead trade 

in the upper Mississippi," and Shreve's success meant 

numerous competitors would quickly enter the field. 

Also in 1810 Shreve built another barge, this one 

of ninety-five tons and in the spring of 1811 established 

a trade between Pittsburgh and New Orleans which continued 

17 for four years. These voyages required six months for 

Miller Shreve—A Biography," pp. 197-198; Rueben Gold 
Thwaites, How George Rogers Clark Won the Northwest and 
Other Essays in Western History (Freeport, New York: 
Essay Index Reprint Series-Books For Libraries Press, 
1968), p. 323; Treat, "Henry Miller Slnreve, " pp. 7-8. 

•^^Dorsey, Master of the Mississippi, p. 65; Pfaff, 
"Henry Miller Shreve—A Biography," p. 198; Treat, "Henry 
Miller Shreve," p. 3. 

^^Pfaff, "Henry Miller Shreve—A Biography," 
p, 198. 

^"^Dorsey, Master of the Mississippi, p. 67; Pfaff, 
"Henry Miller Shreve—A Biography," p. 198; Treat, "Henry 
Miller Shreve," p. 8. 



completion, and it was during this era on the inland rivers 

that Shreve became convinced of the necessity of developing 

a western transportation system to effectively penetrate 

and open the interior of the United States and exploit its 

vast resources. 

The acquisition of the Louisiana territory by the 

United States in 1803 had been a vital stimulus to the 

opening of the west; concurrent with this, immigration into 

the area expanded rapidly. Thus a rapid means of getting 

goods to growing markets in the west, as well as trans

porting western goods to eastern markets, was a necessity. 

Later, the War of 1812 also prompted discussion of the 

importance of a vast system of trade and communication 

uniting the nation. A third impetus to the development of 

an inland transportation system, and in some v/ays a solu

tion in itself, was the invention of the steam engine and 

its application to modes of transportation. 

Recognizing the problem, and seeing the development 

of the steamboat as a possible solution, Shreve became 

concerned primarily with two aspects of the solution to 

this problem. The first of these was the effective applica

tion and modification of the "ocean-going" steamship to 

use on the western inland river system; the second, the 

removal of obstructions to navigation from the rivers. 

With these problems in mind, Shreve first directed his 



10 

energies to the application of steam power to boats for 

use on the western rivers. 



CHAPTER II 

SHREVE'S INVOLVEMENT IN STEAMBOATING AND THE 

DEVELOPMENT OF THE WESTERN STEAMBOAT 

In the first decade of the nineteenth century 

experiments in the use of steam power had been made along 

the Atlantic coast and her feeder streams in the eastern 

United States. Among these experiments were those of 

Robert Fulton on the Hudson and John Fitch on the Delaware. 

It was evident, however, that adaptation of steam power for 

the Mississippi and other major rivers of the west would 

probably be quite different from that for the eastern 

streams, because of differences in currents and numerous 

river obstructions found in western rivers. William C. 

Howells described the early eastern vessels as differing 

from those later adapted for use on the western rivers for 

. , , they had not assumed the forms that were 
afterward found to be suited to the river 
navigation. Their builders copied the models of 
ships adapted to deep water, and the boats all 
drew too much water to be available in the dry 
season, so that they really could not be used on 
the upper Ohio more than about three months in 
the year. They looked just like a small ship 
without masts. Some of them were of peculiar 
models, and all had very little power in compari
son with later boats. Very few of them could 

^William Cooper Howells, Recollections of Life in 
Ohio From 1813 to 1840 (Gainesville, Florida: Scholars 
Facsimiles and Reprints, 1963), pp. 74-75. 

11 
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make over two or three miles against the stream 
when it was strong. 

After a voyage of Fulton's New Orleans from Pittsburgh to 

New Orleans in 1812, it became evident that she was too 

large for practical use on most of the Mississippi—Ohio 

River systems, for her hull depth of twelve feet prevented 

successful operation, and thus she was placed in the 

Louisville to New Orleans trade, on the deeper waters of 

the lower Mississippi. Thus, in spite of her downstream 

voyage, the problem of western navigation had not been 

solved. 

At this time Henry Miller Shreve formally entered 

the realm of the western steamboatmen. In 1813 a group of 

men at Brownsville, Pennsylvania, organized the Monongahela 

and Ohio Steam Boat Company, advertising shares of stock 

for sale at $500, in order to obtain funds for the con-
4 

structions of vessels. Included in this group were Henry 

^Hunter, Steamboats on the Western Rivers, p. 70. 

^Pfaff, "Henry Miller Shreve—A Biography," 
pp. 198-199; Treat, "Henry Miller Shreve," p. 9. 

^Hunter, Steamboats on the Western Rivers, p. 13, 
310. "In their pioneer enterprises both the Fulton-
Livingston and the French-Shreve groups appear to have 
contemplated the regular operation of a number of steamboats 
with a view to providing connecting service between 
Pittsburgh and New Orleans. The eastern firm, according 
to Melish, planned the ultimate operation of eleven steam
boats in this 2,000 mile trade." This group did not 
succeed, however, in establishing regular steamboat 
service. Hunter, p. 3 25. 
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Shreve and Daniel French, about whom little is known 

except that he was an eastern mechanic who patented an 

engine with an oscillating cylinder in 1809, and settled 

in Brownsville about 1812. Among the company's vessels 

were the Comet, Enterprise, and Despatch. These boats 

established favorable records of practical and financial 

success, despite opposition from the Fulton-Livingston 

monopoly. This group's success served as an incentive for 

other persons to enter this field. By 1819 there were 

thirty-one steamboats reported in operation on the western 

rivers between Louisville and New Orleans. 

^Ibid., pp. 136-137. "Little is discoverable with 
respect to the specific character of his contributions to 
the steamboat in the West. Patent records list a Daniel 
French of Connecticut as taking out patents relating to 
wrought nails (1796) and oakum picking (1805). A Daniel 
French of New York took out a patent on a ' steam engine, 
boats, mills, etc.• in 1809 and is listed in the following 
year as patenting something having to do with brick and 
tile . . . Whether the Connecticut and New York Frenches 
were the same or different persons cannot be determined 
from the available sources. In 1820 Daniel French was 
listed as patenting with Pliny Bliss (residence of patentees; 
Hamilton, Ohio) an invention relating to 'propelling boats, 
horse power' (Burke, p. 173). The only reference to his 
activities after the early years that has come to my 
attention is in Poor, Haldeman's Louisville, p. 147: 
•At Jeffersonville, the Messrs. French construct their 
celebrated steamboats. Mr. F, senior, is the oldest boat 
builder on the Ohio.'" 

^Hunter, Steamboats on the Western Rivers, p. 13, 
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There are several discrepancies among writers and 

historians regarding the steamboat Comet, the first built 

by the Monongahela and Ohio Steam Boat Company. With 

regard to several facts, there is, however, general agree

ment. She was constructed at Pittsburgh in 1813, modeled 

after a patent obtained by Daniel French in 1809; she was a 

sternwheeler with vibrating cylinders. In the summer of 

1813 she traveled to Louisville and then proceeded to New 

Orleans in the spring of 1814. The Comet was then employed 

in the Natchez to New Orleans trade, and in July, 1814, 

7 
'Lewis Collins, History of Kentucky (Covington, 

Kentucky: Collins & Co., 1882), Vol. I, p. 361; Fred 
Erving Dayton, Steamboat Days (New York: Tudor Publishing 
Co., 1939), p. 334; Harry Sinclair Drago, The Steamboaters 
(New York: Dodd, Mead, & Company, 1967), p. 13; Seymour 
Dunbar, A History of Travel in America (New Edition; New 
York: Tudor Publishing Company, 1937), p. 393; H. M. 
M'Murtrie, Sketches of Louisville (Louisville: S. Penn, 
1819), p. 200; John Harrison Morrison, History of American 
Steam Navigation (New York: Stephen Daye Press, 1958), 
pp. 202-203; Frederick Brent Read, ed. Up the Heights of 
Fame and Fortune (Cincinnati: William* H. Moore & Company, 
1873), p. 67. Treat, "Henry Miller Shreve," pp. 9-10. 

Steamboat Comet—Statistics: 

Owner 
Daniel French 
D. D. Smith 0';̂ ner; built by French 

for Smith 
D. Smith provided financial backing-
French built the boat 

Daniel French; Shreve worked in 
advisory capacity 

Samuel Smith ov/ner; built by French 
D. D. Smith owner; built by French 
Built by S. Smith on French's plans 
Built by Samuel Smith on French's 
patent 

Author 
Collins 
Dayton 

Drago 

Dunbar 

M'Murtrie 
Morri son 
Read 
Treat 

Tonnage 
45 
25 

25 

25 

30 
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completed one trip between these ports, a distance of 

three hundred miles, in five days, ten hours.® After only 

two voyages she was sold, dismantled, and her engine set 

up in a cotton gin.^ 

The Enterprise, seventy-five tons burden^^ was 

the fourth steamboat to sail on the western waters. There 

is some disagreement as to the ownership of this boat, 

however, it is generally conceded that she was owned by the 

Monongahela and Ohio Steam Boat Company and was built at 

Q 

Emerson W. Gould, Fifty Years on the Mississippi 
(St. Louis: Nixon-Jones Printing Co., 1889), p. 539. 

^Collins, Hi story of Kentucky, Vol. I, p. 361; 
Dayton, Steamboat Days, p. 334; Dunbar, Travel in America, 
p. 393; Gould, Fifty Years on the I>lississippi, p. 101; 
M'Murtrie, Sketches of Louisville, p. 200; Morrison, American 
Steam Navigation, pp. 202-203; Read, Up the Heights, p. 67. 
Read differs from all other accounts in maintaining that from 
1815-16 the Comet was involved in the Natchez trade, at which 
time she was partially burned opposite New Orleans, but re
built and continued in the trade, ending her career in 1820. 
Treat, "Henry Miller Shreve," pp. 9-10. 

^^There is disagreement over the tonnage of the 
Enterprise. Authors maintaining seventy-five tons: Hunter, 
Steamboats on the Western Rivers, p. 127; James T. Lloyd, 
Lloyd's Steamboat Directory and Disasters on the Western 
Waters (Philadelphia, Cincinnati: Jesper Harding and Son, 
1856), p. 43; George Henry Preble, A Chronological History 
of the Origin and Development of Steam Navigation (2d ed.; 
Philadelphia: L. R. Hamersly and Co., 1895), pp. 81-82; 
forty-five tons: Collins, History of Kentucky, Vol. I, 
p. 518; Dorsey, Master of the Mississippi, p. 101; Drago, 
The Steamboaters, p. 13; McLure, Louisiana Leaders, p. 8; 
M'Murtrie, Sketches of Louisville, p. 201; N. Philip Norman, 
"The Red River of the South," Louisiana Historical 
Quarterly, Vol. XXV (1942), p. 445; Read, Up the Heights, 
p. 67; J. Thomas Scharf, History of Saint Louis City and 
County (Philadelphia: Louis H. Everts and Co., 1883), 
Vol. II, pp. 1096-1097; thirty-five tons: Gould, Fifty 
Years on the Mississippi, p. 199. 
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Brownsville in 1814, under the design and supervison of 

Daniel French. French's engine was described as "using 

steam of medium pressure (forty pounds according to George 

Evans) . . . the simplest then in use on steamboats. 

Dispensing with the heavy beam action and employing a very 

simple and ingenious valve gear this engine was declared 

to have but one-tenth the total parts and less than one-

half the moving parts found in other engines." This 

boat was a sternwheeler, eighty feet in length and twenty 

feet beam. Originally equipped with mast and sails, these 

were discarded in the winter of 1814 for they were not 

1 7 needed.-^ Niles Weekly Register, July 9, 1814, carried 

this report of the initial voyage of the Enterprise: 

The steamboat Enterprise . . . arrived at 
Pittsburgh on the eighth ultimate, designed as 
a packet between that place and the falls of the 
Ohio- Her power was highly appraised. She was 
tried against the current of the Monongahela, 
unusually high and rapid for the season and made 
three miles and a half an hour; she returned with 
the stream that distance in ten minutes.-'--̂  

During the summer of 1814, under the command of 

Captain J. Gregg, the Enterprise made two trips to the 

^^Hunter, Steamboats on the Western Rivers, 
pp. 136-137. 

^^Morrison, American Steam Navigation, p. 204. 

^^Niles Weekly Register, Vol. VI, July 9, 1814, 
p. 320. 
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falls at Lousville.^^ Shreve, at this time absent in 

conunand of a barge at New Orleans, did not receive command 

of the Enterprise until he returned to Pittsburgh in the 

fall of 1814. On December 1, 1814, Shreve sailed the 

Enterprise from Pittsburgh to New Orleans, loaded with a 

cargo of ordnance and ammunition, arriving at that port on 

the fourteenth of that month. At this time she was pressed 

into the service of the United States government by General 

Andrew Jackson. When the General learned of the steamboat's 

arrival at New Orleans he had sent for Shreve, seized the 

boat, and ordered him as her captain to return upriver in 

search of three keelboats loaded with small arms and " 
I 

ammunition which had sailed from Pittsburgh two months ^ 
H 
9 

earlier but had not arrived in New Orleans. Shreve left s 

the following day and located the keelboats twelve miles J 

above Natchez, dawdling and trading along the way. He took < 

their cargoes and masters on board the Enterprise and towed 

the keelboats back to New Orleans. He had sailed a distance 

of six hundred and fifty four miles in six and one-half 
days.^^ 

•̂ R̂ead, Up the Heights, p. 67, quoting from 
"Farnsworth's Cincinnati Directory" of 1820. 

^^Dorsey, Master of the Mississippi, pp. 89-90; 
Gould, Fifty Years on the Mississippi, p. 138. Interesting 
footnote in Gould, for which I have found no corroboration--
"We find in the old wharfage-book kept at this port (New 
Orleans) in January, 1815, the steamboat Enterprise, 
Captain Shreve registered, as follows: 'The Enterprise 
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Shreve and the Enterprise then became involved in 

running various errands throughout the area in support of 

the war effort. At this time panic was growing in the city 

and he was approached by severai persons who asked him to 

remove their families fifty miles upstream to safety. It 

is reported that Shreve agreed, provided that permission 

was obtained from Jackson. Envoys reported to the General's 

headcjuarters, where they obtained his preoccupied consent, 

for he was extremely busy at the time. Shreve then began 

to take refugees on board the Enterprise, only to receive 

a message from General Jackson ordering him to perform a 

service which would necessitate the discharge of his « 

passengers and the giving up of plans for the voyage. M 
: 

shreve refused to comply with this order and shortly was 

placed under arrest and taken to the General's headquarters. ; 

Here the two men confronted each other, Jackson demanding * 
1 fi to know why Shreve disobeyed his order. After a brief 

explanation by Shreve and the reminder of a previous order 

by Jackson to carry the women and children to safety, the 

17 captain was dismissed and allowed to fulfill his mission. 

refused to pay her wharfage dues, owing to martial law 
being proclaimed at that date.'" Pfaff, "Henry Miller 
Shreve—A Biography," p. 200; Treat, "Henry Miller 
Shreve," pp. 10-11. 

•̂ Ĵames Parton, Life of Andrew Jackson (New York: 
Mason Brothers, 1861), Vol. II, pp. 118-119. 

17ibid. 
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On the third of January, 1815, Shreve was again 

summoned to headquarters, and Samuel Treat-̂ ^ reports the 

incident thusly: 

General Jackson: "Captain Shreve, I under
stand that you are a man that will always do 
what you undertake. Can you pass the British 
batteries on the bank of the river, nine miles 
below, and with your steamer bear supplies to 
Fort St. Philips?" 

After a moments reflection . . . he /Shreve/ 
answered "Yes, if you will give me my own time." 

"What time do you require? asked the General. 

"Twenty-four hours" he replied. 

The British were encamped several miles below the city and 

had erected batteries to command and control the Mississippi 

River. It was by these positions that Shreve was to pass 

in order to relieve Fort St. Philips. Supplies were on 

board the Enterprise by late in the afternoon and the sides 

of the boat above the water level had been covered with 

cotton bales as protection against shells fired by the 

British. Late in the night, as mist rose on the Mississippi 

River, with a slow head of steam and the wheel muffled, the 

Enterprise passed the British batteries along the river 

unnoticed and reached Fort St. Philips safely the following 

morning. She discharged her cargo and began her return to 

New Orleans. On a return trip the following night, British 

sentinels discovered the passage of the steamer, but not 

^^Treat, "Henry Miller Shreve," p. 11. 
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until it was already beyond effective reach of their guns. 

Only a few spent shells hit the protective cotton bales.^^ 

When it appeared obvious that a battle would be 

fought, Shreve asked to take an active part and was stationed 

as an artilleryman in a battery commanded by one Colonel 

Humphrey. Colonel Humphrey's battery was reported as 

located along the river and was said to be instrumental 

in destroying the advancing column of British General 

Keane.^^ 

After the cessation of hostilities Shreve continued 

in the service of the government, making a voyage to the 

Gulf of Mexico as a cartel to exchange prisoners of war, 

one voyage to the rapids of the Red River with troops, nine 
Ii 

voyages to Natchez, and five to the Balize.̂ -'- One of her jL 

9 9 P' 
trips to Natchez Niles Weekly Register'̂ '̂  cites as a record ' 

> 

voyage, the Enterprise reaching this port from New Orleans, * 
a distance of "three hundred and thirteen miles" in four 

^^Dorsey, Master of the Mississippi, pp. 94-95; 
Treat, "Henry Miller Shreve," p. 11. 

^^Dorsey, Master of the Mississippi, pp. 95-96; 
Major A. Lacorriere Latour. Historical Memoir of the War 
in West Florida and Louisiana (Gainesville, Florida: 
University of Florida Press, 1964, a facsimile reproduction 
of the 1816 edition), p. 147; McLure, Louisiana Leaders, 
p. 8; Pfaff, "Henry Miller Shreve—A Biography," p. 202; 
Treat, "Henry Miller Shreve," p. 11. 

21collins, History of Kentucky, Vol. II, p. 361. 

^^Niles Weekly Register, Vol. VIII, JUly 1, 1815, 
p. 320. 
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days. John H. Morrison^^ also regards one of the trips to 

Natchez as worthy of praise, stating that the boat made the 

trip of "two hundred and seventy-three miles, in four days, 

against an unusually strong current then running in the 

Mississippi River." 

It was during this period, the war effort of 

1814-15, in which Henry Shreve became familiar with and 

developed an intimate friendship with Andrew Jackson. As 

a result he was one of seven men who later initiated the 

first public demonstration in Louisville in favor of 

Jackson's candidacy for President of the United States. It 

^^Morrison, American- Steam Navigation, pp. 204-205. 

2^Read, Up the Heights, p. 72. 

h 
was also due, to some extent, to Jackson's friendship that x 

Shreve was later to become Superintendent of Western River ^ 

Improvement.^^ * 
C 

On May 6, 1815, its service to the government I 

completed, the Enterprise sailed from New Orleans bound < 

for Pittsburgh. She reached Louisville on May 30, a record 

twenty-five days, an accomplishment in itself. More 

important was the fact that the Enterprise was the first 

steamboat to ever ascend the Mississippi River as far as 

Louisville from New Orleans. This was a remarkable feat 

considering the lack of experienced river pilots of the 

day, the absence of established woodyards or fuel depots. 
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and the necessity of running only in the day-time.^^ This 

voyage of the Enterprise failed, however, to convince many 

persons of the practicability of the use of steamboats on 

the western rivers, for at this time the waters of the 

Mississippi were high due to flooding conditions, and thus 

the Enterprise was able to avoid extremely dangerous 

currents and snags and lessened the length of the trip by 

sailing through "cut-offs" and over inundated fields of 

still water. Many doubted the ability of steam-powered 

vessels to ascend the Mississippi and other western rivers 

under normal conditions.^^ Samuel Treat, Shreve's "first 
2 

biographer" and upon whose article most subsequent accounts S 

of his life were to be based, says of the voyage: ^ 

On the thirty-first of that month the • 
Enterprise reached Louisville—the first steam H 
vessel that ever performed that voyage. Still 5 
the delays, difficulties, and expense of the J 
undertaking, rendered it doubtful whether steam < 
navigation on the western rivers would prove of 
any practical benefit.27 

For most of the skeptics, the voyage of Shreve's Washington 

two years later was to prove decisively the value of the 

steamboat on the western waters of the United States. 

^^Collins, History of Kentucky, Vol. II, p. 361. 

^^Preble, Origin and Development of Steam 
Navigation, pp. 81-82. 

"̂̂ Treat, "Henry Miller Shreve," p. 12. 
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A contemporary writer, Louis Hunter,^® regards 

the voyage of the Enterprise to Louisville quite as decisive 

as the later voyage of the Washington. Hunter cites four 

criteria for his opinion. First, he states that although 

the Enterprise was a smaller boat than the Washington its 

time from New Orleans to Louisville was virtually the same. 

Second, the voyage of the Enterprise in 1815 appears to 

have initiated as much favorable comment and attention 

publicly as did that of the Washington in 1817, and addi

tionally a Congressional committee reporting in 1816, 

declared that the success of steamboat navigation on the 
>) 

Ohio and Mississippi rivers was now assured and obviously u 
ft n 

could only have been referring to the trip of the Enterprise. H 
ft 
ft 

Additionally, Hunter points out that between the voyage 
r 

in 1815 and that of 1817, other steamboats ascended the a 
i 

Mississippi and Ohio rivers. Finally, he maintains that * 

holding the voyage of the Enterprise inconclusive because 

it was made under exceptionally favorable conditions is an 
. . . overfacile explanation for which no con
temporary authority can be found . . . and ignores 
the fact that at flood stage the current was 
swifter than under ordinary conditions, that 
navigation during the flood season was impeded 
by driftwood, and that the weaving of the channel 
back and forth across the river in the innumerable 
bends necessitated repeated crossings of the rapid 
channel current. The 1815 voyage of the Enterprise 
clearly demonstrates the ability of the steamboat 
to stem the currents of the western rivers and was 

^^Hunter, Steamboats on the Western Rivers, 
pp. 17-18. 
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a tribute to mechanical ability of Daniel French 
. . . and to the skill in navigation . . . of 
Henry Shreve. 

Thomas W. Knox maintains that the citizens of 

Louisville viewed this as an important voyage, for upon the 

Enterprise's arrival " . . . there was great excitement; 

triumphal arches were erected, cannon were fired, and a 

public dinner was given to the captain for his successful 

2Q ascent of the great river." 

Uncjuestionably this voyage of the Enterprise was an 

important event in the development of steam navigation on 

the western waters, and, for all practical purposes, proved 

the feasibility of such navigation. Perhaps it was not >< 

for two reasons. First, at this time, 1815, the American 

war with Britain. Secondly, innovations employed on the 

Washington, Shreve's later boat, had aroused public attention, 

and thusly this boat and its practical accomplishments were 

viewed as indicators of the future of steamboating on the 

western rivers of the United States. 

After leaving Louisville the Enterprise continued 

toward Pittsburgh, arriving at Cincinnati in twenty-eight 

days, the first steamboat to reach that port from New 

^^Thomas W. Knox, The Life of Robert Fulton and a 
History of Steam Navigation (New York: G. P. Putnam's 
Sons, 1886), p. 220. This is the only such account of a 
public dinner for the voyage of the Enterprise which I 
have located. 

given the importance of the 1817 voyage of the Washington H 
h ft 

public was still concerned with and discussing the recent p 
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Orleans. An excerpt from Niles Weekly Register, 

31 
August 5, 1815, sums up the voyage of the Enterprise: 

• . • the following from a late newspaper called 
the Brownsville Telegraph: 

"Arrived at this port on Monday, last, the 
steamboat Enterprise, Shrieve /sic/ of Bridgeport, 
from New Orleans, in ballast, having discharged 
her cargo at Pittsburg. She is the first steam
boat that ever made the voyage to the mouth of 
the Mississippi and back—She made the voyage 
from New Orleans to this port in fifty-four days, 
twenty days of which were employed in loading 
and unloading freight at different towns on the 
Mississippi and Ohio; so that she was only 
thirty-four days in active service in making her 
voyage which our readers will remember must be 
performed against powerful currents and is 
upwards of 2200 miles in length." 

At Pittsburgh Shreve relincjuished command of the boat to 

Dennis Worley, who in May, 1816, lost her in Rock Harbor, 

at Shippingport, Kentucky, two miles below Louisville.^^ 

Although Hunter points out the effectiveness and 
3 3 

success of the Enterprise's voyage in 1815, Dorsey 

Gould, Fifty Years on the Mississippi, p. 199. 

•̂̂ Niles Weekly Register, Vol. VIII, August 5, 1815, 
p. 404. 

3 o 
•^Collins, History of Kentucky, Vol. II, p. 361— 

Enterprise lost May, 1816, at Rock Harbor; Drago, The 
Steamboaters, p. 13—Enterprise losr at Rock Harbor several 
months after Shreve relinquished command in Pittsburgh; 
Gould, Fifty Years on the Mississippi, p. 102—Enterprise 
lost at Rock Harbor; Lloyd, Lloyd's Steamboat Directory, 
pp. 82-83, and Niles Weekly Register, Vol. XI, October 5, 
1816, pp. 94-95, record the explosion of a steamboat 
Enterprise commanded by a Captain Howard near Charleston, 
South Carolina, on September 10, 1816. I do not believe these 
are the same boats. 

33j)orsey, Master of the Mississippi, pp. 103-104. 
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maintains that upon Shreve's arrival in Pittsburgh he 

turned the boat over to French and suggested that drastic 

changes would have to be made in the design of the engine 

and hull if the boat was to ascend the Mississippi under 

normal river conditions. French declined to adopt Shreve's 

suggestions and the captain began to formulate plans for 

his own craft. 

Mention should be made of the third boat constructed 

by the Monongahela and Ohio Steam Boat Company, which v/as 

the Despatch or Dispatch, of twenty-five tons burden, 

built at Brownsville, Pennsylvania, and launched in the 

summer of 1815. Little is known of this boat, except that 

her engine was designed and constructed in accord with 

French's patent. There were high expectations expressed 

for the performance of this boat, that she would attain a 

speed of nine miles per hour, however, it is not known 

whether this goal was achieved. She made several trips from 

Pittsburgh to Louisville and one to New Orleans and back 

to Shippingport, where she was wrecked and her engine 

removed. At this time she was commanded by Captain J. 

Gregg. Shreve appears to have had no connection with 

this vessel other than that as a stockholder in the company 

that owned the boat. 

Gould, Fifty Years on the Mississippi, p. 104; 
M'Murtrie, Sketches of Louisville, p. 201; Morrison, 
American Steam Navigation, pp. 206-207; Scharf, History 
of Saint Louis, Vol. II, p. 1097. 
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The experience gained by Henry Miller Shreve on 

the western rivers from 1807-1815, and especially while in 

command of the Enterprise, led to the application of 

significant modifications in steamboat design in the 

Washington. The Washington, 403 tons burden, was owned by 

"Messrs. Neal Gillespie and Robert Clark of Brownsville, 

Messrs. Noah Zane and George White of Wheeling, and Captain 

35 
Shreve." The keel of this boat was laid on September 10, 

1815, at Wheeling, West Virginia, under the supervision 

36 
of George White, a river mechanic, while under the 

superintendence of Shreve, her engines were being constructed 

at Brownsville. A general description of the Washington 
37 

appeared in Niles Weekly Register, July 20, 1816: ' 

She is 148 feet in length. Her main cabin is 
60 feet; She has three handsome private rooms, 
besides a commodious bar room. She is furnished 
and ecjuipped in a very superior style. Gentlemen 
from New York who have been a board of her, 
assert that her accommodations exceed anything 
they have seen on the North /Hudson/ river. 
. . . Many who have seen and examined her announce 
her the finest steam vessel on the western waters. 

The Washington began her initial voyage from 

Wheeling to New Orleans on Monday evening, June 3, 1816, 

and in the first forty-five minutes of the journey had 

^^Niles Weekly Register, Vol. X, July 20, 1816, 
pp. 348-349. 

"^^Drago, The Steamboaters, p. 14; McLure, Louisiana 
Leaders, p. 8; Morrison, American Steam Navigation, p. 207. 

'̂̂ Niles Weekly Register, Vol. X, JUly 20, 1816, 
pp. 348-349. 
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traveled almost nine miles. The women of Brownsville 

had woven a silk banner or flag for the boat, and on one 

side the figure of Fame blew a trumpet and embroidered on 

the other was the inscription, "Our friends shall not take 

from us what we have wrested from our enemies." This motto 

was a means of declaring that no one, with reference to 

the Fulton-Livingston monopoly rights of steamboat traffic, 

should place any restrictions on the free use of the rivers 

39 which had been obtained with great difficulty. 

Within several days the Washington had arrived at 

Marietta, Ohio, and stopped there to complete some iron 

work and make adjustments. The boat left Marietta on 

Monday, June 7, and on the afternoon of June 8, anchored 

off Point Harmar, where she remained during the night. On 

Wednesday morning, June 9, fires were readied and prepara

tions begun for continuing the journey down the Ohio. 

However, there was some difficulty in maneuvering the boat 

into the proper starting position, and she was carried by 

the current to near the Virginia shore, about ten miles 

below Marysville. At this time it was necessary to throw 

out a kedge anchor at the stern. At the moment when all 

hands were assembled to haul in the anchor, the end of the 

38ibid 

Dorsey, Master of the Mississippi, p. Ill; 
Garnett Laidlaw Eskew, Pageant of the Packets (New York: 
Henry Holt & Co., Inc., 1929), p. 48. 
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boiler nearest the stern was blown off and a column of 

scalding water sprayed among the crew, inflicting numerous 

injuries and resulting in several deaths. The cause of 

this explosion was the slippage of the safety valve 

weight to the end of the lever, which permitted an over-

accumulation of pressure in the boiler. Several persons, 

including the captain were blown overboard, although, with 

one exception, all were recovered. The inhabitants of 

Harmar, alarmed by the sound of the explosion and the cries 

of anguish and consternation, crowded to the area. One 

later described the scene in detail. Estimates on the 

deaths ranged from seven to thirteen. The number of injured 

was estimated to be as high as seventeen, including Shreve, 

who was blown overboard. He was only slightly injured and 

41 able to continue the journey after repairs were made. 

This disaster tended to totally alienate some persons 

from steamboat travel and initiated in others a strong fear 

Lloyd, Lloyd's Steamboat Directory, p. 56. 

^^Edwin Adams Davis and John C. L. Andreassen, eds, 
"From Louisville to New Orleans in 1816: Diary of William 
Newton Mercer," Journal of Southern History, Vol. II 
(1936), p. 393; Dayton Steamboat: Days, p. 341; Dorsey, 
Master of the Mississippi, pp. 112-113; Eskew, Pageant of 
the Packets, p. 52; Gould, Fifty Years on the Mississippi, 
pp. 439-441; Hunter, Steamboats on the Western Rivers, 
p. 283; Lloyd, Lloyd's Steamboat Directory, p. 56; 
Morrison, American Steam IJzvigation, p. 209; Niles Weekly 
Register, Vol. X, June 15, 1816, p. 364; Pfaff, "Henry 
Miller Shreve—A Biography,"•pp. 212-213; U.S. Congress, 
Senate, Senate Executive Document 18, 30th Congress, 
2d Session, p. 47. 
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of this mode of transportation. However, with time, these 

feelings were overcome, evidenced by the growth in the 

number of boats in later years. 

After repairs were made the Washington resumed her 

journey to New Orleans, arriving at Louisville on the 

afternoon of September 20.^^ On September 24, 1816, she 

passed the Falls of the Ohio, and reached New Orleans on 

October 15, returning to Louisville in November. Accumula

tions of ice at the Falls prevented the Washington from 

sailing until March of 1817, at which time she began her 

second trip to New Orleans. She returned to Louisville 
I 

I 

on April 17, 1817, accomplishing the ascending voyage in J 

twenty-five days, the voyage from which most historians *^ 

date the commencement of systematic steam navigation in 

the Mississippi Valley. James T. Lloyd maintains that 

this trip demonstrated the feasibility of steam passage 

on the western rivers beyond a doubt since these boats 

could ascend this river in less than one-fourth the time 

which was required by barges and keel-boats. Of this 

voyage H. M. M'Murtrie states that it "convinced the 

despairing public that steam boat navigation would succeed 

on the western v;aters. . . . " and Morrison adds that 

^^Davis and Andreassen, "Diary of William Mercer," 
p. 394. 

^^Discrepancies regarding the dates and length of 
this voyage of the Washington are indicated in a chart 
entitled "Appendix B" at end of this thesis. 
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"After that memorable voyage of the Washington, all doubts 

and prejudices in reference to steam navigation were 
A A. 

removed." 

Upon his arrival in Louisville in April the citizens 

gave a public dinner in Union Hall in honor of Captain 

Shreve, to celebrate his historic voyage. At this time 

Captain Shreve predicted that the day would come when the 

trip from New Orleans to Louisville would be made in ten 

days, a prediction regarded by some in 1817 as a "boastful 

declaration."^^ Also invited to this dinner was Captain 

Robeson de Hart of the Aetna, which had made four voyages 

from New Orleans to Louisville, from 1815-1817. Editorials 

of the day praised these two men for their success in t 

demonstrating the practicability of navigating the western * 

46 I 
rivers with steam vessels. i 

Late in the spring of 1817, the Washington began 

her third voyage to New Orleans. On May 4, 1817, the 

steamboat Oliver Evans, renamed the Constitution, burst 

her boiler opposite St. Francisville, on the Mississippi 

^^Lloyd, Lloyd's Steamboat Directory, pp. 44-45; 
M'Murtrie, Sketches of Louisville, pp. 201-202; Morrison, 
American Steam N^^vigation, p. 208. 

^^Dunbar, Travel in America, pp. 394-395; Eskew, 
Pageant of the Packets, pp. 56-57; Gould, Fifty Years on 
the Mississippi, pp. 169-170; Morrison, American Steam 
Navigation, p. 208; Preble, Origin and Development of Steam 
Navigation, p. 82. 

^^Hunter, Steamboats on the Western Rivers, p. 19. 
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River, with a resultant loss of eleven lives.^^ Flugel 

in his Diary states that "It is said that the captain 

/of the Constitutior/' challenged the Washington to a race. 

A few minutes after he had challenged her the destruction 

took place."^° Thus, early was established the basis of 

the legend that steamboat races ended in disaster and that 

steamboat explosions were due chiefly to racing. 

The Washington reached New Orleans safely, and 

from the profits of these three voyages all expenses of 

operating the boat were paid, the original cost of con

struction overcome, and the stockholders divided a profit 

of $1,700.^^ In September, 1817, this boat completed her 

third round trip of the season between New Orleans and 

Louisville and, although several other steam vessels 

reached Louisville from New Orleans in that year, it was 

obvious that 1817 was the year of the Washington.^-^ 

"̂ "̂ Hunter, Ibid. , pp. 283-284; Niles Weekly Register, 
Vol. XI, October 12, 1816, p. 106; Niles Weekly Register, 
Vol. XII, June 7, 1817, p. 239. 

^®J. G. Flugel, "Pages From A Journal of a Voyage 
Down the Mississippi To New Orleans in 1817" (edited by 
Felix Flugel), Louisiana Historical Quarterly, Vol. VII 
(1924), pp. 438-439. 

Hunter, Steamboats on the Western Rivers, 
pp. 283-284. 

^^Hunter, Ibid., p. 71; Treat, "Henry Miller 
Shreve," p. 13. 

^^Hunter, Steamboats on the Western River, p. 19. 
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This steamboat continued to travel the western 

rivers of the United States for five years. She traveled 

to St. Louis in March of 1819, and John James Audubon 

recorded that this boat passed near the Chain of Rocks, 

52 just above the mouth of the Ohio River in November, 1820. 

She returned to New Orleans on January 12, 1821. In 1822 

she was discarded as "worn out." 

The Washington contributed greatly to the develop

ment of western river navigation through her innovations 

and her accomplishments. However, not all of Shreve's 

problems were related to mechanical innovations. One of 

the chief obstacles to development of an efficient trans

portation system on the western rivers had been the Fulton-

Livingston monopoly, and Shreve chose to tackle this 

obstacle also. 

It was during Shreve's career as a barge captain 

and commander of the Enterprise and the Washington that 

he became involved in a controversy over the Fulton-

Livingston monopoly rights of steam navigation on the 

western rivers. On April 19, 1811, a legislative franchise 

had been granted to Robert Fulton and Robert Livingston 

under Chapter XXVI of the Acts of the Second Session, 

^^Dorsey, Master of the Mississippi, p. 135; 
Scharf, History of Saint Louis, Vol. II, p. 1100. 
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Third Legislature, Territory of Orleans, ̂"̂  which gave them 

sole rights to operate steam vessels on the rivers of the 

Mississippi Valley for a period of fourteen years. The 

law stipulated that a fine of $500 would be imposed upon 

all violators of this grant.^^ Previously, several state 

legislatures had refused to grant such a monopoly and many 

states and individuals were displeased with the Louisiana 

charter. Some regarded this monopoly grant as unconstitu

tional and an infringement upon the rights of other states 

with waters flowing into the Mississippi. Many protested 

against the seizures of non-Fulton-Livingston boats. 

Shreve was determined to resist and possibly to overthrow 

the monopoly, and accordingly, when in New Orleans in 1814 

as a barge captain, he conferred with A. L. Duncan, a 

local attorney. Shreve gave Duncan $500 as a retainer and 

promised another $1,500 to be paid when and if a success
es 

ful legal controversy over the monopoly rights ensued. 

Shreve, aware that the Enterprise would soon be completed 

and believing that it could successfully ascend the current 

of the Mississippi River, realized that a stand would have 

c3 
J. Fair Hardin, "The First Great Western River 

Captain," Louisiana Historical Quarterly, Vol. X (1927), 
p. 32. 

^^McLure, Louisiana Leaders, p. 10. 

^^Dorsey, Master of the Mississippi, p. 85; McLure, 
Louisiana Leaders, p. 10; Pfaff, "Henry Miller Shreve—A 
Biography," pp. 216-217; Treat, "Henry Miller Shreve," 
pp. 14-15. 
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to be made against the monopoly. He argued that the grant 

had been made by the Territory of Orleans prior to its 

admittance to the Union, a condition of which was that its 

waters be free to navigation. Thus, according to Shreve, 

the Fulton-Livingston monopoly rights had been negated by 

admission of Louisiana as a state. However, in Louisiana, 

Edward Livingston, a New Orleans attorney and younger 

brother of Robert Livingston, was a power with whom to 

reckon. 

Fulton's patented steamboat, which was the particular 

type of boat protected by the monopoly, had side paddle 

wheels. This led to attempts of evasion of his patent 

rights by subsequent steamboat builders, by placing the 

wheels on each side of the keel at the stern of the vessel. 

The French-Shreve boats were of this model, stern-wheelers. 

This did not, however, exempt them from prosecution, for 

the Fulton-Livingston faction claimed this was only a ruse 

to avoid the letter of the law. 

The controversy between Fulton-Livingston and Shreve 

began with the boat. Comet. Before this boat left the Ohio 

River the Fulton-Livingston group initiated a suit against 

the owners and admonished the public to purchase only those 

boats built under their patent design. The outcome of this 

^Lowells, Recollections, pp. 74-75; Hunter, 
Steamboats on the VJestern Rivers, p. 170. 
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suit, if any, has not been discovered.^"^ What proved to 

be the critical legal skirmish began with the December, 

1814, voyage of the Enterprise to New Orleans. Edward 

Livingston, upon learning of the boat's impending arrival, 

secured the services of all members of the New Orleans 

bar, with the exception of Duncan, whom he offered $3,000 

to abandon his client and remain silent. However, Duncan 

refused to accept Livingston's offer and further stated 

that he had advised Shreve to oppose the Fulton corporation 

Upon arrival of the Enterprise on December 14, Shreve 

immediately met with Duncan and arranged for bail to be 

raised in case the boat was seized, which did occur on 

December 15. As the city was under martial law at the 

time, however, the Enterprise was commandeered by General 

58 Jackson and Shreve proceeded to aid in the war effort. 

On May 6, 1815, the date on which the Enterprise 

was to sail from New Orleans for Louisville, she was again 

seized, but Duncan, prepared for this, arranged bond and 

59 the boat was released within a few hours. At this time 

the Fulton lawyers, Edward Livingston and John Grymes, 

"^Hunter, Steamboats on the Western Rivers, p. 170. 

^Hunter, Steamboats on the Western Rivers, p. 170; 
McLure, Louisiana Leaders, p. 10; Pfaff, "Henry Miller 
Shreve—A Biography," pp. 216-217; Treat, "Henry Miller 
Shreve," pp. 14-15. 

^^Dorsey, Master of the Mississippi, p. 101; McLure, 
Louisiana Leaders, p. 10; Pfaff, "Henry Miller Shreve—A 
Biography," pp. 216-217; Treat, "Henry Miller Shreve," p. 15 
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initiated a suit against the Enterprise, which was heard 

in the Inferior Court at New Orleans, with the jury re

turning a verdict favoring free navigation. In this 

decision it was stated that the legislature of the Territory 

of Orleans had exceeded its authority in granting such 

fin 
privileges to the Fulton-Livingston group. The attorneys 

for the monopoly vowed to continue the fight. 

Later, the Despatch was also seized. Niles Weekly 

Register, June 1, 1816, reported the incident:^-^ 

"Steamboat navigation"—Mr. Livingston, of 
New Orleans, under a law of the state of Louisiana, 
as the assignee of Fulton and Livingston's 
"exclusive right" to navigate the Mississippi and i 
its waters, by steam, so far as respects the x 
navigation from New Orleans to and up the Red i 
river, has prevented the steam-boat Despatch, of H 
Pittsburg, from taking a return cargo at New n 
Orleans, though, it appears, she is worked by • 
machinery quite distinct from that used under the C 
aforesaid patent. He has, however, permitted her 9 
to go out of the limits of the state without i 
incurring a penalty. The procedure appears * 
likely to create much sensation in the "Western 
world." 

^^Dorsey, Master of the Mississippi, p. 108; 
Hardin, "First Great River Captain," p. 33; Hunter, 
Steamboats on the Western Rivers, pp. 13-14; McLure, 
Louisiana Leaders, p. 10; Pfaff, "Henry Miller Shreve—A 
Biography," pp. 216-217; Treat, "Henry Miller Shreve," 
p. 15. Dorsey, McLure, Pfaff, and Treat maintain that this 
case was carried to the Louisiana Supreme Court, or the 
Supreme Court of the Territory, however, research has 
failed to corroborate this statement. Hunter states that 
the case was first appealed by the plaintiffs, then 
dropped. 

^^Hunter, Steamboats on the Western Rivers, 
pp. 13-14; Niles Weekly Register, Vol. X, June 1, 1816, 
pp. 231-232. 
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Upon the arrival of the Washington in New Orleans 

in October, 1816, Shreve was met by Livingston, who 

inspected and admired the boat, and is reputed to have 

remarked, "I tell you, young man, you deserve well of 

your country, but we shall be compelled to beat you in 
62 

the courts." The boat was seized and placed in custody 

of the marshall, to be held in lieu of $10,000 bail. 

Shreve was arrested, although he was released within a 

short time, due to the hostility of public opinion in New 

Orleans regarding his arrest. Shreve refused to post bail 

for the boat, and in an unexpected countermove Duncan 

secured a court order recjuiring the Fulton-Livingston J 
i« 

company to post a bond of $10,000 to cover any damage or H 
ft 

loss caused Shreve and his partners by the detention of * 

the Washington. The result of this confrontation was a s 

suit, brought in United States District Court for the * 

Louisiana District, "Heirs of Fulton and Livingston 

^^Hardin, "First Great River Captian," p. 31. 
Dorsey, Master of the Mississippi, p. 118, Dunbar, Travel 
in America, pp. 394-395, and Pfaff, "Henry Miller Shreve— 
A Biography," p. 203, give the quote as "You deserve 
well of your country, young man; but we shall be compelled 
to beat you if we can." Treat, "Henry Miller Shreve," 
p. 13, gives it as "You deserve well of your country, 
young man; but we (referring to the Fulton and Livingston 
Monopoly) shall be compelled to beat you (in the courts) 
if we can." 

^•^Dorsey, Master of the Mississippi, p. 118; 
Pfaff, "Henry Miller Shreve—A Biography," p. 218; Treat, 
"Henry Miller Shreve," p. 15. 

i« 
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versus Henry M. Shreve, Number 1003," filed March 22, 

1817. ̂"̂  

Prior to this, in January, 1817, a resolution to 

repeal the monopoly grant had been introduced in the 

Louisiana legislature. A committee appointed to investi

gate the issue reported that there was no compelling 

reason to repeal the law, pointed to the heavy losses 

suffered by the company in carrying out their rights and 

stressing the advantages accruing to the state of Louisiana 

from the grant. Obviously the power of the Livingston 

faction was still great in Louisiana. 

News of the impending suit aroused widespread 

attention in the western United States, as evidenced by 

contemporary accounts: 

^^J. Fair Hardin, Northwestern Louisiana—A History 
of the Watershed of the Red River 1714-1937 (Shreveport, 
Louisiana: The Historical Record Association, 1937), 
Vol. I, p. 239. A complete transcript of the original 
suit is found in this volume, pp. 239-244. 

Dorsey, Master of the Mississippi, p. 119; Hunter, 
Steamboats on the Western Rivers, p. 14; Morrison, American 
Steam Navigation, p. 212. 

^%iles Weekly Register, Vol. XI, November 23, 1816, 
p. 208. 

X 

H 

H 
n 
ft 

The Louisville Correspondent announces a Ij 
second attempt of the Livingston steam boat ?; 
company to interrupt the steam navigation of < 
the Mississippi by boats not under their 
charter. The procedure excites much sensibility 
in the western world.66 

During the proceedings which began in the spring of 1817, 

it was reported that representatives of the Fulton-Livingston 
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Company offered Shreve an equal share in all privileges 

under their patent rights as well as actual credit for 

developing them, provided he instruct his counsel to lose 

the case. This offer was refused.^"^ 

The decision of the court in 1817 in the suit 

against the Washington was to dismiss the petitions of the 

plaintiffs on the grounds that the Court lacked jurisdic

tion in the case, for neither party was a resident of the 

68 
state of Louisiana. The heirs of Fulton and Livingston, 

evidently discouraged by the difficulties of enforcing 

69 their monopoly rights, withdrew their claims in 1819, 

and as a result of these events optimism spread throughout 

the western country. M'Murtrie stated at the time that 

Next to Fulton the Western country owes a 
vast debt of gratitude to Captain Henry M. 
Shreve. It is to his exertions, his example, and 
let me add, to his integrity and patriotic purity 

^^M'Murtrie, Sketches of Louisville, pp. 195-196; 
Pfaff, "Henry Miller Shreve—A Biography," p. 218; Treat, 
"Henry Miller Shreve," p. 15. 

"°Hardin, Northwestern Louisiana, pp. 243-244. 

^^Hunter, Steamboats on the Western Rivers, p. 14; 
Lloyd, Lloyd * s Steamboat Directory, p. 45; Morrison, 
American steam Navigation, p. 208. Hunter states that 
" . . . /the heirs/ by 1818 sold two of the three Fulton 
boats remaining in the West. With the virtual abandonment 
of the monopoly, the freedom of steam navigation was 
established in effect six years before the decision of the 
Supreme Court in 'Gibbons V. Ogden' (1824) annulled the 
exclusive New York franchise of Fulton and Livingston." 
For additional information on the "Gibbons V. Ogden" case 
see Charles Warren, The Supreme Court in United States 
History (Revised Edition; Boston: Little, Brown, and 
Company, 1932), Vol. I, pp. 587-632. 
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of principle, that it is indebted for the present 
flourishing state of its navigation. . . . 70 

Many persons of the period saw the struggle over 

the Fulton-Livingston monopoly as that between east and 

west—the attempt by "Eastern capitalist and business 

powers" to keep the west subservient to their ends. Thus, 

with the end of the monopoly, a new western hero was born— 

Henry Miller Shreve, who led the fight to free the west. 

It should be noted that in the development of the western 

hero image several facts were overlooked. First, the 

court decision was not a decisive one—that came with 

Gibbons v. Ogden in 1824; second, other men were also n 

involved in the fight against the monopoly—for there were '* 

court cases involving the Franklin and the Constitution. 
r 

Yet, many writers of the nineteenth century regarded (5 

Shreve as the man who was a prime mover through his ^ 

71 challenge to the monopoly. 

The overthrow of the Fulton-Livingston monopoly and 

the 1817 voyage of the Washington were important factors 

influencing the growth in the number of steamboats operating 

on the western rivers. Perhaps a more important factor, 

however, was the return on investment and profits experienced 

by the early steamboat owners. An account of the operations 

"̂ R̂ead, Up the Heights, pp. 76-77; Treat, "Henry 
Miller Shreve," p. 16. 

7^Hunter, Steamboats on the Western Rivers, 
pp. 14-15. 
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of the New Orleans during her first year revealed that her 

owners netted $20,000 profit, and in 1817, on one voyage 

of this vessel from New Orleans to Louisville, $4,000 

was cleared. In 1815 it was reported that the Enterprise 

would clear 40 per cent of her original cost, and as 

stated previously, the voyages of the Washington were also 

financially successful. The Franklin in 1817, on a voyage 

from New Orleans to Louisville is reputed to have netted 

$6,500 and the freight revenue of the Vesuvius on one 

voyage in 1818 was $47,000, half of which was profit. 

Reports such as the above encouraged investors to enter 

the field.72 S 
9 

Subsequent to Captain Shreve' s involvement in the ,̂ 
b • •• 

successful overthrow of the monopoly, he was associated 

with several other boats. Among these were the Ohio, H 
\> 

Napoleon, Post Boy, President, United States, and the 

George Washington. The Ohio, 443 tons, was constructed 

at New Albany, Indiana, in 1818, by Henry Shreve in partner

ship with a Mr. Blair, and was employed in the Louisville 

73 to New Orleans trade. The nineteenth steamboat on the 

Louis C. Hunter, "The Invention of the Western 
Steamboat," The Journal of Economic History, Vol. Ill 
(1943), pp. 209-210. 

7^Henry E. Chambers, A History of Louisiana (New 
York: American Historical Society, Inc., 1925), p. 526; 
Collins, History of Kentucky, Vol. II, p. 362; Gould, 
Fifty Years on the Mississippi, p. 106; M'Murtrie, Sketches 
of Louisville, p. 203; Pfaff, "Henry Miller Shreve—A 
Biography," p. 204; Scharf, History of Saint Louis, Vol. II, 
p. 1098. 
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western waters, the Ohio, incorporated several important 

mechanical changes. Shreve introduced the use of double 

flues and supplied the boilers through the "aftstands" 

which resulted in a reduction of fuel consumption and 

prevented the "aftstands" from burning out every few 

months.7 The Napoleon, twentieth steamboat on the western 

rivers, 332 tons, was built at Shippingport, Kentucky, in 

1818, by the Messrs. Shreve, Miller, and Breckenridge of 

Louisville. She was also employed in the Louisville to 

New Orleans trade."^^ The Post Boy, 200 tons,^^ was one of 

the first steamboats authorized by the Postmaster General 

structed at New Albany, Indiana, 1819, was owned by Shreve 

and various others, and was also employed in the Louisville 

^^Dorsey, Master of the Mississippi, p. 13 3; Read, 
Up the Heights, p. 78; Treat, "Henry Miller Shreve," p. 16, 

^^Collins, History of Kentucky, Vol. II, p. 362; 
Dorsey, Master of the Mississippi, p. 133; M'Murtrie, 
Sketches of Louisville, p. 203; Scharf, History of Saint 
Louis, Vol. II, p. 1098. 

7%iles Weekly Register, Vol. XXV, October 11, 
1823, pp. 94-95, lists the Post Boy at 230 tons, all other 
accounts maintain the figure 200 tons. 

"̂ "̂ Read, Up the Heights, p. 79; Scharf, History of 
Saint Louis, Vol. II, p. 1099; U.S. Congress, Annals of 
Congress, Act Authorizing Use of Steamboat for Carrying 
Mail, 15th Cong., 2d ssss., p. 1. 

•1 

under an act of Congress passed March, 1819, to carry mail g 
(4 

between Louisville and New Orleans.^' This boat was con- H 
n 

0 
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to New Orleans trade."^^ On April 29, 1821, she arrived 

at Shippingport, the foot of the Falls of the Ohio, having 

traveled from New Orleans in seventeen days*^^ surpassing 

both the earlier records of the Enterprise and that of the 

80 
Washington. The George Washington was constructed at 

Cincinnati in 1824. This was the last steamboat Shreve 

commanded before assuming his position as Superintendent 

of Western River Improvement, and in this boat he embodied 

additional innovations, some of which were controversial. 

Whatever the opinion regarding the originality of these 

80, 

•1 
^^Collins, History of Kentucky, Vol. I, p. 518; g 

Dorsey, Master of the Mississippi, p. 133; Gould, Fifty (A 
Years on the Mississippi, p. 110; Scharf, History of Saint H 
Louis, Vol. II, p. 1099. [! 

"^^Collins, History of Kentucky, Vol. I, p. 29. « 
y 

Dorsey, Master of the Mississippi, p. 143, states i) 
that Shreve also commanded a boat known as the President. "^ 
She provides no additional information regarding this boat, 
and I have found no other reference to it in association 
with Shreve. A boat known as the United States, 646 tons, 
was built at Jeffersonville, in 1819, and Hunter, Steamboats 
on the Western Rivers, p. 146, states that Shreve was master 
of this boat in 1822, and it was during this experience 
that he devised the plan of independently connected steam
boat engines, which he is said to have introduced on the 
George Washington. Pfaff, "-Henry Miller Shreve—A 
Biography," p. 205, Read, Up the Heights, p. 80, and Treat 
"Henry Miller Shreve," p. 17, mention a boat, the United 
States in association with Shreve. Whether these are the 
same boat, I have found no evidence, nor have I found 
other sources corroborating Shreve's connection with a 
steamboat known as the United States. For information on 
this boat, see Hunter, Steamboats on the Western Rivers, 
p. 146; Niles Weekly Register, Vol. XX, August 25, 1821, 
p. 416; Niles Weekly Register, Vol. XXV, October 11, 1823, 
pp. 94-95. 
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innovations, it is evident that Shreve contributed greatly 

to the growth of steamboat navigation in the west.®-̂  

The years 1810-1830 were the era of the first great 

growth in the number of steamboats operating on the water

ways of the United States. During this period there were 

also important innovations made in steamboat design. Before 

discussing Henry Miller Shreve's contributions in this 

field, a general description of steamboat travel at this 

time aids in placing these developments in context. 

Until the second decade of the nineteenth century, 

the principal mode of transportation on the western waters 
m 

was by barge or flatboat, either of which was inconvenient g 
(A 

for several reasons. First, the length of the voyage H 
o 

was unusually long and the conditions arduous. The trip "̂  
u 

from New Orleans to Louisville occupied three or four H 
••̂  

82 ^ 
months, to Pittsburgh, six months. Secondly, the cost 

Q^After Shreve became involved with his duties as 
Superintendent of Western River Improvement he did not 
fail to retain his interest in steamboating and steamboat 
construction. During the decade of the 1830's he addressed 
several letters to members of Congress, among these the 
Hon. C. A. Wickliffe, concerning the then mode of steam
boat construction and methods of operation. He seems to 
be especially concerned with formulating rules for more 
safe operation and construction. Pfaff, "Henry Miller 
Shreve—A Biography," pp. 208-210. 

^^The length of the journey by barge or flatboat 
from eastern ports to the west often required additional 
time, for upon arrival at the western destination, the 
craft was frequently sold, broken up for fire wood, or 
discarded, and the return journey made overland. 
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of the voyage for either passenger or freight fare was 

high. Lloyd cites the passenger fare from New Orleans 

to Pittsburgh at $160 in 1811, and freight rates at $6.75 

per hundred pounds.^-^ The results of the rapid rise in 

steam navigation on these waters were four: shortening 

of the length of the journey, lowering of both passenger 

and freight rates, stimulating the development of the 

interior of the United States, and creating new industries 

associated with building, operating, and maintaining these 

boats. 

The rapid increase in the number of steamboats on 

the waters of the United States is best illustrated by 

citing several facts. Whereas in 1814 the Enterprise was H 

the fourth such boat, by 1816, it was remarked that 

The passage of steamboats up and down the 
western waters is now so common as to excite 
but little attention. They are greatly 
multiplying.°^ 

By 1818 Niles Weekly Register listed the number of steam

boats trading at New Orleans at seventeen,^^ clearly not 

inclusive of the total number of boats on the Mississippi 

and Ohio River systems, but important in demonstrating the 

rise in this number. Although their appearance was becoming 

p. 11. 

p. 140 

Lloyd, Lloyd's Steamboat Directory, p. 40. 

^^Niles Weekly Register, Vol. X, April 13, 1816, 

°^Niles Weekly Register, Vol. XV, October 24, 1818, 

M 

u 
1̂ 
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more common, in many areas the arrival of a steamboat was a 

celebrated occasion. Howells recalls this initial period 

of growing steamboat travel, and the citizens' reaction to 

their arrivals at various towns along the rivers: 

Their appearance would create a great 
excitement along the banks, and at the towns and 
villages their arrival and landing were great 
occasions. The citizens turned out, and''civic 
ceremonies were observed betv/een those in corrjnand 
of the boat and those in command of the tov7n.86 

The length of the journey by steam from New Orleans 

to Louisville by the late 1820's was approximately nine 

days, and by 1850 the trip was accomplished in four to six 

days, in contrast to the previous time of three to four ;;; 

87 5 

months. Hunter states that ten to twenty miles per day w 

was the average rate of barge .or keelboat travel, in con

trast to some steamboats, which by 1825 were traveling one 

hundred miles a day.^® Secondly, passage fare from New S 
Orleans to Pittsburgh by mid-century was reduced to $30.^^ 

86 
Howells, Recollections, p. 73. 

87 
Captain Basil Hall, Travels in North America, 

1827-28 (Graz, Austria: Akademische Druck-U. Verlagsanstalt, 
1965), Vol. Ill, p. 368. In 1827-28 Captain Hall of the 
English Navy, his wife, and child traveled through North 
America, and his observations are contained in this work, 
along with a number of etchings made with the "Camera 
Lucida." Loyd, Lloyd's Steamboat Directory, p. 40. 

88 
Hunter, Steamboats on the Western Rivers, p. 22. 

O Q 

Lloyd, Lloyd's Steamboat Directory, p. 40. Hall, 
Travels in North America, states that the charge for a 
single cabin passenger from New Orleans to Louisville in 
1827-28 was $35, p. 368. 

u 
y 
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Additionally, in spite of the great disasters which befell 

steamboats the comparative safety of steam travel was 

recognized. Lloyd, in 1856, remarked: 

Before the steam dispensation began, travellers 
and merchants were obliged to trust their lives 
or property to the bargemen, many of whom were 
suspected, with very good reason, to be in 
confederacy with the land robbers who infested 
the shores of the Ohio, and the pirates who 
resorted to the islands of the Mississippi.^^ 

Freight rates were also reduced, from $6.75 per hundred 

pounds to approximately $3.50 by 1820, and at mid-century 

such rates ranged from twenty cents to $1.50, which 

92 was regarded as "merely nominal." This was due in part 

to an improvement in the ratio of tonnage measurement to g 

cargo capacity which occurred during the period. Other H 

advantages accruing to merchants from sending freight by 

steamboat rather than flatboat or barge were safety in 

shipment and the short time of passage enabling him to 

more frequently experience a turnover of capital and to 

avoid heavy losses of perishable commodities. This, in 

addition, enabled the merchant to sell his goods at a 

lower price, and consequently, the consumer also benefited 

93 
by this trade. 

^^Lloyd, Ibid. 

^^Hunter, Steamboats on the Western Rivers, p. 375 

^^Lloyd, Lloyd's Steamboat Directory, p. 40. 

^•^M'Murtrie, Sketches of Louisville, pp. 197-198. 
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A third aspect in the rise in steam navigation was 

the contribution to the development of the interior of the 

United States. One minor aspect of this was the necessity 

of creating woodyards or fuel stations along their routes,^^ 

around which settlements frecjuently arose. In addition to 

fuel, the boats also had to stop for provisions, either 

at previously established, towns, plantations, isolated 

farms, or at villages settled to serve the steamboats. 

The "backcountry" around these provision points had to 

increase production in order to meet the additional demand. 

To serve the areas locared along the rivers and to deliver 

freights to and from the boats, roads, turnpikes, highways 

over the mountains, and canals were constructed to unite 

east and west, stimulating interaction between the two 

95 areas. 

Fourthly, as with any new invention or development 

of such magnitude, new crafts, occupations, and industries 

arose to create and serve the invention. So it was with the 

steamboat. For example, boat yards to construct these craft, 

pilots to navigate and engineers to command them were needed. 

^^Hall, Travels in North America, Vol. Ill, p. 348, 
records that the steamboat Philadelphia used about one cord 
of wood an hour or 128 cubic feet, each cord consisting of 
a pile of wood eight feet long, four feet high, and four feet 
thick, and each log was four feet long. At times, under 
high speeds the boat burned thirty cords a day, each 
estimated at $2.50 to $3.00. 

^^M'Murtrie, Sketches of Louisville, pp. 198-199. 
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It is evident that the application of steam naviga

tion to the western waters was extremely important. Henry 

Miller Shreve's early contribution to this endeavor through 

his operation of early boats and his role in the destruction 

of the Fulton-Livingston monopoly have previously been 

discussed. His connection with the evolution of the proto

type of the western steamboat is both more important and 

more controversial. 

There were innovations on the Washington. She was 

the first "two-decker" on the western waters and her cabin 

was located between these decks; contrary to the usual 

practice of placing the boilers in the hold, that of the 

Washington was on deck; and her engine was constructed 

• Q6 

along new, revolutionary principles. The concept of a 

double decker steamboat was regarded by many of Shreve's 

contemporaries as far too radical in design, because they 

believed that such a vessel would be top heavy. Shreve 

overcame this obstacle by installing a "trusslike 

arrangement" of timbers along two-thirds the length of the 

Washington, known as the "hogging frame." Its purpose was 

^^Archer B. Hulbert, The Paths of Inland Commerce 
(New Haven: Yale University Press, 1920), p. 79; Knox, 
Life of Robert Fulton, p. 233; Lloyd, Lloyd's Steamboat 
Directory, pp. 44-45; Caroline E. MacGill, History of 
Transportation in the United States Before 1860 (Carnegie 
Institution of Washington, 1917), p. 104; M'Murtrie, 
Sketches of Louisville, pp. 201-202; Morrison, American 
Steam Navigation, p. 207; Pfaff, "Henry Miller Shreve— 
A Biography," p. 212; Treat, "Henry Miller Shreve," p. 12. 
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two-fold: to control any limberness in boat handling, 

for flexibility at bow and stern was an advantage in 

sailing in shallow water, and secondly, this frame served 

as the main support of the upper deck.^^ "In appearance 

it /the Washington/ resembled a dimasted frigate; the 

cabin being between decks." The cabin accommodations 

were described by Dr. William Newton Mercer, who traveled 

on the Washington between Louisville and New Orleans in 1817 

A common cabin about eight feet long extends 
from the Centre to either end. In the stern it 
opens into two apartments, one of which is a 
drawing room, and the other a dormitory; both 
appropriated, exclusively, to the use of the 
ladies. Towards the bow there are, also two 
rooms, one of which is the private apartment of 
the captain and in the other the bar is kept. 
In the large, com.-non room, there are twenty 
births above and below, on either side, each of 
which is calculated for the accommodation of two 
lodgers.^^ 

A second novel feature of the Washington was its single 

boiler, located on the main deck, which was fired from both 

ends. Previously steamboats had placed the boilers in the 

hold, and most of these early boilers were either upright 

or horizontal, with plain cylinders or internal flues. 

^^Drago, The Steamboaters, pp. 14-15. 
go 

Treat, "Henry Miller Shreve," p. 12. 
99 
Davis and Andreassen, "Diary of William Mercer," 

p. 394. For additional discussion see also Hunter, Steam
boats on the Western Rivers, pp. 392-394. 

^^^Hunter, Steamboats on the Western Rivers, p. 115; 
Lloyd, Lloyd's Steamboat Directory, pp. 44-45; Pfaff, 
"Henry Miller Shreve—A Biography," p. 212; Treat, "Henry 
Miller Shreve," p. 12. 
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Shreve's arrangement gained widespread acceptance and 

approval, for this position favored easier operation and 

maintenance. Consecjuently, all later boats adopted and 

retained this pattern for as Thomas Knox states, " . . . 

the arrangement of boilers and decks became popular at 

once and thus the Mississippi steamboat received the shape 

it has to the present day."-'-̂ -'-

French's engine had driven the Comet, Enterprise, 

and Despatch, but Shreve chose to discard some features 

of it and designed his own for use in the Washington. 

Early steamboats used low-pressure, condensing engines of 

the type common in industrial use. These engines had a 

pressure of few pounds per scjuare inch and were large and 

heavy. The high pressure engine as later developed was 

"more compact, cheaper to build and simpler to operate and 

maintain." The engine of Shreve's Washington is described 

as the first of this kind, and established the pattern for 

102 western steamboat engines for a century to come. 

Knox, Life of Robert Fulton, p. 23 3; Lloyd, 
Lloyd's Steamboat Directory, pp. 44-45; Morrison, American 
Steam Navigation, p. 207. 

^^^Hunter, Steamboats on the Western Rivers, p. 127, 
129 "The Aetna's low pressure engine weighed above 100 
tons although rated at only 60 horse power. The 100-
horsepower high-pressure engine with which Shreve's 
Washington was equipped weighed but 4^ to 5 tons, . . . 
The difference in weight as given here is probably exag
gerated but the contrast was evidently substantial." 
William E. Lass, A History of Steamboating on the Upper 
Missouri River (Lincoln, Nebraska: University of Nebraska 
Press, 1962), pp. 16-17. 
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Fulton's engines had upright and stationary cylinders; 

under French's patent there were vibrating or oscillating 

cylinders. Instead of employing French's oscillating 

cylinders, Shreve employed the horizontal cylinder which 

remained stationary, with this mechanism, the vibrations 

or oscillations were given to the pitmans or connecting 

rods, which ran to the paddle wheels, using neither beam 

nor flywheel. In Shreve's double, high-pressure engine 

the cranks were placed at right angles, and fuel consumption 

was reduced, by application of the cam cut-off, with flues 

to the boilers. This saved three-fifths of the amount of 

103 fuel previously required. Some accounts state that the 

Washington had two engines, one for each wheel, to double 

103 
Dorsey, Master of the Mississippi, p. 108; 

Drago, The Steamboaters, p. 14 states that the cut-off 
valve, which utilized the expansive force of the steam 
saved 1/3 of the fuel and that Shreve's ideas were to be 
followed in "practically all of the 2000 and more boats 
that were to ply Western rivers." Hunter, Steamboats on 
the Western Rivers, pp. 127, 136-138; Knox, Life of Robert 
Fulton, p. 233, " . . . used two horizontal direct-acting 
engines, driven by high-pressure steam without condensation, 
and attached them, one on each side of the boat, to cranks 
placed at right angles. He also adopted a cam cut-off for 
expanding the steam and introduced the flue-boiler of 
Oliver Evans." Lloyd, Lloyd's Steamboat Directory, p. 4 4 — 
" . . . this was the first engine of that kind ever used 
on the western rivers." Lloyd, p. 44, and Morrison, 
American Steam Navigation, p. 207—"Mr. David Prentice 
had previously used cam wheels for working the valves of 
the cylinder; Captain Shreve added his great invention 
of the cam cut-off . . . "; Pfaff, "Henry Miller Shreve— 
A Biography," p. 212; Read, Up the Heights, p. 73; Treat 
"Henry Miller Shreve," p. 12. 
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the boat's maneuverability, however. Hunter states 

that this boat was ecjuipped with a single stern wheel, 

eight feet in diameter, and twelve feet in width, ̂ °^ and 

Mercer's description of the Washington mentions only one 

wheel. This boat's machinery weighed one-twentieth as 

much as that of the Fulton engine, and was described as 

" . . . applied upon an entirely new principle, exceed

ingly simple and light. She has no balance wheel, and her 

whole engine, possessing a power of 100 horses, weighs 

1 06 only 9,000 pounds." Revolutionary in design, the 

appearance of this machinery was described by Mercer: 

The boiler is placed midships on the deck, and 
is heated by a furnace placed at either end. 
The steam is conveyed through two tubes to the 
machinery, which is under deck in the after part 
of the boat, and which, being set in motion, 
turns a single water wheel, placed near the 
stern, and concealed from the view of persons 
on the deck by a gentle elevation of the 
flooring timber.^^^ 

^^^Drago, The Steamboaters, p. 14. 

^O^Hunter, Steamboats on the Western Rivers, 
p. 194; p. 171 — "To supply the power and speed regarded 
as essential, paddle wheels were increased in dimensions 
until on 350 to 400 ton sidewheelers at mid-century each 
wheel was some 30 feet in diameter by 12 feet in width, 
contrasting sharply with the single 8 by 12 feet stern 
paddle wheel which drove the 400 ton Washington." 

^Q^iles Weekly Register, Vol. X, July 20, 1816, 
pp. 348-349. 

^^^Davis and Andreassen, "Diary of William Mercer," 
p. 394. 
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In 1824 Shreve completed the George Washington, 

like his earlier boats, containing many innovations. It 

was flat-bottomed, with the cabin on the hurricane or 

upper deck, and the pilot house above that. Shreve's 

associates argued that such a vessel would be top heavy, 

and pessimistic Cincinnati crowds labeled it "'Shreve's 

Folly. ' " Another innovation proposed by Shreve was the 

replacement of a single-engine with two engines, each 

connected separately to its own paddle wheel on side

wheelers like the George Washington. In the case of a 

stern-wheeler, Shreve proposed that each engine be coupled 

to opposite ends of the paddle wheel shafts.^^^ Shreve 

felt that this was an advantageous arrangement, for it 

provided more control over the boat, and pilots and 

engineers could more easily make sudden turns and the 

109 boat could turn within its dm length. A description 

of this boat was written by W. Bullock, an Englishman, 

who traveled on her in 1827: 

^^^Hunter, Steamboats on the Western Rivers, p. 144. 

lO^Dorsey, Master of the Mississippi, p. 136; 
Hunter, Steamboats on the Western Rivers, p. 144; Pfaff, 
"Henry Miller Shreve—A Biography," pp. 204-205; Treat, 
"Henry Miller Shreve," p. 17. Niles Weekly Register, 
Vol. XL, June 18, 1831, p. 284 states that the first 
steamboat to sail the waters of the St. Johns River, 
Florida, was the George Washington. 

^^^W. Bullock, "Sketch of a Journey Through the 
Western States of North America, 1827," reprinted in Reuben 
Gold Thwaites, Early Western Travels (Cleveland, Ohio, 
1904-07), pp. 128-129. See complete description of the 
George Washington by Bullock in Appendix A. 
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On the third of April we left New Orleans, 
in the beautiful (xii) steam-boat George Washington, 
of 375 tons, built at Cincinnati, and certainly 
the finest freshwater vessel I had seen . . . 
three decks or stories above water. The accommo
dations are much larger, and farther removed from 
the noise, heat, and motion of the machinery; 
. . • The accommodations are excellent, and the 
cabins furnished in the most superb manner. None 
of the sleeping rooms have more than two beds. 
The principal are in the upper story, and a 
gallery and verandah extends entirely round the 
vessel, affording ample space for exercise, 
sheltered from sun and rain, and commanding, 
from its height, a fine view of the surrounding 
scenery, without being incommoded by the noise 
of the crew passing overhead. 

There are discrepancies regarding the importance 

and influence of the George Washington's innovations in 

later steamboat development. Dorsey states that in 1827, g 

II . the Valley steamboats were being modeled generally ^^ 

•̂'••'•Dorsey, Master of the Mississippi, p. 138; 
Hunter, Steamboats on the Western Rivers, p. 144; Treat, 
"Henry Miller Shreve," p. 17. 

n 
after the George Washington instead of the earlier "^ 

u 

Washington. All side paddle-wheels worked independently; r̂  

all western boats sat nearly on top of the water." Treat 

maintains that " . . . the George Washington soon became 

the model for all Western steamboats. . . . " Hunter 

disagrees with these views because he says "There were 

two-engine boats as early as the United States . . . and 

the George Washington but their example was not 

followed."^^^ 
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According to Hunter,-^^^ Shreve's reputation as 

the "inventor of the western steamboat" rests on the design 

and 1817 voyage of the Washington, his "alleged" develop

ment of the flat-bottomed, shallow-hulled steamboat, and 

Shreve's innovations with regard to the steamboat engine. 

Shreve's reputation as the inventor of the model for the 

western steamboat is supported by several authorities. 

Opinions expressed by these writers attribute to Henry 

Miller Shreve a very favorable position. Fred Erving 

113 Dayton stated "Western people considered themselves 

indebted to Captain Shreve, next to Fulton, for early 
n 

establishment of steam navigation on their rivers. . . . " S 

114 -J 
Harry Sinclair Drago maintained that "The steamboat of P, 

c> 
our inland waterways was not the offspring of the steamship 

. . . this /flat-bottorr/ was only one of the many innovations 

that originated with Captain Henry Miller Shreve and other 

experienced rivermen. They owed nothing to Robert 

Fulton . . . " and "Captain Henry Miller Shreve . . . /was/ 

the creator of the steamboat just as surely as . . . Robert 

Fulton was the creator of the steamship.' "Beyond question 

Henry Miller Shreve gave us the American steamboat of our 

Western rivers as we know it today." The caption on the 

^^^Hunter, "The Invention of the Western Steamboat," 
pp. 201-220. 

H-^Dayton, Steamboat Days, p. 335. 

^^^Drago, The Steamboaters, pp. v, vi, 16. 

i 
i 
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frontice page of Pageant of the Packets revealed Garnett 

Laidlaw Eskew's opinion of the man, "Henry M. Shreve— 

The Real Creator of the American Steamboat. ""̂ "̂^ Archer B. 

116 
Hulbert believed that "The task of constructing an 

inland river marine was solved by Henry Shreve in 1816 with 

the construction of the Washington." "Next to Fulton, the 

western country of the United States owes a vast debt of 

gratitude to Captain H. M. Shreves /sic/ . . . for the 

present flourishing state of its navigation" asserted 

117 
H. M. M'Murtrie in 1819. •̂•̂' Frederick Brent Read regarded 
Captain Shreve as the "Successful Inventor and Improver of 

118 '• < 

Western River steamers . . . "•̂ •̂ ° and added that he was 
" . . . of far more essential service to his country than 

119 Fulton ever was." Samuel Treat ranked him among one 

of the foremost men of the American spirit or ideal, those 

men who made the United States a great nation. 

Louis C. Hunter in an article entitled "The Invention 

of the Western Steamboat" and his book Steamboats on the 

Western Rivers concluded that the case in favor of Henry 

Miller Shreve as the inventor of the western steamboat was 

^^^Eskew, Pageant of the Packets, frontice page. 

•^^^Hulbert, Paths of Inland Commerce, pp. 174-176. 

^^"^M'Murtrie, Sketches of Louisville, p. 194. 

^^^Read, Up the Heights, p. v. 

ll^Ibid., p. 80. 
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grossly overstated, was not substantiated by fact, and was 

perhaps an attempt by historians, primarily from the West, 

to create a "western hero." He added that because the 

Fulton boats were surpassed by later groups does not 

negate the fact that the Fulton vessels demonstrated the 

practicability of steamboat navigation on the western 

waters. 

Hunter stated that Shreve's claim to fame as the 

inventor of the western steamboat rests on his association 

with three boats, the Enterprise, the Washington, and the 

George Washington, with emphasis placed on the latter two ^ 
m 

boats. With regard to the voyage of the Washington in 5» 

1817, which has been discussed previously. Hunter maintained ?\ 

that the statement by M'Murtrie "convinced western writers 

on steamboat history and provided one of the main supports 

120 of the Shreve legend." Under critical examination, 

however. Hunter held that this statement by M'Murtrie and 

the resultant value placed on the voyage of the Washington 

in 1817 would not hold up. He cited three reasons for this. 

First, prior to the 1817 voyage of the Washington three 

other boats, two of them built by the Brownsville group, 

had made the voyage: the Enterprise in 1815, the Despatch 

in 1816, and the Aetna, a boat that made three trips upriver 

from New Orleans to Louisville prior to that of the 

I i 

^^O^unter, "The Invention of the Western Steamboat," 
p. 205. 
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Washington. Secondly, during the year 1817 at least three 

other steamboats ascended the Mississippi River from New 

Orleans to Louisville—the Franklin, the Buffalo, and the 

Vesuvius. Thirdly, there has been a tendency toward 

disparagement of the Fulton group's achievements by western 

historians, due possibly to resentment of the company's 

efforts to enforce its monopoly rights of the lower 

Mississippi. Hunter stated that since operation of the 

Fulton boats v/as limited primarily to the Natchez-New 

Orleans trade, persons unsympathetic to this eastern group 

have concluded that their vessels were unable to ascend 

the Mississippi and Ohio Rivers above that point. This 

conclusion was erroneous. The Fulton boats remained 

primarily in the Natchez-New Orleans trade for this was the 

region of greatest population density outside of the Ohio 

Valley in the west, and from Natchez to Louisville the 

population was thinly scattered and there were no towns 

of importance to support the steamboats. Additionally, due 

to various misfortunes, there was usually only one Fulton-

Livingston boat in operation at a time, and this was kept 

121 on the New Orleans to Natchez route. 

Louis Hunter's contentions most certainly are based 

on fact. Prior to 1817 three boats did ascend the 

Mississippi from New Orleans to Louisville; in 1817 also. 

121ibid., pp. 204-209. 
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other boats made the voyage; and there appears to be truth 

in the statement that western writers saw Shreve as the 

"western hero" opposing the eastern capitalist. However, 

these facts do not negate the Washington's accomplishment. 

Although other boats had made the trip, her voyage was one 

of record time. Secondly, this boat employed innovations 

which were to prove important in later steamboat design. 

Thirdly, Shreve's fame as based on this trip is linked to 

his opposition of the Fulton-Livingston monopoly and 

western historians viev/ed this opposition, along with the 

boat's time record and her innovations, as indications 

that the commerce of the west and the navigation of the 

With reference to structural modifications. Hunter 

limited his discussion to two aspects—the development of 

the shallow hull and the flat-bottom—and refuted Shreve' s 

position as the forerunner in the development of these 

modifications. Contemporary accounts of the boats describe 

the Washington as " . . . differed from its predecessors 

in that it had a flat, shallow hull. . . . "^^^ "Flagrantly 

ignoring the conventional wisdom of his day and craft 

/shreve/ built the Washington to sail on the water instead 

1 9"^ 

of in it. . . . " Yet, contradiction looms even in 

122i^id., p. 210. 

^^^Hulbert, Paths of Inland Commerce, p. 175 

C-O 

western rivers by steam would be assured of growth. M 
c*> 
I-
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these early accounts, for Treat described the Washington 

as "resembling a dismasted frigate. ""̂ ^̂  Note here, however, 

that Treat was referring to the fact that the Washington 

was a two-decker, and perhaps his description should 

therefore be regarded in a limited sense. Extensive data 

on the early steamboats is lacking and therefore it is 

difficult to determine which descriptions are most accurate. 

Hunter provided the following chart of hull dimensions, 

recorded in customs-house enrollment documents: 

HULL DIMENSIONS OF EARLY WESTERN STEAMBOATS^^^ 

Name 

Washington* 
New Orleans 
United States 
Average, 400-500 

ton class 
George Washington* 
Average, 300-350 

ton class 

( 

Year 

1816 
1811 
1819 
1818 

1824-5 
1827 

in feet) 

Tonnage 

403 
371 
645 
424 

356 
318 

Length 

+13-.8 
148.5 

149 

152.33 
143.8 

Breadth 

+2-.75 
32.5 
• • • • • 

31.6 

30.6 
26 

Depth 

12.55 
12 
11.25 
9.85 

8.25 
8.89 

*Shreve designed boats 
+Figures not entirely legible due to mutilation of document 

From this data Hunter concluded that the change in hull 

proportions was a gradual process requiring nearly a half-

century to complete—begun in the early twenties was not 

^^^Treat, "Henry Miller Shreve," p. 12. 

^^^Hunter, "The Invention of the Western Steamboat," 
p. 212. In same chart given in Hunter, Steamboats on the 
Western Rivers, p. 77, the missing figures are given. 

X 

-I 
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completed until the 1850's—and that neither of Shreve's 

boats diverged greatly from the models of the day."^^^ 

Three conclusions from this data seem apparent to 

this writer. First, one cannot totally discount contem

porary accounts of Shreve's vessels, which describe the 

Washington as having a flat bottom. Secondly, the data in 

Hunter's chart reveals that in depth, the Washington was 

greater than two other boats and the average depth of 

boats of the period. However, Hunter notes that some 

figures were illegible. It is not known when these figures 

were entered into the documents or whether they were entered 

correctly. Thirdly, it should be noted from his chart 

that the depth of the George Washington was less than that 

of the other boats included in the chart and also less than 

that of the average for its class. This depth was attained 

before mid-century, in 1824. Clearly, definitive informa

tion in this area is lacking. One can only make conclusions 

from various sources. It does seem obvious, however, that 

the George Washington had departed from earlier models 

with regard to hull depth. 

A third area of discussion is the evolution of the 

steamboat engine, five basic features of which are: "high 

pressure steam, lever-valve gear, direct action, cam cut-off. 

t 

2̂6it)ia 
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and horizontal cylinder. "•̂ '̂̂  Hunter maintained that only 

the horizontal placement of the cylinder was an indis

putable contribution of Henry Shreve. Credit must be given 

primarily to Oliver Evans, and later to Daniel French, 

according to Hunter, for development of the high pressure 

engine in the west. Hunter stated that Shreve•s claim 

rests primarily on two articles in the Democratic Review 

in 1848. The invention of the cam cut-off was a subject 

dealt with in the "Wheeling Bridge Case" and in that case 

Major Stephen H. Long testified in 1849 that he devised 

the cam cut-off in 1818 for use on the Western Engineer. 

Apparently, he did develop this. 

The development of the horizontal cylinder was 

important and, according to Hunter, reserves for Shreve 

a "substantial" place among the ranks of the pioneers in 

steamboat development. The adoption of a horizontal 

cylinder eliminated the necessity of large and heavy braces 

to support the engine. Instead of using the gallows frame, 

the engine was bolted to cylinder timbers which were in 

actuality part of the hull. This accomplished an important 

saving of space, weight, and cost, and became increasingly 

128 valuable as hulls became more shallow. 

127ibid., p. 218. 

^^^Ibid., pp. 213-218. The introduction of cranks 
placed at right angles to obtain a smoother flow of power 
and prevent the engines from stopping at "dead center" has 
also been attributed to Shreve, but no supporting evidence 
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Yet, though Louis Hunter refuted the sweeping 

assertions of others that Shreve was the "inventor of the 

western steamboat" he did conclude that 

Shreve's place as one of the leading mechanics 
and engineers of the West's industrial infancy 
is surely established. On the basis of the scanty 
evidence now available, one can readily support 
the thesis that he did more for the development 
of steam navigation on the western rivers than 
any other one man, including Fulton.^^^ 

He made this statement not solely on the basis of Shreve's 

contribution to the structural and mechanical evolution of 

the western steamboat, but rather on the basis of his 

overall contributions in this area—opposition to the 

Fulton-Livingston monopoly, river improvement, and the g 

invention of the steam snagboat. 

In the fields other than those previously mentioned, 

it appears that Shreve also contributed to the "folklore'* g 

or "collocjuialism" of the western rivers, in that the use 

of the term "stateroom" is associated with him. ^ Shreve 

is reported to have titled the private cabins, which on 

previous boats were merely curtained-off rooms but on 

has been found. Captain Batchelor attributed this arrange
ment to Captain John Vandergrift of the Beaver (1831)— 
Hunter, Steamboats on the Western Waters, p. 173. 

^^^Hunter, "The Invention of the Western Steamboat," 
p. 220. 

^^^Winston Churchill, The Crisis (New York: Grosset 
and Dunlap, 1901), pp. 324-325; Dorsey, Master of the 
Mississippi/ p. 135; "Forgotten Service," Louisiana Histori
cal Quarterly, Vol. Ill (1920), pp. 137-138. 

w 

fd 
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Shreve's boats separate wooden compartments, for states 

of the Union: Kentucky, Delaware, Maryland, and so forth. 

In the novel. The Crisis by Winston Churchill, the follow

ing conversation takes place between two characters: 

"Jinny," said the Captain, "did you ever 
know why cabins are called staterooms?" 

"Why no," answered she, puzzled. 
"There was an old fellow named Shreve who 

ran steamboats before Jackson fought the redcoats 
at New Orleans. In Shreve's time the cabins v/ere 
curtained off, just like these new-fangled 
sleeping-car berths. The old man built wooden 
rooms, and he named them after the different 
states, Kentuck, and Illinois, and Pennsylvania. 
So that when a fellow came aboard he'd say: 
'What state am I in. Cap?' And from this river 
has the name spread all over the world— 
stateroom. That's mightly interesting," said 
Captain Lige.^ •'• p 

• » 

^^^Churchill, The Crisis, pp. 324-325. Other than 
in the article in the Democratic Review and subsequent works 
on Shreve based on this, and in this novel, I have been 
unable to determine whether this is an accurate description 
of the derivation of this term. 



CHAPTER III 

IMPROVEMENT OF THE WESTERN RIVERS 

Henry Miller Shreve made perhaps his greatest 

contribution to the development of the United States through 

his work in the improvement of rivers as routes of trans

portation. From 1827 to 1841 he served as Superintendent 

of Western River Improvement, and as such cleared many of 

the western rivers of obstructions to navigation, removed 

the raft from the Red River of Louisiana, and invented 

a machine known as the steam snagboat to remove the most 

difficult of these obstructions. A brief sketch of the 

conditions of the western rivers of the United States in 

the first quarter of the nineteenth century will be 

valuable in understanding the need for river improvement 

at this time, and aid in evaluating Shreve's contribution 

to that endeavor. 

When large scale steam navigation began, the rivers 

of the western United States were strewn with what are 

known as snags, sawyers, and rafts, as well as bars of 

sand, gravel, and rock. These hindrances to navigation 

resulted in great losses in boats, goods, and lives. A 

snag or planter, is the trunk of a tree that has been 

washed into the stream and whose roots have become firmly 

imbedded in the river bottom; The top of this tree is near 

or on the surface of the water, the greatest danger being 

67 
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when it lies slightly below the water level. A sawyer, 

similar to a snag, differs in that its roots, instead of 

being firmly imbedded in the river bed, are loosely attached 

on the river bottom, and thus its top has a sawing motion. 

The current usually keep it below the surface, however, 

the tension on its roots often cause it to rise and then 

s\ibmerge again. A snag may point either upstream or down, 

but the direction of a sawyer coincides with that of the 

current. •'• These obstructions were most prominent in the 

Mississippi River below St. Louis and in her larger tribu

taries from the west. Rafts are accumulations of logs, 

formed by the trunks of trees washed downstream by freshets 

during the rainy season. Masses of driftwood contribute 

to the formation of rafts, and in many instances on the 

western rivers these developed into a tight, mat-like 

growth extending either from islands in the rivers to the 

shore, or from bank to bank. Two of the most well-known 

rafts of this period were those in the Atchafalaya River 

in Louisiana, twenty miles in length, beginning some 

twenty-seven miles above its efflux with the Mississippi 

River, and that of the Red River in Louisiana, extending 

over one hundred miles in length, and known as the "Great 

Raft." 

^Knox, Life of Robert Fulton, pp. 228-230. 
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The principal cause of snag, sawyer, and raft 

formation was the erosion and undercutting of the tree-

lined banks of the rivers.^ Hall, in Travels in North 

America, provides a classic description of the problem: 

Occasionally the current undermines the bank, 
and plunges thousands of trees at one dash right 
into the bed of the river. The greater number 
of these trees are swept down to the sea, many 
are stopped in their progress by the islands 
standing in the way, while some float into the 
shallow water between these islands and the main, 
where they grow into rafts, often several miles 
in length, and form, along with the mud deposited 
by the river, the substratum of future land. 

It would be well if all these trees were 
disposed of in the way alluded to; but, unfor
tunately . . . some of the largest, . . . get 
their roots entangled with the bottom of the 
river, where they remain anchored, as it were, 
in the mud. The force of the current naturally 
gives their tops a tendency downwards, and by its 
flowing past, soon strips them of their leaves 
and branches. These fixtures, called snags or 
planters, are extremely dangerous to the steam-
vessels proceeding up the stream, in which they 
lie like a lance in rest, concealed beneath the 
water, with their sharp ends pointed directly 
against the bow of vessels coming up.-̂  

Unfortunately, these obstructions can be detected only by 

a slight ripple of the water above them and thus are not 

perceptible to those who are inexperienced in river naviga

tion. Hall added that obstructions such as snags and sawyers 

were so dangerous to boats on the waters that most of the 

2 
Hunter, Steamboats on the Western Rivers, 

pp. 198-199. 
^Hal l , Trave l s in North America, pp. 361-363. 
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vessels on the Mississippi at that time were equipped with 

what he termed "snag chambers": 

At the distance of twelve feet or fourteen 
feet from the stern of the vessel, a strong 
bulkhead is carried across the hold from side to 
side, as high as the deck, and reaching to the 
kelson. This partition, which is formed of stout 
planks, is caulked, and made so effectively 
water-tight, that the foremost end of the vessel 
is cut off as entirely from the rest of the hold, 
as if it belonged to another boat. If the steam-
vessel happen to run against a snag, and that a 
hole is made in her bow, under the surface, this 
chamber merely fills with water; for the communi
cation being cut off from the rest of the vessel, 
no further mischief need ensue. Whereas, in 
boats which have no snag-chamber, such an accident 
would probably send the vessel to the bottom. 
• • • 

Harriet Martineau, during a May voyage up the 

Mississippi and Ohio rivers as a passenger on the Henry Clay, 

stated that "the utmost watchfulness cannot here provide 

against danger from . . . 'snags,' 'planters,' and 'sawyers' 

. . . which may at any moment pierce the hull of the 
5 

vessel." During one of her voyages the boat on which she 

was a passenger had a yawl pierced by an obstruction. 

In the afternoon we ran over a log; the 
vessel trembled to her centre; the ladies raised 
their heads from their work; the gentlemen looked 
overboard; and I saw our yawl snagged as she was 
careering at the stern. The sharp end of the log 
pricked through her bottom as if she had been 
made of brown paper." 

^Ibid., p. 364. 

^Harriet Martineau, Retrospect of Western Travel 
(London: Saunders and Otley, 1838), Vol. II, p. 6. 

^Ibid., p. 15. 
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Martineau also observed a large quantity of driftwood 

above Natchez on the Mississippi, being carried downstream.*^ 

Though not as dangerous as other river obstructions, drift

wood was a hazard to steamboat navigation, for a quantity 

of driftwood impeded the boat's speed and progress. It 

was most prominent after spring thaws and during flocxi 

seasons. 

A good portion of the measures to improve the 

rivers were directed at the removal of these obstructions— 

snags, sawyers, and rafts. Snags were responsible for the 

great majority of steamboat accidents and losses before 

1826, and in combination with other obstructions accounted 

for approximately 60 per cent of all steamboat accidents 
Q 

until 1849." Removal of snags was direct and their elimi

nation was regarded as being accomplished quickly and 

cheaply. However, the removal of another great class of 

obstructions—bars—was a complex undertaking. In most 

instances the remedy was a reduction in the bar rather 

than its elimination. Unfortunately it usually reformed 

within a brief period of time. Bars, as indicated by a 

study conducted by the Board of Engineers in 1821, were 

formed by the interaction of the surrounding land and soil 

and the current of the river, and in addition to the dangers 

"7Ibid., pp. 16-17. 

°Hunter, Steamboats on the Western Rivers, p. 193. 
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they created, they acted as dams to retard the flow of 

water. Thus their elimination would result in a stabiliza

tion of the depth of the water at a proportionately lower 

level, to the detriment of navigation.^ However, the 

Board of Engineers report of 1821 recognized the necessity 

of improving the western waters by at least attempting to 

remove at least some of the most hazardous of these 

obstructions. 

Thus, realizing the necessity of western river 

improvement, on May 24, 1824, the United States Congress 

passed an act and appropriated funds for improving the 

Ohio, Mississippi, and Arkansas rivers. Seventy-five 

thousand dollars were appropriated, and placed under the 

jurisdiction of the Secretary of War who was to develop a 

plan and to execute it. Accordingly, the Secretary ordered 

the following circular to be sent to the steamboat captains, 

soliciting their assistance in this endeavor.^^ 

Engineer Department, 
Washington, June 1, 1824 

Sir:—The Act of Congress of the 24th of 
May, 1824, having made an appropriation for 
the improvement of the Mississippi, by removing 
all trees which may be fixed in the bed of the 
river, comm.only called planters, sawyers, or 
snags, the Secretary of War is desirous of 

^Ibid., pp. 200-201. 

lOlbid., pp. 192-193. 

^^Dorsey, Master of the Mississippi, pp. 142-143; 
Pfaff, "Henry Miller Shreve—A Biography," p. 205; Treat, 
"Henry Miller Shreve," p. 18. 
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availing himself of your skill and experience in 
the navigation of the river, and requests that 
you will present such suggestions as may occur 
to you, as to the best means, of carrying into 
effect the intentions of Congress. He particularly 
desires your opinion, v/hether the river could be 
freed, advantageously, by dragging the trees or 
snags from their bed, and what would be the best 
mode and time of doing so; or whether it would 
be practicable to saw them off at a depth so low 
as not to endanger the navigation of the river 
at the lowest water; and what would be the best 
mcxie and season of the year for effecting the 
same; what would be the effect of passing heavy 
rafts of timber down the river, and what would 
be the best form or mode of constructing the rafts 
for the purpose of removing the impediments to 
the navigation. Any suggestions on these or any 
other points, having relation to the subject, and 
accompanied by estimates of the probable cost, 
will be acceptably received by this department; 
the communications to be addressed to the 
Secretary of War; and endorsed Engineer Service. 

ALEXANDER MACOMB; 

1 2 Maj. Gen. Chief Engineer 

Shreve replied to this circular, in a letter dated 

July 5, 1824, in which he stated his belief that "the 

13 
river may be entirely freed from such obstructions. . . . " 

He suggested several methods of accomplishing this, and 

added that "about three years ago I invented a machine for 

the purpose of sawing off snags, etc., under water." Shreve 

offered to submit a model of the machine he had invented 

14 in 1821 to the Department for inspection. No reply to 

^^Treat, "Henry Miller Shreve," p. 18. 

^^Ibid., p. 20. 

^^U.S., Congress, House, Select Committee, Report 
No. 556, 27th Cong., 2d sess., 1842, pp. 1-5. 
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his letter was made.^^ ^^^ ^^^^^ ^^ Engineers then adver

tised a premium of one thousand dollars to be awarded for 

the best plan or machine to remove obstructions from the 

rivers, and in this Captain Shreve for unkno\̂ l̂ reasons did 

not choose to compete. The premium was awarded to Mr. John 

Bruce of Kentucky, in October, 1824, along with a contract 

under which he agreed, for sixty-five thousand dollars, 

to remove all obstructions from the entire length of the 

channel of the Ohio River and from the Mississippi River 

from the mouth of the Missouri River to the Balize.-^^ 

Under the superintendence of the Engineer Corps, Mr. Bruce 

began his work, limiting his endeavors exclusively to the 

Ohio River below the falls. He employed manually operated 

flat boats, with levers and chains, to remove the 

17 obstructions. 

After working approximately two years, Bruce had 

removed only a small portion of the obstructions from the 

Ohio- He had not begun work on the Mississippi and the 

funds were exhausted. Due to various circumstances, the 

position of Superintendent of Western River Improvement 

15 
Treat, "Henry Miller Shreve," p. 20, 

16 
Hunter, Steamboats on the Western Rivers, p. 193; 

McLure, Louisiana Leaders, p. 11; Miles Weeklv Register, 
Vol. XXVII, November 13, 1824, p. 171; Treat, "Henry Miller 
Shreve," p. 20. 

^^The Memorial of Henry M. Shreve (St. Louis: 
Union Office, 1847), p. 3. 
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became vacant. Secretary of War James Barbour called on 

now Vice-President John Calhoun to submit any information 

he might have regarding a replacement. Calhoun is reported 

to have recommended Shreve to Barbour, for the Vice-

President was aware of Shreve's invention. Accordingly, 

a commission as Superintendent of Western River Improvement 

was forwarded to Henry M. Shreve on December 10, 1826, 

a post he accepted on January 2, 1827. The salary was six 

dollars a day, the rate which continued to July 3, 1832, 

when Congress ammended it to a fixed salary of three thousand 

19 dollars a year. 

Shreve began his job with an examination of Bruce's 

"machine boat," and a study of the work completed under 

his contract. Two things v/ere obvious to Shreve: 

Mr. Bruce's apparatus for removing river obstructions 

could not successfully be employed on a large scale, and 

secondly, Bruce was unable to fulfill the terms of his 

contract. Accordingly, a new plan must be implemented. 

During the year 1827 Shreve employed a "twin-boat 

with wheel and windlass worked by manual labor" and this 

experience convinced him that only a steam vessel could 

l^Dorsey, Master of the Mississippi, p. 145; 
Hardin, "First Great River Captain," p. 36; Memorial, 
p. 3; Pfaff, "Henry Miller Shreve—A Biography," p. 205; 
Treat, "Henry Miller Shreve," p. 20. 

19 Memorial, p. 3. 
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overcome the obstructions.^^ Though he petitioned the 

government to build such a vessel, his pleas were refused 

and he was ordered to proceed with tested methods. Shreve 

then built a small scale steam snagboat at his own expense. 

It embodied an important principle, percussion. Shreve 

tested it, and again petitioned the government to construct 

such a vessel. Captain Shreve provided results of his 

tests and furnished an estimate of the total cost of 

construction. Permission to proceed with development of 

such a boat was granted by the War Department on June 27, 

1828.21 

As early as 1821 Captain Shreve had invented a 

machine operated by manual labor for sawing off snags and 

sawyers under water. The machine had consisted of connected 

twin boats, with a wheel and windlass. This design was the 

subject of his letter of 1824 to the Secretary of War. 

It was after beginning work as Superintendent in 1827 

that Shreve realized that the most efficient means of 

removing the obstructions was to employ steam power. It 

was upon the application of this idea that he obtained 

authorization in 1828 to construct such a vessel. 

20 Treat, "Henry Miller Shreve," pp. 20-21. 

2 Dorsey, Master of the Mississippi, pp. 147-149; 
Pfaff, "Henry Miller Shreve—A Biography," p. 205; Treat, 
"Henry Miller Shreve," p. 22. 
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This authorization was not without opposition. 

Many western steamboatmen believed the plan absurd, and 

said so. Among such comments was the following: 

It is said the present Superintendent 
(Capt. Shreve) has it in contemplation to 
construct a large and powerful stearrjDoat for the 
purpose of cutting out the snags, and pulling 
them out by the force of steam. Now, those 
projects are only calculated to get through 
the appropriation, without anything like the 
object contemplated . . . all machinery, 
whatever, whether used by lever or steam power, 
is considered by persons who are well-acquainted 
with the Mississippi river navigation, as a 
useless expenditure of time and money.^^ 

Despite this opposition, there also was obviously support 

for Shreve's plan. Construction of his first snagboat 

was begun at New Albany, Indiana. Shreve was assisted in 

construction of the vessel by Captain Abram Tyson and 

Captain John Dillingham. The boat had a double hull held 

together by an immense cross beam and iron chains. According 

to Captain Moffet, an inspector, who did the blacksmith 

work, the hulls were constructed by Dohrman and Humphries 

and the engines were built by John Curry of Louisville, 

Kentucky. 2-̂  This boat was named the Heliopolis and was 

^^Treat, "Henry Miller Shreve," pp. 21-22. Treat 
states that this letter is on file in the War Department. 

23Gould, Fifty Years on the Mississippi, pp. 243-
244. In this report, Gould maintains that the first "two" 
boats were built at this time—the Heliopolis and the 
Archimides. I feel he is in error here. 
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completed on JUly 22, 1829.^4 it was much larger and 

heavier than the previous "machine boat" and its lifting 

machinery, which was geared to the steam engine, was far 

more powerful than that operated by manual labor. In 

operation, the snagboat was run straight at the projecting 

snag in order to catch it on the snag beam and force it 

out of the water. Often this initial impact was powerful 

enough to either break off the snag or to loosen it from 

the river bed. It was then mechanically brought under the 

snag beam and cut up. Heavy sections such as the stump 

and roots were either carried ashore for disposal or dropped 

into an area of deep water. The remaining smaller sections 

were allowed to float off. Treat described the machinery 

and operation of the boat thusly: 

This machine-boat has twin hulls, about eleven 
feet apart, firmly connected together "about 
midships," and so constructed that a blow on the 
snag-beam bears equally on every part and timber 
of the vessel. The snag-beam . . . is placed 
at the water-line, wedge-shaped, and in the exact 
centre of percussion, so that a blow with it 
produces no jar whatever, and consecjuently does 
not, . . . disturb . . . any of the machinery. 
. . . In addition . . . there is an ingenious 
combination of the pulley, windlass, wheel and 
axle, levers etc., for elevating loose snags. 

^^Memorial, p. 5. Dorsey, Master of the Mississippi, 
pp. 149-150, and Treat, "Henry Miller Shreve," p. 24, 
state that while waiting for the snag-boat to be completed 
Shreve invented a marine battering ram, designed for 
harbor defense. He submitted a design of this to the War 
Department, but failed to make a model. Later, a patent on 
a similar machine was issued to another person. I have 
found no other mention of this. 
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sunken logs and roots, masses of rocks, and 
similar impediments. When in operation the 
machine-boat moves "under a full head of steam," 
striking the snag with the whole momentum of the 
moving mass, a sudden blow, equal in violence to 
three or four thousand tons. If the snag be 
firmly imbedded, it is instantly broken at the 
point of leverage—generally a distance below the 
bed of the river equal to the diameter of the 
snag. But if it be too loose to offer the 
necessary resistance, the boat passes on, turning 
it over, and at the same time trimming off all 
of the limbs on the side. A return passage of 
the boat trims the other side of the snag, and 
forces a chain beneath it; and in about five 
minutes it is lodged on deck and sawed into 
small pieces.2^ 

On August 19, 1829, the Heliopolis began operations 

on the Mississippi River at Plum Point, a spot where snags 

had rendered the river almost impassable. Within a brief 

period of time all snags here were successfully removed. 

Due to the success of this boat, in 1831, Shreve was 

instructed by the Government to construct a second boat, 

26 and in 1836 authorized to build two more. The snagboats, 

soon nicknamed "Uncle Sam's Toothpullers," were capable of 

removing imbedded snags weighing as much as seventy-five 

27 tons from the rivers without difficulty. 

p. 22. 

p, 194, 

^^Treat, "Henry Miller Shreve," p. 22. 

2^Memorial, p. 5; Treat, "Henry Miller Shreve," 

^^Hunter, Steamboats on the Western Rivers, 
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On JUly 6, 1836, Henry M. Shreve applied for a 

patent on this invention, his steam snagboat, which was 

granted on September 12, 1838.^^ 

The snagboat was certainly not the only approach 

taken by Shreve to solve the problems for navigation 

presented by the western rivers. He began work in 1827 

using manually operated boats. When Mr. Bruce's contract 

expired in April, 1827, Henry Shreve commenced operations 

at the mouth of the Ohio River and worked down the 

Mississippi until the autumn of that year. On March 2, 

1827, Congress had appropriated funds for the improvement 

of navigation on the Ohio River, and because Shreve was 

involved with work on the Mississippi River, Mr. William 

Courtney was charged by the War Department with carrying 

out work on the Ohio River.''^ 

On November 21, 1827, Shreve wrote a letter to the 

Hon. C. A. Wickliffe, on the subject of navigation and 

improvement of the Mississippi River. This letter con

tained several recommendations to Congress for improving 

the western rivers. Shreve discussed his proposed use 

of steam power to remove obstructions and the cutting of 

trees from the banks where the soil and river current 

2®U.S., Congress, House, Select Committee, Report 
No. 272, 27th Cong., 3d sess, 1843, pp. 8-12. 

2^U.S., Congress, House, Report No. 269, 20th 
Cong./ 1st sess., 1829, pp. 1-2. 
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conditions rendered them liable to fall into the river. 

He estimated steamboat losses due to obstructions at 

$560,000 for the previous five years, damage to boats and 

cargoes for the same period at $685,000, and the loss of 

flatboats at $360,000. He stated his belief that the 

total losses in the previous five years due to obstructions 

on the Mississippi River alone to be $1,045,000.-^^ 

With regard to snag removal and tree felling, 

Shreve was convinced that the prevention of snag formation 

was as important as the cure. He maintained that the 

erosion of tree-lined banks was the principal cause of 

this. He stated that trees for a distance of three 

hundred to four hundred feet from shore to shore along 

the banks could be felled, the main trunk floated off on 

the surface of the water, and the stump sunk to the river 

bottom where it often buried itself in the mud, and, in 

most instances, would be a hindrance to no one. Prevention 

was also less costly than snag removal and crews could be 

utilized on shore felling trees when unable to work on the 

river. 

The Army Engineers supported Shreve's plan. How

ever, he met opposition from two sources. Some rivermen 

were skeptical of this work and river pilots maintained 

that "Shreve's stumps" were more dangerous than snags. 

^^U.S., Congress, House, House Document 11, 20th 
Cong., 1st sess., 1829, pp. 1-6. 
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for their presence could not be detected. A second source 

of opposition were those who owned land along the banks. 

They opposed what they called the destruction of their 

property. Protests against the procedure were so strong 

at times as to halt temporarily tree felling, however, the 

views of Shreve and the Army Engineers eventually pre

vailed and snag removal and prevention were often com-

31 plementary procedures. 

When the first steam snagboat, the Heliopolis, 

began operations at Plum Point on the Mississippi River, 

on August 19, 1829, and successfully removed the maze of 

32 obstructions, most doubts regarding the invention were 

also removed. In 1830, twelve steamboat captains and other 

citizens of Louisville, Kentucky, presented a statement to 

the United States House of Representatives affirming that 

in the brief period of seven months after the Heliopolis 

began operations, "some of the very worst channels of the 

Mississippi" /were/ "rendered safe and easy," and that 

Plum Point and islands Nos. 62 and 63, previously considered 

the most hazardous passes of the Mississippi, appeared now 

^^Hunter, Steamboats on the Western Rivers, 
pp. 198-199. 

^2pfaff, "Henry Miller Shreve—A Biography," p. 206; 
Read, Up the Heights, pp. 82-83. Hunter, Steamboats on the 
western Rivers, pp. 194-195, states that "In clearing a 
two-mile stretch of the Ohio River near Louisville snags 
equal in amount to two thousand cords were removed." 
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as smooth sheets of water, which were "traversed with 

perfect safety. "*̂ ^ 

Shreve continued his operations on the Mississippi 

River until 1840, and his early success in removing obstruc

tions from the Mississippi is attested to by Niles Weekly 

Register, which on July 3, 183 2, carried this notice: 

The Mississippi. A Western paper states, 
that the agent employed by the government. 
Captain Shreve, has perfectly succeeded in 
rendering about three hundred miles of the river 
as harmless as a mill pond, and will, in the 
course of a short period, remove every obstruc
tion from Trinity /six miles above the mouth of 
the Ohio/ to Belize.^^ 

In JUly, 1832, by an act of Congress, Shreve's 

duties were extended to supervision of river improvement 

on the Ohio, Mississippi, and Arkansas rivers. However, 

even as his labor and responsibility increased, for he 

often managed seven different projects at one time, he did 

"^%.S., Congress, House, Select Committee, Report 
No. 556, 27th Cong., 2d sess., 1842, pp. 1-5. 

-̂ "̂ Niles Weekly Register, Vol. XXXVIII, July 3, 1832, 
p. 335. One skeptic viewed the work of river improvement 
thusly, as carried in this notice: "If Providence had 
intended that these 'snags' should be deposited in the 
Mississippi, it is 'impious' to remove them, and as they 
are 'local' it is 'unconstitutional' to spend the public 
money in destroying that locality, as to remove the mud 
from its place in the harbor of Baltimore. Let Captain 
Shreve and his 'double steam boat' be sent adrift into 
the gulf of Mexico, where the gulf stream will divest 
them of 'locality and locate them 'no where at alii' 
There will then not be any dispute about their 'generality.'" 
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not receive a raise in salary, nor was he allowed more than 

one clerk.-̂ 5 

Although busy clearing the channels of the rivers, 

Shreve also found time to comment upon contemporary develop

ments in steamboat construction. In a report as superin

tendent in 1833, he condemned the growing trend toward 

light construction in steamboats, and stated that steam

boats should be constructed so as to prevent great damage 

in the event of striking a snag. He advocated boats of at 

least three hundred tons burden.^ 

By 1835, he reported that as a result of the 

reduction in the number of river obstructions, only one-

tenth of the number of flatboats on the rivers in that year 

were insured, as compared with earlier years, and that the 

danger to steamboats from snags was only one-sixth of the 

total risks involved in navigation. He added that insurance 

premiums on merchandise had been reduced to one-half of 

37 what it had been nine years previously. 

Once the initial snag accumulation had been reduced, 

renewal in stable areas of the river system was not great. 

However, in the Mississippi River below the mouth of the 

Missouri, and in her major tributaries flowing from the west. 

•^^Memorial, pp. 5-6. 

"̂6 
•^"Hunter, Steamboats on the Western Rivers, p. 80. 
"̂̂ Ibid., p. 200. 
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obstructions were a continuously pressing problem. It was 

here that the snagboats were primarily occupied. A 

description of the cost of operating the boats and their 

operations under various river conditions was included in 

a Congressional report in 1842: 

A single boat . . . will ordinarily take out 
twenty /snags/ per day. To work the boat and 
machinery, requires a crew of about fifty. In 
all respects, except repairs, (which thus far 
have been but trifling,) the cost of fuel, 
provisions, hire of hands, etc., and that of 
boat, are about the same as on ordinary boats— 
say from $50 to $70 per day. They are employed 
wherever the river is low, and when prevented from 
working, either by ice or high water, the hands 
might be discharged and the boats laid up. In 
high water, however, they could be profitably 
employed in preventing the sinking of trees in 
the channel, and in removing any sudden obstruc
tions at points where they are most likely to 
occur.^Q 

The Superintendent of Western Rivers in 1842, 

reflecting upon the achievements of the snagboats on the 

Mississippi River, stated that before river improvement 

measures were undertaken, the river had been a "forest of 

snags," but by 1842 was comparatively free of these 

obstructions. He stated that contributions to navigation 

from these efforts were two-fold: the risk of striking 

an obstruction obviously had been greatly reduced and this 

in turn had shortened the length of the steamboat' s journey 

on the Mississippi by half, explaining that 

^ House Report No. 556, p. 7 
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. • . the boats that now run from New Orleans to 
St. Louis and Louisville in six to seven days 
could certainly not have made the passage, before 
the snagboats removed the obstructions, in less 
than twelve to fifteen days; for the snags were 
then so numerous that it was impracticable for 
any boat to make a passage without striking snags 
frequently, which must have been fatal to them at 
the high speed they now run at.39 

In addition to snag removal Shreve was also involved 

in the construction of wing dams to eliminate bars from the 

rivers. In 1830 he stated that there were some sixty-one 

bars requiring improvement by wing dams.^^ Construction 

of the second such dam at Grant Chain on the Ohio River 

was completed in 1830. The first had been constructed 

at Henderson Island, on the Ohio River below Louisville, 

under the supervision of Major Stephen A. Long. At Grand 

Chain there was a broken reef of rock extending across the 

lower Ohio River. Shreve cleared the main channel of 

obstructions and closed secondary channels. Thus the 

minimum low water depth over the bar at this site was 

increased for a period from twenty-two inches to forty-

eight inches. Shreve remained an advocate of this method 

of solving the problem of bars in the rivers- The great 

majority of this work was done, however, under the super

vision of various other Army Engineers. 

•̂ Îbid., pp. 5-6. 

^^Hunter, Steamboats on the Western Rivers, p. 203. 

^^Ibid., p. 201. 
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One of Henry Shreve's projects while Superintendent 

of Western River Improvement was controversial at the time 

and has remained so. in 1830-31, while working on the 

Mississippi River, Shreve effected a cut-off where the 

Red River entered the Mississippi. The idea was generally 

accepted at that time that the straightening of the rivers 

by cutting through bends or eliminating curves and oxbows 

would be beneficial to maintenance of ostruction-free 

waters and would shorten the length of the river. shreve 

accepted this idea and made several cut-offs during his 

work as Superintendent. 

On January 14, 1831, Captain shreve began the cut

off at the point where the Red River entered the Mississippi 

The Red River entered at a bend in the Mississippi River, 

the distance around this neck of land being eighteen 

miles. He excavated a canal seventeen feet wide and 

twenty-two feet deep across this neck of land at its 

narrowest point. The project was completed in two weeks 

and water flowed into the canal on January 28. The opera

tion was accomplished by the snagboat Heliopolis and two 

scrapers. By January 30, the water had increased the 

channel's depth to such an extent that the steamboat 

Belvidere passed through it. Within five days this cut

off had become the main channel of the river and had 
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increased in width to a half mile, and in depth was re

ported to equal that of other parts of the river."^^ 

The results of this cut-off were both positive and 

negative. The length of the Mississippi River was shortened 

eighteen miles and a raft which had formed in the 

Atchafalaya River, where it enters the Mississippi, was 

cleared away by the effects produced by the cut-off, for 

the Red River diverted its drainage into the Atchafalaya.^^ 

Thus the current of the Atchafalaya was increased. There 

were two harmful results of this operation. First, cut

offs across land formed by meanderings of the Mississippi 
i 

River served to shorten and straighten the course of the • 

^Olden Lee Barker, "An Historical Account of the 
Red River as an Inland Water-Way," (M. A. Thesis, University 
of Colorado, 1929), pp. 39-40; Dorsey, Master of the 
Mississippi, p. 160; Niles Weekly Register, Vol. XL, 
May 28, 1831, p. 228; Pfaff, "Henry MLller Shreve-A 
Biography," p. 206. 

^^Edwin Adams Davis, ed.. The Rivers and Bayous of 
Louisiana (Baton Rouge, Louisiana: Louisiana Education 
Research Association, 1968), p. 114; Drago, The Steamboaters, 
pp. 77-78. 

'̂̂ Niles Weekly Register, Vol. XL, August 27, 1831, 
p. 459. This is a detailed account of the rise of water 
level of the Mississippi River below Louisville and in detail 
presents citizen's complaint regarding the cut-off. 

9 

river, and thereby also increase the velocity of its ! 
m 

current. This increase in the velocity of the current 

was feared by some inhabitants of the lower Mississippi 

Valley as contributing to increased flooding and inundation 
44 of the surrounding territory. Secondly, rather than 
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increasing the speed of the Red River's discharge into the 

Mississippi and thereby confining it to its natural 

channel to prevent flooding of the surrounding country

side, as Shreve had hoped"̂ ^ the drainage of the Red River 

was diverted into the adjoining Atchafalaya River. This 

was due to the fact that within a brief period after the 

cut-off was completed, bars began forming at the entrance 

of the Red River into the Mississippi. These obstructions 

continued to form and in 1842 the Red River Whig published 

a memorial asking for signatures to gain support for work 

to prevent the Red River from leaving its natural channel 

and emptying into the Atchafalaya: 

The obstructions at the mouth of the Red 
River, caused by the large deposits of mud 
annually made by the Mississippi, are given as 
the cause of the apprehended diversion of its 
waters from their ancient course; and also the 
opening of the Red River cut-off by Captain 
Shreve, whilst in the employment of the United 
States Government.4^ 

Emerson Gould, writing on Shreve in 1889, summarized the 

feeling of many persons regarding this issue when he said 

that "Captain Shreve did good work with . . . /the overall 

progranj/ . . . , but he followed it up . . . with a very 

unfortunate improvem.ent that has given trouble ever since."*' 

AC 

Drago, The Steamboaters, pp. 77-78. 

4%iles Weekly Register, Vol. LXIII, December 10, 
1842, p. 240. 

^^Gould, Fifty Years on the Mississippi, p. 213. 
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The state of Louisiana has periodically attempted to 

eliminate the formation of bars at the mouth of Red River, 

however, most of these attempts have been unsuccessful. 

From 1833 until 1838 Captain Shreve was primarily 

involved in the removal of the Great Raft from the Red 

River. Various other officers of the Corp of Engineers 

assiimed supervision of other projects on the western rivers. 

Yet Shreve's advice and direction were sought by those in 

charge of other projects. For example, in the mid 1830's 

Shreve was dispatched to the Upper Mississippi and worked 

48 at the Des Moines and Rock Island Rapids. He was then 

sent to St. Louis, where the Mississippi River was cutting 

a new channel, eroding the shore on the Illinois River 

side of the harbor and receding from the Missouri side 

of the harbor, forming bars at this point. The situation 

was regarded as serious, for it was believed that the port 

of St. Louis would soon be inland. In 1836 Congress 

appropriated $15,000 for the construction of a "pier" to 

redirect the river's current back toward St. Louis. Shreve 

drafted plans for this construction and informed Washington 

that an additional $50,000 would be required to successfully 

complete the undertaking, a sum which Congress appropriated. 

However, high water prevented Shreve from beginning work 

immediately, and since at this time he was also supervising 

^^Dorsey, Master of the Mississippi, p. 189; Hunter, 
steamboats on the Western Rivers, p. 189. 
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work elsewhere, on April 6, 1836, General Charles Gratiot 

of the Engineer Corp ordered Lieutenant Robert E. Lee to 

St. Louis to supervise work there, for it was thought 

time was critical. Lee, with the assistance of Henry 

Kayser worked at St. Louis until 1839, when the funds 

authorized by Congress were exhausted. It is generally 

agreed that Lee's solution to the problem at St. Louis 

was an adaptation of Shreve's plans.'^^ 

In 1838 Shreve became involved in work on the 

Missouri River, which had been neglected until this time. 

Shreve's snagboats, the Heliopolis and the Archimedes were 

employed here, ascending the Missouri River for more than 

three hundred miles, and within a brief period of time, 

removed over two thousand snags and felled a great number 

of overhanging trees from its banks. The work begun by 

Shreve continued on this river for many years. 

In spite of his seemingly great success during his 

career as Superintendent, Shreve was at one point charged 

with being incompetent. On October 20, 183 3, John Simonds 

^^Dorsey, Master of the Mississippi, pp. 191-193; 
Douglas Southall Freeman, Robert E. Lee: A Biography 
(New York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1934), Vol. I, 
pp. 138-139; Scharf, History of Saint Louis, Vol. II, 
p. 1054. Dorsey states that Lee's estimate of the cost 
of harbor construction at St. Louis was $158,554. However, 
Freeman, Lee's biographer, does not mention this as such. 

^^Dorsey, Master of the Mississippi, pp. 205-206; 
Drago, The Steamboaters, p. 125. 
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of St. Louis wrote a letter to General Gratiot charging 

Shreve with incompetency and stating that 

These appropriations it is believed, either 
from the entire want of capacity and sound judge
ment on the part of the Superintendent, or from 
some other cause, are to a great extent expended 
upon works condemned by the most enlightened 
practical navigators of the western waters, or 
disbursed with a prodigal hand, without regard 
to the interest of the country, for the benefit 
of himself and a few dependents and favorites.^^ 

He added that many persons had been reluctant to make these 

charges before due to 

. . , the general dislike of coming in contact 
with a person so arrogant and ungentlemanly in 
his deportment, while others have been restrained, 
as I am credibly informed, by threats of personal 
violence.52 

Additionally, some rivermen hesitated to make charges 

against Captain Shreve, for many hoped that the Superin

tendent might render some improvement to the navigation of 

the western rivers. Simonds then cited seven reasons as 

the basis for his charges against Shreve. First, he 

stated that Shreve injured the navigation of the Mississippi 

River through his program of tree felling, for the cut 

timber presented greater problems to navigation than did 

"simonds Reports—Henry M. Shreve—unfit for 
work on Ohio and Mississippi Rivers," October 20, 1833, p. 1 
in U.S. War Department, Chief of Engineers, Letter File 
National Archives and Records Service, S. 2142. It appears 
that in his annual report for 183 2 Shreve reported the loss 
of the steamboat Louisville, of which Simonds was the 
master and principal owner. Simonds in this letter 
maintained that Shreve related the facts of the incident 
erroneously. 

^2Ibid. 
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the snags, and that this was simply a system of providing 

employment for Shreve's men when unable to work on the 

rivers, and thus by the creation of new obstructions, 

provided employment during the following season. Secondly, 

by "running down the planters" and leaving a portion sub

merged the danger to navigation had been increased rather 

than lessened. Also, Simonds condemned Shreve•s construc

tion of wing dams, and maintained that his persuance of this 

policy had ruined the navigation of the Ohio River. Fourthly, 

he misapplied public funds in that he purchased supplies 

from a firm owned by his son-in-law, John H. Reel in St. 

Louis, at a higher price than could be obtained elsewhere. 

Additionally, Shreve was charged with squandering public 

funds by retaining favorites in his employ when their 

services were no longer required. Sixth, figures reported 

by Shreve in regard to steamboat losses on the western 

rivers were erroneous. Lastly, the firm of Vairin and Reel 

chartered the United States steamer Java for a period of 

time, under the terms of which the boat was to be returned 

in reasonably good condition. This firm took out insurance 

on the boat from the Missouri Insurance Office in the sum 

of $6,750, and on the 4th of June, 1832, the boat was sunk 

on the Des Moines Rapids. On June 27, 183 2, the firm of 

Vairin and Reel reached an agreement with the insurance 

firm, by which they received $5,000 and were to pay for 

raising and repairing the boat. Simonds claimed that 
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Shreve sent a crew, in the pay of the government, to raise 

the boat, for which no charge was made, and that the 

charter party, Vairin and Reel, "pocketed" between $3,000 

and $4,000, and that the United States, after paying 

several hundred dollars for repairs on the Java had nothing 

to show but an old steam boat. Contained in this letter 

were the names of several other rivermen who agreed with 

Simonds' charges. 

An investigation was launched into these charges. 

In a letter of December 30, 1833, Shreve informed General 

Gratiot that Thomas B. Monroe, District Attorney for the 

United States, had contacted him in Louisville, was investi

gating the charges, and had taken several depositions. 

Shreve stated at this time that: 

I hope this attack of Simonds, will have but 
little influence on my standing with the Depart
ment. I do not dread the investigation, but am 
perfectly prepared to meet it at every point. 
In relation to the extent of the improvement, 
plans of operations, I have no concern; knowing 
that they have been successful in an eminent 
degree.5* 

No report of the outcome of this investigation has been 

found. Apparently, it must have been favorable to Shreve 

for he retained his position as Superintendent of Western 

River Improvement until 1841. 

"̂̂ Ibid., pp. 1-5. 

^"Shreve reports District Attorney is investigating 
charges against him by J. Simonds," December 30, 1833, 
pp, 1-2, in U.S. War Department, Chief of Engineers, Letter 
File. National Archives Records Service, S. 2188. 



CHAPTER IV 

REMOVAL OF THE GREAT RAFT 

Rising in northern New Mexico and flowing south

eastward. Red River forms the boundary of Texas and 

Oklahoma, entering northwestern Louisiana from Arkansas. 

After a journey of more than three hundred miles through 

the state of Louisiana, Red River divides, entering both 

the Mississippi River and the Atchafalaya River.-̂  From 

1833 until 1838 Henry Shreve's work as Superintendent was 

centered primarily upon removal of the "Great Raft" from 

Red River. This mass of driftwood, logs, and timber was 

variously estimated to be from one hundred and thirty 

miles to one hundred and sixty miles in length, although 

not contiguous. 

It is not known when the raft formed, however early 

Indian legends of the area mention its existence, and by 

1700 explorers had begun to mention this obstruction. 

Geologists believe that the head of the raft reached the 

floodplain near Alexandria, Louisiana, in the latter years 

^Davis, Rivers and Bayous of Louisiana, p. 52. 

^Davis, Rivers and Bayous of Louisiana, p. 53; 
J. Fair Hardin, "An Outline of Shreveport and Caddo Parish 
History," Louisiana Historical Quarterly, Vol. XVII (1935), 
p. 770; Hunter, Steamboats on the Western Rivers, p. 196; 
"Red River Raft," De Bow's Review, Vol. XIX, 1855, p. 438. 

95 
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of the fifteenth century,^ Various descriptions of the 

raft are basically in agreement. Timothy Flint in 1819 

described this obstruction as 

. . . nothing more than broad swampy expansion of 
the alluvion of the river to the width of tv;enty 
or thirty miles. The river, spreading here into 
a vast number of channels, frecjuently shallow of 
course, has been for ages clogging with a mass 
of timber, and fallen trees washed from the 
upper regions. Between these masses the river 
has a channel, sometimes lost in a lake, and 
found by following the outlet of that lake back 
to the parent channel. There is no stage of that 
water, in which a keel boat with an experienced 
pilot may not make its way through the raft. 
. . . The river is blocked up by this immense 
mass of timber for a length, on its meanders, 
of between sixty and seventy miles. There are 
places where the water can be seen in motion 
under the logs. In other places, the whole 
width of the river may be crossed on horseback, 
. . . Weeds, flowering shrubs, and small willows 
have taken root upon the surface of this timber, 
and flourish above the waters. But in all these 
places the course of the river, its outline, 
and its bends are distinctly marked by a margin 
of forest trees, which grow here on the banks in 
the same manner, as they do where the channel 
is open.^ 

The raft was described in De Bow's Review as 

. . . an accumulation of trees, logs, and drift, 
extending over the surface of the river from 
bank to bank, and for miles in extent, so close 
and compact as to be walked over without wetting 
the feet. Broomstraw, willow, and other small 
bushes are growing out of the rich alluvial earth 
that cover the logs, so that it presents the 
appearance of an old, wornout field that has been 
abandoned to grow up again. The current, if any. 

"^Davis, Rivers and Bayous of Louisiana, p. 53. 
4 
Timothy Flint, The History and Geography of the 

Mississippi Valley (2nd ed.; Cincinnati: E. H. Flint & 
L. R. Lincoln, 1832), Vol. I, p. 251. 
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under so much impediment, is barely perceptible. 
Such a mass of decayed and decaying wood is 
malorious in the extreme.5 

Hunter described the raft as a "phenomenal accumulation" 

of snags, drift logs, and trees, which began twenty-five 

miles above Natchitoches, Louisiana, and extended approxi

mately one hundred and fifty miles in length. The raft 

was not a solid obstruction, but rather a series of smaller 

barriers, actually occupying only approximately one third 

of its total distance covered. This formation was the 

product of "conditions leading to snag formation on a 

scale unequalled in other parts of the river system." 

Freshets arising in the treeless plains where the Red 

originates, undermined the soft, alluvial banks along the 

river, and carried great numbers of trees into the stream. 

Backwater of the Mississippi River at flood stage resulted 

in a slackening of the Red River's current, and thus the 

accumulation of snags. An island or other obstruction in 

the river served as an effective hindrance to the debris 

and the raft began to form, increasing with additional 

accumulations of drift wood, until the width of the river 

was blocked. With the passage of time timber accumulated 

in the mass became waterlogged, sank, and piled up on the 

river bottom, often forming a solid mass extending from the 

river bed to the surface of the water. Small trees, willows 

^"Red River Raft," p. 437. 
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and cottonwoods, brush and vines, grew upon the surface 

of the raft, the roots often serving to additionally bind 

this mass. Once this formation was stabilized, additional 

logs and driftwood piled up and the raft was extended, at 

a rate estimated at from one-half to two miles per year.^ 

There were several changes in the physical environ

ment as a result of the raft. Due to blockage of the main 

channel, the river water was diverted into auxiliary 

channels and thus numerous smaller streams and bayous 

were created. There was flooding and inundating of the 

surrounding land areas. With the ebb and flow of the 

water natural levees were created along the river. Rapids 

and falls formed in the river, and for this reason and the 

existence of the raft itself. Red River was nicknamed 

"Steamboat Graveyard." Finally, due to the overflow of 

the river numerous marginal lakes were created along the 

extent of the raft, among these. Soda Lake, Cross Lake, 
7 

and Caddo Lake. The retardation in settlement of this area. 

Hunter, Steamboats on the Western Rivers, pp. 196-
198. Davis, Rivers and Bayous of Louisiana, p. 53 states 
that from 1820-187 2 measurements of the position of the 
raft were made, indicating an average rate of growth as 
4/5 of a mile per year, though during a major flood, as 
much as five miles of debris could be accumulated. 

'John Edward Guardia, "Successive Human Adjustments 
to Raft Conditions in Lower Red River Valley," (M.S. 
dissertation. University of Chicago, 1929), pp. 15-23; 
Hardin, "Outline of Shreveport and Caddo Parish History," 
pp. 771-772; Hunter, Steamboats on the Western Rivers, 
p. 197. 
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a negative influence on trade and commerce along the river, 

and hindrance in promotion of migration through the area 

resulted from these changes in the physical environment. 

It was only for brief periods during the year that even 

small^ steamboats were able to circumnavigate this barrier, 

and these did so only by sailing around portions of the 

raft by cutting through the various auxiliary streams and 

lakes. Until the removal of the raft, Natchitoches, 

Louisiana, was virtually the head of steam navigation on 
Q 

this river. 

The raft had drav/n attention early in the explora

tion by the United States of the Louisiana Territory. 

It was examined by John Sibley, Indian Agent, in 1805, and 

the Freeman-Custis Expedition in 1806. In January, 1825, 

a bill for opening a passage through the raft was intro

duced before the United States Senate and referred to the 

9 

Committee on Roads and Canals. In March, 1825, a resolu

tion to have a survey made of the raft to establish an 

estimate of the cost of its removal was offered before the 

House of Representatives. This resolution was tabled. 

However, in June of that year an officer of the United States 

Army was ordered to survey the raft and make a report. On 

May 23, 1828, the bill appropriating twenty-five thousand 

8 Hunter, Steamboats on the Western Rivers, p. 197. 

%iles Weekly Register, Vol. XXVII, January 29, 
1825, p. 348. 
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dollars for removal of the raft and improvement of Red 

River was passed by Congress.^^ 

What considerations prompted the United States to 

authorize Red River improvement at this time? There were 

several factors. First, reclamation of valuable farmland 

along the raft's extent and prevention of submersion of 

land farther upstream was important in order to attract 

more settlers into the area. Secondly, the profits from 

cotton were rising and this land was highly suitable for 

its cultivation. Thirdly, the opening of the river for 

navigation was important in the settlement of areas further 

to the west by providing a means of transporting goods 

produced on the frontier to eastern markets and also for 

supplying the frontier with eastern goods. The success of 

the steamboat on the western rivers had been proved and 

thus by the late 1820's a practical means of transportation 

existed. Fourthly, the United States' relations with Spain, 

and later Mexico, necessitated the strengthening of the 

southwestern border. This could best be accomplished by 

checking the movement of population away from the Red River 

Valley, by inducing settlement of the reclaimed lands, and 

by locating military forces here. Clearing the raft would 

^^Barker, "Historical Account of the Red River," 
pp. 40-41; Dorsey, Master of the Mississippi, p. 167. 
For additional information on the raft see the "Paxton 
Report" in U.S. Congress, Senate Document 78, 20th Cong., 
1829, Vol. I. 
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aid in all these cases. Military considerations, for 

example, centered around establishing more effective 

communication between Fort Towson, located in southeastern 

Oklahoma, and New Orleans and various other river ports.^^ 

It was difficult and expensive to transport men and supplies 

to the post, however, for only during periods of high 

water could detours be made through the bayous. The 

absence of flood conditions often delayed shipments for 
1 9 

months.-̂ -̂  Ad added impetus for river improvement was the 

removal of the Indians from the east to "Indian Territory" 

in the southwest. The Choctaw were to be located along the 

Red and Arkansas rivers, and it was desirable to render 

these rivers navigable in order to transport, provision 

them, and to maintain the increased military garrisons 
13 which would be required. 

Between 1828 and 183 2 the method employed to create 

a passage through the river was to by-pass difficult por

tions of the raft by excavating short canals and deepening 

bayous surrounding it. This method was temporary and pro

vided only partial relief. No attempt was made at this 

Davis, Rivers and Bayous of Louisiana, p. 55; 
Guardia, "Human Adjustments to Raft Conditions," pp. 28-29; 
U.S. Congress, House, Committee on Public Lands, Report 
No. 509, 23d Cong., 1st sess., 1834, pp. 1-3. 

^^Guardia, "Human Adjustments to Raft Conditions," 
p. 56. 

^^Grant Foreman, "River Navigation in the Early 
Southwest," Mississippi Valley Historical Review, Vol. XV, 
pp. 49-50. 
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time to remove the raft.^^ As a result of such endeavors, 

however, the raft was first circumnavigated on June 16, 

1831, by the steamboat Enterprise, which was towing keel

boats carrying supplies for Fort Towson.^^ 

In a letter dated September 5, 183 2, General Charles 

Gratiot wrote to Shreve that the plan then in effect, of 

opening short canals and deepening bayous, would not 

ensure permanent benefit. He asked for Shreve's views on 

the possibility of removing the raft.-'-̂  

On September 29, 1832, "'•'̂  Shreve, in Louisville, 

replied to Gratiot's letter. He stated that: 

I am of the opinion that, by the application 
of the proper means to accomplish such an object, 
that raft may be removed at much less expense 
than canals be excavated around the raft, and 
a better navigation would of course be obtained 
by the removal of the raft, than can, by any 
means, possibly be obtained by canals at any 
expense. 

To accomplish the removal of the raft he recommended three 

actions: that logs at the lower end of the raft be removed 

14 
Hunter, Steamboats on the Western Rivers, pp. 196-

197; Maude Hearn O'Pry, Chronicles of Shreveport (Shreveport, 
Louisiana: Journal Printing Co., 1928), p. 10. 

•'•̂ Hunter, Steamboats on the Western Rivers, p. 52; 
Niles Weekly Register, Vol. XL, August 27, 1831, p. 451. 

^"Hardin, Northwestern Louisiana, p. 252; U.S. 
Congress, House, House Document 98, 23d Cong., 1st sess., 
1834, p. 1. 

l^shreve to Gratiot,'Louisville, September 29, 
1832 in Hardin, Northwestern Louisiana, p. 252. 
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by steam power, the removal of trees growing on small 

islands in portions of the river which caused formation 

of the raft; and that the river banks be cleared of trees. 

Shreve's suggestions were obviously well-received, for he 

was later ordered to proceed to the Red River to begin 

work.^S On March 23, 1833, writing from Louisville, Shreve 

informed Gratiot that the steam snag-boat Archimedes and 

two other steamboats were ready to proceed to Red River, 

and that supplies and crew were already enroute to the 

area. He planned to leave Louisville on March 26, and 

added that he found public opinion "much against the 

probability of removing the raft. . . . " Shreve also 

informed General Gratiot of his receipt of Gratiot's 

letter of March 6, which informed Shreve of a requisition 

for $21,663 to be made available for his work.-̂ ^ 

Preceded by the steamers Archimedes and Pearl Henry 

Shreve arrived at Natchez on April 3 with the steamboats 

1 o 

shreve had previously journeyed to the Red River. 
In December, 1814, he sailed the Enterprise up the Red 
River and reached the rapids above Alexandria. A second 
trip to the Red River was made in April, 1815, when he 
traveled as far as Natchitoches. Milton Dunn, "History 
of Natchitoches, Louisiana," Louisiana Historical Quarterly, 
Vol. Ill (1920), pp. 39-40. Hunter, Steamboats on the 
Western Rivers, pp. 51-52, states that in Spring, 1815, 
the Enterprise reached Alexandria. N Philip Norman, 
"The Red River of the South," p. 401. 

l^Shreve to Gratiot, Louisville, March 23, 1833, 
in Hardin, Northwestern Louisiana, p. 254. 
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J&va and Souvenir.^0 ^^ proceeded to Red River, arriving 

at the foot of the raft on April 11. With his four boats 

and a crew of one hundred and fifty-nine men he had 

removed two miles of the raft at the end of the first day's 

work. He informed Gratiot at this time that while this 

section was easily removed, however, high water prevented 

clearing of the banks. He advocated removing the timber 

along the banks, to create a distance of one hundred and 

thirty feet from the tree-line on one side to that on the 

other, for approximately fifty miles below the raft to 

prevent its reforming once it was removed. If this were 

accomplished he concluded that the raft could be removed 

21 in sixty-six days. 

Within a month he had removed forty miles of the 

raft, comprised of thirty-one sections, usually drawing 

the timber out log by log. The timber along the banks had 

been cut and the islands cleared of trees as the workers 

proceeded upstream. Optimistic about his work, he stated, 

" . . . as related to the practicability of effecting a 

complete and permanent improvement, there is no longer a 

doubt, I view it certain of success. . . . " The health 

20shreve to Gratiot, Natchez, April 3, 1833 in 
Ibid. 

21shreve to Gratiot, Great Raft, Red River, 
April 12, 1833, in Ibid., p. 255. 
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of the crews at this time was good and work was progressing 

more cjuickly than initially. ̂ 2 

By June 5, 1833,^3 shreve had progressed through 

the raft to a point three miles below the Caddo Indian 

Agency, a total distance of seventy miles. His men were 

beginning to succumb to illness, at this time twenty-five 

were ill, due possibly to severe weather and excessive 

exposure to sun and water. His operations were closed on 

June 23 for the 1833 season, and he estimated at this time 

that he had removed seventy-one miles of the raft, com

prised of fifty-six sections. He found that the current 

produced by the removal of the raft had increased the depth 

of the river to ten feet and that the depth was growing. 

The current had increased in velocity from one-fourth rrile 

per hour to three miles per hour, a result not only of the 

removal of the raft but also of blocking the openings of 

bayous and outlets from the river with the wood taken from 

the raft. Shreve maintained that in order to improve the 

river these outlets and bayous must be stopped up to prevent 

them from diverting water from the river's main channel. 

Shreve estimated the length of the next portion of the 

raft, extending from Norris's settlement to Coates' Bluff, 

^^Shreve to Gratiot, Great Raft, Red River, May 8, 
1833, in Ibid., pp. 255-256. 

-̂̂ Shreve to Gratiot, Red River Raft, June 5, 1833, 
in Ibid., pp. 256-257. 
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at seventy miles and comprised of forty-six sections of 

raft. Tree-felling and snag removal along all portions of 

the raft already removed still had not been completed at 
O A 

this time. 

In his "Report of work done at the great raft on 

Red River, Louisiana"^^ Captain Shreve stated that at the 

end of work in 1833, the seventy miles of the river which 

remained unopened were blocked by a raft more difficult 

to remove and recjuiring more labor, due to its strength, 

size, and the cjuantity of timber. He estimated that an 

appropriation of at least $100,000 would be required to 

complete the work of raft removal and tree felling along 

the river's banks. He provided the following breakdown of 

this estimate: 

300 men, including officers, mechanics, $ 44,000.00 
and laborers, from the 1st October to 
31st May, 8 months 

Subsistence of 300 men 8 months, at 18,000.00 
$7.50 per month each 

6,000 cords of wood for steamboats, 13,500.00 
at $2.25 per cord 

Tools, cordage, and etc. 10,000.00 
Wear and tear of steamboats 14,500.00 

$100,000.00 

Captain Shreve addressed a letter to General Gratiot from 

Louisville on December 19, 1833. Two recommendations for 

more rapid improving of the western rivers were contained 

24shreve to Gratiot, Natchez, June 27, 1833, in 
Ibid., pp. 257-263. 

25ibid., pp. 258-260. 
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in this letter. The first was a plan to prevent the 

formation of a new raft at the "rapids" of the river when 

the present raft was removed. The second was a reference 

to the use of slave labor on the Red River raft project. 

He wrote: 

I would further beg leave to suggest to the 
department, that, in the event of Congress making 
an appropriation for the completion of the removal 
of the raft, I am of the opinion that labor for 
the completion of that work will be extremely 
difficult to obtain, unless the superintendent 
be authorized to hire slaves, and take risk of 
the lives of the negroes. By that arrangement 
the labor can be obtained at $12 per month. 
Take for example 200 slaves at $12 per month for 
one year, will amount to $28,800, and the risk 
of their lives, valued at $450 each (by agree
ment) , say the loss would be fifteen out of two 
hundred, which will be a large calculation, 
. . . that will amount to $6,750, added to the 
whole wages for the year,.will amount to $35,500. 
Two hundred men, hired at the usual wages 
($15 per month) for the same time, will amount 
to $36,000 . . . I am induced to suggest this 
plan, under a firm conviction that while free 
labor will not be obtainable, and slave labor, 
at the risk of the master, will be still more 
difficult to obtain, but can be had in abundance 
if the Government takes the risk of life. . . . 
I would by no means recommend this as a general 
plan; because one of the great advantages of the 
expenditure of public funds for internal improve
ments is the distribution of the money among the 
free laboring men of the country. But, in the 
execution of the work above alluded to, the case 
is different from most others. In that part of 
the country where the work is to be executed, 
there is no labor to be obtained, which makes it 
indispensable to transport laborers from a 
distance of twelve to fifteen hundred miles, by 
the way of the Ohio, Mississippi, and Red rivers. 
. . . I have made it my business . . . to sound 
the men, and find an almost universal determina
tion among them not to risk an expedition to that 
river. The existing prejudice has been created 
by the men employed in that river during the last 
spring, many of whom came home sick, but few 
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of whom died; still they have given out the 
opinion that the climate is extremely fatal 
to the health of the laborers. The severity 
of the service is also a very material 
objection among the laborers.^6 

This recommendation was not accepted by the United States 

Government and Shreve continued to recruit laborers from 

other areas. 

The acquisition of labor had certainly been a 

problem in the removal of the raft, and continued to be so. 

When his request to use slave labor had been denied, it 

remained necessary to recruit laborers from the Ohio river 

area. These men would not work in this southern area from 

JUne through September, due to the climate, and thus 

Shreve's operations on the raft were confined to October 

through May. 

During much of 1834 Shreve was concerned with 

operations on the Ohio River, however, he closed his work 

here on November 13, 1834, and proceeded to the Red River 

with the steamboats Java, Souvenir, Pearl, three keelboats, 

three machine boats, and three hundred men. He passed the 

rapids of the river on December first, and by December 10 

reached the mouth of "Coshada Chute" forty miles below 

Loggy Bayou, where the foot of the raft had been located 

on April 11, 1833. From December 10 until January 20, 1835, 

the crews were involved in removing timber, snags, and 

96 
Shreve to Gratiot, Louisville, December 19, 1833, in Ibid., pp. 263-265. 
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tree-felling in areas where the raft had been removed in 

1833. At this time he began work on the remainder of the 

raft itself. By April 13 Shreve had reached Soda Bayou, 

fifteen miles above Coates' Bluff. This portion of the 

raft required more labor than did the initial sections, for 

the timber was not as weak and there was a lack of current 

to float off the loosened timbers. Shreve remedied this by 

blocking off and filling various overflow outlet bayous 

of the river with the timber removed from the raft, thus 

increasing the velocity of the current. From April 13 

until May 25 the crew was occupied with this remedial 

work and with removing nine additional miles of the raft. 

When work ended for the season on May 25, 1835, Shreve 

estimated that twenty-three miles remained to be removed. 

He recommended an appropriation of twenty thousand dollars 

for the completion of the work, which he felt could be 

27 accomplished during the next season. 

At this time Shreve reiterated his suggestions for 

other projects to improve Red River: the removal of all 

timber growing in the water and on the low bottoms of the 

river, which he estimated to cost about $100 per mile, and 

the removal of the obstructions at the rapids of the river, 

near Alexandria. Here two reefs of rock stretched across 

^^Shreve to Gratiot, Louisville, July 1, 1835, 
U.S. Congress, Senate, Senate Executive Document, 24th 
Cong.# 1st sess., 1836, pp. 171-175. 
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the river, and Shreve recommended excavating the rock to 

a sufficient width and depth to allow navigation.^8 

Shreve returned to the area on January 2, 1836, and 

calculated that the entire raft would be removed by the end 

of May. Even after its removal, however, he felt that for 

at least five years, it would be necessary to maintain a 

boat on the river to remove any new obstructions which 

might develop. This would be necessary, he explained, for 

it would take five to ten years for the water to re

establish the channel at its original size. Shreve esti

mated the cost of this endeavor at $30,000: $15,000 for 

construction of the boat, and $15,000 to keep her in opera-

29 tion eight months each year. On March 31, 1836, Shreve 

again wrote to General Gratiot to reinforce his previous 

recommendations on the necessity of maintenance of the 

river after the removal of the raft. He estimated funds 

required for the 1836 removal operations at $40,000. 

On April 10 of that year Shreve informed the 

Department that many of his men were ill, sixty hospitalized. 

^Qlbid., Niles Weekly Register, Vol. XLVIII, 
July 11, 1835, p. 3 23. This article has interesting account 
of condition of the raft at this time. 

^^hreve to Gratiot, Great Raft, Red River, 
January 18, 1836, U.S. Congress, House, House Document 123, 
24th Cong., 1st sess., 1836, pp. 1-3. 

•̂ Ŝhreve to Gratiot, Great Raft, Red River, 
March 31, 1836, U.S. Congress, House, Report No. 767, 
24th Cong., 1st sess., 1836, pp. 51-55. 
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and thirteen had died. He stated at this time that all 

were impatient to return home.^^ Although Shreve had 

stated previously that work would be completed by the end 

of 1836, perhaps due to the great amount of illness among 

the crew, at the end of this season nine miles of the 

obstruction remained. An additional twenty-one miles of 

the raft had been removed in 1836. During the year 

July 1, 1835, to July 1, 1836, $64,961-40 had been spent 

on this operation, bringing the total amount expended by 

Shreve on this project to this time to $157,338.62. He 

explained that the removal of the last thirty miles had 

recjuired as much labor as the first one hundred and twenty 

miles. 

Yet, already, Shreve claimed, the rewards for 

removal were beginning to appear. Between January 1 and 

May 25, twenty-seven trips had been made by steamboats to 

Coates' Bluff, one hundred and fifteen miles above the 

original foot of the raft. Removal of the raft would open 

steamboat navigation from the mouth of the river to Fort 

Towson, Oklahoma, a distance of 7 20 miles. Shreve estimated 

an additional $45,000 would be needed to complete this work 

and to construct a boat for maintenance work on the river. 

He qualified this estimate by stating that its accuracy 

was dependent on the price of labor and subsistence costs. 

•̂ Ŝhreve to Gratiot, April 10, 1836, Ibid 
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which were advancing. Twenty-five dollars a month was the 

lowest rate for labor and he said he was unsure that 

workers could continue to be recruited at that price, for 

wages paid on the steamboats were higher. In addition 

during the previous year 9,006 work days were lost due to 

illness among the laborers, amounting to a reduction in 

pay of $7,347.15. A similar situation might again develop.^^ 

While the loss in the progress of the work was great, the 

desired results were occuring, for immigration into the 

country was increasing at this time at a rate referred to 

by Shreve as "immense. "-̂"̂  

Work commenced on the raft again in 1837 and by 

May 25 of that year the crews had reached within 440 yards 

of the head of the raft. Yet the appropriation for 1837, 

of $65,000, had all been expended. Shreve asked for an 

additional $50,000 to remove this last section, and complete 

34 remedial work. The request was honored and operations 
3c 

continued in 1838. On March 7, 1838, the river was opened. 

By July, however, another raft 2,300 yards in length had 

39 

"̂ •̂ Shreve to Gratiot, Louisville, July 6, 1836, 
American State Papers, Military Affairs, Vol. VI, p. 885. 

p. 333. 
•^%iles Weekly Register, Vol. L, July 16, 1836, 

"̂ "̂ Shreve to Gratiot, Louisville, August 2, 1837, in 
Hardin, Northwestern Louisiana, pp. 272-274. 

^^Niles Weekly Register, Vol. LIII, January 27, 
1838, p. 352. 
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formed, which was removed in February, 1839, by Captain 

Abram Tyson. Again, in April, 1839, spring freshets 

brought new drift wood and a third raft, 2,150 yards long 

formed, stranding two steamboats above the raft, and five 

below. Three other boats stored their freight at Shreveport 

and returned to New Orleans. Shreve's funds had been 

depleted and exceeded by a considerable amount. However, 

deeming it important to open the river, Shreve applied 

to the citizens of the area for a loan of $7,147.50, 

through the Branch Real Estate Bank of Washington, Arkansas, 

to continue operations until June 1, 1839. In his appli

cation Shreve stated that the citizens must take the 

responsibility of being reimbursed by Congress, for he was 

engaging only to apply the funds to removal of 
the raft and calling on the Engineers Department 
for appropriations sufficient to repay the amount 
at as early a day as such appropriation can be 
obtained, but not being liable on my own responsi
bility in any shape for the repayment of the funds 
except as agent of the government as herein 
before expressed."^^ 

The bank loaned Shreve $7,150, and the river was again 

cleared on May 4, 1839. With regard to his funds for the 

year Shreve gave the following account: 

Expenditure has been $18,985.03 3/4; the available 
funds at that time amounted to $7,815.88 1/2; the 
amount received from the Real Estate Bank of 
Washington, Arkansas, $7,150.00, making an 
aggregate sum of $14,965.88 1/2, which leaves a 
balance due me of $11,019.15 1/2 which is the 

^^Shreve to Gratiot, St. Louis, Mo., June 12, 1839, 
in Hardin, Northwestern Louisiana, pp. 274-276. 
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amount I have exceeded the available fund from 
former appropriations and the loan from the 
people of Arkansas. . . . 37 

He had acknowledged that before leaving St. Louis for the 

raft in 1839, he received a letter from the Chief Engineer 

Joseph G. Totten, dated March 14, in which Totten stated 

that funds available at that time were $7,875.88, and 

informed Shreve not to exceed the amount on hand. However, 

by the time Shreve arrived at the raft this sum had already 

been exceeded by the amount of $4,019.15 1/2. The benefits 

derived from the removal of the raft were so great, Shreve 

maintained, that he hoped the Government would excuse 

this over expenditure. No record of the Government's 

actions has been found, but it appears likely that the 

loan was repaid. 

In regard to the future improvement of the river 

Shreve recommended three things after the work was com

pleted. First, he reiterated the importance of tree-

felling; secondly, he proposed the closing or damming of 

all bayous leading from the river, and lastly, he urged 

the construction of levees along the river where it was 

liable to overflow and form new outlets. He stated that 

many advantages had been derived from the clearing of the 

river, especially the increased immigration and establishment 

"̂ "̂ Ibid., p. 276. 
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of plantations, settlements, and towns in the area.*̂ ® 

By 1838 immigration into the area had accelerated to a 

point that " . . . provisions command an excessive price. 

Settlers are therefore recommended to lay in their supplies 
39 

at startling /sic/." The reclamation of land had been 

important also, for it was used for the growing of cotton, 

grain, and the raising of livestock. Shreve added that 

the area was " . . . in possession of every advantage to 

be met with in any part of the United States in the 

40 cultivation of the soil . . . " 

Estimates of the total cost of the removal of the 

raft during Shreve's superintendence range from $300,000 

to $400,000. A breakdown of Congressional appropriations 

for this is as follows: 

Improving Navigation of the Red River, Louisiana 

1828 $ 25,000 
1832 20,000 
1834 50,000 
1835 50,000 
1836 70,800 
1837 65,000 
1838 70,000 

$350,800^1 

38 

39 

Ibid., p. 277. 

Davis, Rivers and Bayous of Louisiana, p. 56-
40 
Shreve to Gratiot, St. Louis, June 12, 1839, in 

Hardin, Northwestern Louisiana, p. 279. 
^^U.S. Congress, Senate, Senate Document 44, 

29th Cong., 2d sess., 1847, p. 14. 
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The work of Shreve on the Red River was largely remedial, 

and his suggestions for continued maintenance went often 

unheeded. Thus the raft continued to reform until its 

final removal in 1873. However, Shreve's work demonstrated 

that the raft could be removed and the river kept open to 

navigation. As a result of opening the raft, $85,000 

was saved in 1840 alone in transporting men and supplies 

42 
to Fort Towson, some indication of the actual savings 

resulting from a navigable Red River."̂ "̂  

The removal of the "Great Raft" from the Red River 

was undoubtably a valuable contribution to navigation on 

the western rivers, for it opened that river to navigation 

for a distance of over seven hundred miles. Also the 

opening of this river fulfilled expectations discussed 

in the original consideration of attempting the project— 

reclamation of valuable land and prevention of submersion 

of lands farther upstream; increased production of cotton; 

immigration into this area and the territory farther west 

increased; and lastly, the southwestern border of the 

^^House Report 538, p. 8. 

^^A filmstrip, compiled by Dr. John W. Hall, 
assistant professor of geography (LSU-S) and Hubert Humphreys, 
assistant professor of history (LSU-S), entitled "The Red 
River Raft: Its Final Removal, 1873" is now available, and 
depicts the final removal of the raft in 1873. It is 
based largely upon individual plates from the 187 3 
Photographic Views of the Red River. A record accompanies 
the film, and commentary is based primarily upon the U.S. 
Army Corps of Engineers' Report of the Chief of Engineers, 
1874. 
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United States was successfully defended in the following 

decades. Perhaps most importantly Shreve's work demon

strated that river improvement on a large scale was a real 

possibility. 



CHAPTER V 

THE FOUNDING OF SHREVEPORT, LOUISIANA AND THE 

CONTROVERSY OVER REIMBURSEMENT FOR 

SHREVE'S SNAGBOAT PATENT 

During Henry Miller Shreve's work on the Red River 

he was involved in the founding and incorporation of a 

settlement along the river, which was to be known as 

Shreveport, After the first year of work on the raft 

Shreve had removed this obstruction as far as the Caddo 

Indian Agency, located about nine miles below the future 

site of Shreveport on Bayou Pierre. While working on the 

upper portions of the raft, the Caddo Indian Agency became 

Shreve's headcjuarters, until James Huntington Cane and 

William Smith Bennett, in partnership, opened a trading 

post on what was to be known as Cane and Bennett's Bluff, 

at which time Shreve moved his headquarters there. Located 

near here was another settlement known as Coates' Bluff, 

centered around another trading post. This small settlement 

was located on the outer curve of an almost closed meander 

of the Red River. When in 1837 Shreve cut a canal across 

the neck of land encom.passed by the meander, the stream 

was deflected away from Coates' Bluff, rendering the 

settlement inland and thereby hampering its growth. This 

canal soon served as the new -channel of the river, and 

118 
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the area cut off by the canal came to be known as Shreve 

Island.^ 

In accordance with the Caddo Indian Treaty of 

'^^y 1' 1835, an unspecified section of land was reserved 

for Larkin Edwards, their white friend and interpreter.^ 

On January 18, 1836, Edwards sold this property, located 

on Cane and Bennett's Bluff on the South Bank of Red River, 

There are discrepancies among various authors 
regarding the year in which this cut-off was made. Some 
authors state that it was made in 1335, others in 1837. 
The issue would appear important, for if made in 1837, 
after the establishment of the Shreve Town Company, it 
would indicate that Shreve was perhaps serving his own 
interests in effecting the cut-off. Contained in his 
"Annual Report for the year 1833" is a "Rough Sketch of 
the Red River, " on which he indicated that a cut-off at 
this point was a possibility. However, in a let€er of 
July 1, 1835, Shreve wrote to Gratiot that he had cleared 
the bend at Coates' Bluff of the raft and proceeded through 
this channel to upper portions of the river. I have 
concluded therefore that the cut-off was made in 1837. 
Additional support for this is contained in a letter written 
by citizens of the Parish of Natchitoches, Louisiana, dated 
August 1, 1837, to the Secretary of War in which they 
protest this action. Among authors maintaining that the 
cut-off was made in 1835 are Davis, Rivers and Bayous of 
Louisiana, pp. 56-57, Guardia, "Human Adjustments to Raft 
Conditions," pp. 101-103. Guardia also states that this 
has been the subject of Inter-Parish suits to settle the 
boundary between Caddo and Bossier Parishes, for Red River 
was the boundary. Authors cjuoting 1837 are Dorsey, 
Master of the Mississippi, pp. 196-197; "Garland sends 
complaint citizens of Natchitoches against Henry M. Shreve 
on Red River" August 7, 1837, G. 738, p. 1. General 
descriptions of this incident are found in Hardin, 
"An Outline of Shreveport and Caddo Parish History," p. 789; 
Lilla McLure and J. Ed. Howe, History of Shreveport and 
Shreveport Builders (Shreveport, Louisiana: J. Ed. Howe, 
Publishers, 1937), p. 20. 

^Davis, Rivers and Bayous of Louisiana, pp. 56-57; 
McLure, Louisiana Leaders, p. 14. 
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to Angus McNeil for $5,000.^ On May 27, 1836, McNeil in 

association with Henry M. Shreve, James B. Pickett, 

Thomas T. Williamson, Bushrod Jenkins, James H. Cane and 

William Smith Bennett, and Sturgis Sprague, entered into 

an agreement to form the Shreve Town Company. Under the 

provisions of the agreement a town to be called "Shreve 

Town" was to be established. Each shareholder agreed to 

facilitate the settlement of the town by taking one lot 

and within eighteen months erecting "a comfortable dwelling-

house and other suitable buildings for a residence." They 

also agreed to support the building of "a suitable house 

for public entertainment—a steam saw mill, and such other 

improvements as may be deemed necessary to advance the 

prosperity of said town." Additionally, they agreed to 

encourage settlement of the town and to procure a right 

and title to the Lower or Coates' Bluff and other lands 

adjoining "Shreve Town." 

In accordance with this agreement, on January 16, 

1837, Shnreve, as agent for the Shreve Town Company con

tracted with E. J. Smedley, a mill-wright from Louisville, 

Kentucky, to erect a sawmill at "Shreveport on Red River." 

3 
This agreement was deemed null and void under a 

contract of February 4, 1837, in which Larkin Edwards 
transferred his rights to the Shreve Town Company. 

^Caddo Parish, "Conveyance Book A" (Caddo Parish 
Courthouse Shreveport, Louisiana), pp. 401-402; Hardin, 
Northwestern Louisiana, pp. 801-802. 
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Shreve was to furnish Smedley s passage to Shreveport, 

all materials for construction, and to pay Smedley $125 

a month.^ 

On February 4, 1837, a "Deed to the Site of 

Shreveport" was signed in the Parish of Natchitoches, 

State of Louisiana, and under this agreement a previous 

sale of land by Larkin Edwards to Angus McNeil was voided, 

and Edwards, in return for $5,000, sold the land to the 

6 
eight men mentioned above. The reasons for this trans
action remain unclear. 

In 1838 there was an optimistic outlook regarding 

the future of this settlement, as indicated in the follow

ing description of Shreveport in that year 

This location renders it a great thorough
fare for travelers to and from that Republic. 
/Texas/ It is to be the seat of justice for the 
new parish of Caddo, and it is also in contempla
tion to establish a Land office there. Light 
draught steamboats can reach the place all the 
year round, and those of the larger class can 
for nine months. . . . 

The town is improving fast. Eight new 
frame buildings are going up, including a large 
and spacious hotel."^ 

^Hardin, "An Outline of Shreveport and Caddo Parish 
History," p. 790; Shreveport Times, Centennial Edition, 
June 28, 1935, p. 10. 

^Caddo Parish, "Conveyance Book C" (Caddo Parish 
Courthouse Shreveport, Louisiana), p. 397. 

"^"Shreveport on Red River," Louisiana Historical 
Quarterly, Vol. XXIV (1941), pp. 37-38. 
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By 1850 the population had grown to 1,728® and by 1855 

Shreveport was said to be "flourishing," for it was the 

home of about three hundred families and was growing in 

importance as a port for the shipment of cotton.^ 

Although Shreve and his family did not reside in 

Shreveport, as a member of the Shreve Town Company, he 

did continue to own property there. On March 7, 1838, a 

division of lots was made among the shareholders, and for 

the sum of $4,367 Shreve received lots thirteen and fourteen 

in Block Sixty and lots eleven and fourteen in Block Fifty, 

each containing a frontage of forty feet and extending back 

one hundred and fifty feet. Lots thirteen and fourteen in 

Block Sixty faced what is today Commerce Street, lying 

between Crockett and Milam Streets. Lots eleven and fourteen 

in Block Fifty faced north along Texas Avenue, between 

Spring and Market Streets.-^^ On the same day, for the sum 

of $30,000 to be paid in ten ecjual annual installments at 

6 per cent interest, Shreve transferred the undivided one-

seventh part of his interest in the town to another of the 

founders, Thomas T. Williamson.-̂ -'- Also on March 7, 1838, 

Shreve, acting as agent for Walker R. Carter of Louisville, 

^Shreveport Times, Centennial Edition, June 27, 
1935, p. 14. 

^"Red River Raft," p. 439. 

^^"Conveyance Book A," p. 25. 

^^Ibid., pp. 24-25. 
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Kentucky, his son-in-law, purchased lots fifteen in Block 

Fifty-eight, and lots three, four, and five in Block Sixty 

for $2,400. Lot fifteen was located on Commerce street, 

between Texas and Travis Streets, and lots three, four, and 

five in Block Sixty, were located on Spring Street, facing 

west, lying between Crockett and Milam Streets.^^ 

On January 15, 1842, Henry Shreve appointed James 

Blair of St. Louis as his attorney, authorized to transact 

business for him in Louisiana, Arkansas, and the Republic 

of Texas. Blair was instructed by Shreve at this time to 

collect from Thomas T. Williamson the amount of $39,900 

and to lease, sell or demise the previously mentioned four 

13 

lots belonging to Shreve. On March 20, 1842, in conjunc

tion with these instructions, Blair returned to Mr. William

son his promisory notes and Williamson relincjuished all 

claims to Shreve's interest in the undivided one-seventh 

of the town. However, on May 10, 1843, the Shreveport 

Company partitioned and distributed its remaining unsold 

property in the town among the members of the Shreve Town 

Company, and Henry Shreve's interest was again sold and 

^^ibid., pp. 25-26. 

13 
•̂  Caddo Parish, "Conveyance Book B, " (Caddo Parish 

Courthouse Shreveport, Louisiana), pp. 426-428. 

"̂̂ Ibid., pp. 428-429. 
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transferred to Williamson for the sum of $7,903.^^ On 

November 4, 1845, Shreve and his wife Mary, for the sum of 

one dollar, sold the four lots, eleven and fourteen in 

Block Fifty, and thirteen and fourteen in Block Sixty to 

Walker R. Carter. with this sale Henry Shreve • s 

business interest in the town was ended. 

Neither Shreve nor members of his immediate family 

resided in Shreveport, and other than in his role in open

ing the river to navigation and as a member of the Shreve 

Town Company, Henry Miller Shreve was never strongly 

associated with the development of the town named in his 

honor. Apparently, unlike many frontier "builders," 

Shreve had little interest in land speculation. 

Another financial enterprise with which Shreve 

was connected during his years of activity in river improve

ment was his attempt to gain reimbursement for government 

use of his steam snagboat and an offer to the United States 

Government to sell the patent rights. 

Henry Miller Shreve's claim as the inventor of the 

steam snagboat, his petitions to the United States Govern

ment for reimbursement for the use of his invention, and 

•̂ Ĉaddo Parish, "Conveyance Book D" (Caddo Parish 
Courthouse Shreveport, Louisiana), pp. 1-6; Caddo Parish, 
•'Conveyance Book I" (Caddo Parish Courthouse, Shreveport, 
Louisiana), pp. 402-409. 

^^"Conveyance Book C," pp. 470-472. On February 16, 
1844, James Blair, for Henry Shreve, sold to Roland Jones 
of Caddo Parish, lot #9, in Block 40, for $225. 
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his offer to said government to purchase the rights to the 

invention, were topics of controversy from 1834 until a 

final settlement was made in 1880. Between 1834 and 1880 

nine favorable reports regarding Shreve's petitions were 

issued by various Congressional Committees. House 

Report No. 509̂ '̂  of June 5, 1834, made by the Committee 

on Public Lands, dealt with a petition by Shreve asking 

compensation for the invention of the steam snagboat. 

This report reviewed the development of this mechanism and 

examined evidence pertaining to its value. Contained in 

the report were data, supporting Shreve's position that 

the development of the steam snagboat was important and 

valuable in clearing the western rivers. Among the state-
» 

ments supporting Shreve's claim was a statement by Captain 

Richard Delafield, of the Corp of Engineers in which 

Delafield described the steam snagboat as a "splendid 

piece of machinery." He added that while he was present the 

Helipolis raised one snag containing 1,600 cubic feet of 

timber and weighing not less than sixty tons. The report 

also included an account of the value of the snagboat in 

removing the Great Raft from Red River and a statement 

of the advantages accruing to the United States by its 

removal- Figures indicating that commerce on the 

Mississippi and Ohio Rivers had increased about 100 per cent 

"̂̂ House Report No. 509, pp. 1-3. 
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since 1829 were cited. The report concluded that with 

improvements of other rivers, similar results were to be 

expected. Yet this committee report, submitted before 

patent rights were granted to Shreve in 1838, stated that 

Shreve, as Superintendent in the service of the United 

States when the boat was constructed, could not avail 

himself of benefits guaranteed under patent laws. The 

Committee closed its report, however, by recommending to 

the House of Representatives the passage of an act granting 

Shreve the right of pre-emption to eighteen sections of 

public land lying along the raft of the Red River. "'•̂  

The issue was again before a House Committee in 

19 

1842, when Shreve applied for remuneration for the past 

use of his patented invention and asked that the United 

States purchase it for future use. Among points brought 

out in this Select Committee's report were that prior to 

1829, Shreve, after considerable study and cost, had 

invented a steam snagboat and that boats constructed along 

his specifications had been tested by ten years experience. 

Their superior adaptation had been established. The report 

held that the invention was eminently important to the 

nation and could not be dispensed with except with con

siderable sacrifice of time and money. The report also 

18 
Ibid., p. 5. This report was made before a patent was granted in 1838 

19 House Report No. 556, pp. 1-5. 
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stated that after the granting of the patent in 1838, 

Shreve's rights assumed a different and higher character 

in relation to the invention. However, the Committee 

claimed he was not entitled to compensation for its use 

prior to 1838 and consideration should be given to the 

fact that nearly seven years elapsed after construction of 

the first boat before Shreve applied for a patent and more 

than nine years elapsed before it was granted. Yet, the 

report held that the government could not withhold remunera

tion for use of the snagboat from 1838 to 1842 without 

disregard for its own patent laws. Also, the fact that 

Captain Shreve was Superintendent of public work for a 

period of the time in the prosecution of which his inven

tion was used, might weaken but did not destroy his right 

to indemnity. The Committee felt that consideration should 

be given to the acceptance of Shreve's proposal for purchase 

or transfer to the United States of the exclusive rights to 

use of the invention, for the improvement of the western 

rivers and their maintenance in an obstruction-free condi

tion was vital to the defense of her wesTiern and southern 

borders. Lastly, should Shreve fail to gain compensation 

it was probable that he would seek an injunction against 

further use of his invention, and this would result in 

suspension of important work then in progress. Based on 

these observations, the Committee recommended the favorable 

consideration of the "transferral to the United States of 
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the exclusive right of using the patent," and that payment 

in the sum of $40,000 for patent rights and past use of 

the invention be awarded to Captain Shreve. 

On February 28, 1843, in conjunction with efforts 

to comply with recommendations embodied in the above House 

Report, a Select Committee of Congress examined the cjuestion 
20 

of claims. Shreve's snagboat specifications had been 

sent by the Committee to Colonel J. J. Abert, of the 

Topographical Engineers and to the Patent Office, seeking 

review and confirmation of Shreve's claim as the inventor. 

Both agencies had replied in the affirmative. Col. Abert 

replied that "From this it will appear that the merit of 

the invention for which Captain Shreve has obtained a 

21 patent is justly due to him." 

Shreve's patent specifications were compared with 

those on file for similar proposed "snag machines" by 

David Prentice, filed in the War Department on July 10, 

1824, and John Bruce, communicated to the War Department 

in September, 1824. Mr. Charles M. Keller, examiner of 

Patents, replied to the Committee by letter, dated 

February 21, 1843, in which he stated that 

the only resemblance between Mr. D. Prentice's 
plan and Captain Shreve's is the employment of a 
twin boat and windlass, so combined together as 
to act upon the snag, to raise it from its bed. 

^^House Report No. 272, pp. 1-12. 

2^Ibid., p. 2. 
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when situated between the two boats, the space 
between them being sufficient for this purpose. 
This is the whole of the plan proposed by 
Mr. Prentice, a plan which at the time it was 
proposed, was known, and had been used in 
different parts of the world for the purpose of 
raising rocks and other obstructions from the 
bottom of rivers. 

As to the plan proposed by xMr. Johji Bruce, 
it has no other resemblance to Captain Shreve•s 
plan than the employment of a twin boat . . . 
and therefore can have no bearing on the validity 
of Captain Shreve's patent, which could in no 
way be affected by any of these plans, were the 
subject submitted to legal investigation.22 

Still, no action was taken by Congress. Henry Shreve's 

claim as the inventor of the steam snagboat was recognized. 

"It appears that, so far as other ascertained or known 

plans are concerned, the claim of the memorialist to 

originality as inventor of the snag boat is clear and well 

founded-"^^ 

The subject was again investigated during the 

Twenty-eighth Congress, and was the topic of House Report 

No. 538. This report reiterated statements made in 

previous reports and made several additional comments which 

strengthened Shreve's claim. The Committee pointed out 

that the value of vast Government property annually at 

risk on the western waters alone would justify the purchase 

of the right to use the snagboat. Additionally, the Committee 

stated that the value of the invention had been conclusively 

^^Ibid., pp. 4-5. 

23ibid., p. 1. 
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established. The United States had continued to use 

Shreve's invention for six years after granting him a 

patent, without consent from or compensation to him for 

its use. Also, the Committee offered the opinion that the 

fact that Shreve was employed by the Government when the 

boat was invented or that the first snagboat was built at 

the expense of the United States did not affect the 

legality or equity of his claim. With regard to his 

employment by the United States, this report stated that 

under the terms of his contract by which he received $3,000 

a year, he was to superintend work on the Mississippi, 

Ohio, and Arkansas rivers. However, afterwards his 

responsibilities were expanded to include work on the Red 

River and the Missouri River. Therefore, according to the 

report, his salary did not indemnify him for all works 

placed upon him, nor did it reimburse him for the use of 

his private property, that is, his invention. Additionally, 

neither the United States Constitution nor United States 

patent laws placed restrictions on inventors in relation 

to their positions in society. Therefore, Shreve's legal 

rights could not be affected by his being an employee of 

the United States Government. Nor was there evidence of 

an agreement between Shreve and the Government by which he 

had surrendered the use of his invention as a part of the 

consideration for which he received his salary. Addi

tionally/ with regard to the legality of his claim being 
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affected by the fact that the first snagboat was built at 

the expense of the Government, the report asserted the 

fact that no provision of the Constitution or of the patent 

laws secured to "the party who pays the expense of testing 

an invention any portion of the patent right."^^ such 

an interest could only be accjuired by the signing of a 

special contract by the various parties and without such 

a contract the financing party was bound by law, as was 

any other citizen, against violation of another's patent. 

Also, prior the United States' building of the first boat, 

the Government was well-satisfied with its probable success, 

based on Captain Shreve's previous testing and a statement 

by thirty-seven persons experienced in this field of having 

examined and approved Shreve's plans. Therefore the United 

States had no claim to impair Shreve's right to indemnity, 

for on eight occasions the United States had recognized 

Shreve's rights to his invention and patent. Lastly, all 

existing United States' snagboats were built in compliance 

with Shreve's patent specifications, and therefore Shreve, 

by obtaining a court injunction could halt their use, a 

situation detrimental to the welfare of the United States. 

Based on the above considerations the Committee 

urged "early action" on Shreve's petition. It stated that 

the practice had been to grant inventors one-half to 

2^U.S. Congress, House, Select Committee, Report 
No. 538, 28th Cong., 1st sess., 1844, p. 9. 
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one-third of the saving derived from the use of their 

invention, and since Shreve's patent had been valued at 

$100,000 to $200,000 and had actually saved the United 

States millions of dollars, the Committee set $40,000 as 

remuneration.^^ 

Henry M. Shreve declined to accept this amount, 

stating that it was far short of the value of his inven

tion. He claimed that the snagboat had enriched the United 

States by millions of dollars and that its benefit to the 

western country was surpassed only by that of the applica

tion of steam. This led to another review of the issue, 

concluding on February 28, 1846, with House Report No. 369.^^ 

This report was basically a brief review of the previous 

reports, but differed in its recommendations. It stated 

that the invention was valued from $50,000 to $200,000, 

while the previous committees had recommended $40,000. 

This report increased that sum to a recommended payment of 

$85,000 for past and future use of the rights to the 

invention. This figure was the same as that of a Report 

by the Secretary of War in 1840, in which he stated that 

in the course of one year, this amount was saved by the 

Government in the expense of transporting supplies to Fort 

25Ibid., p. 11. Why the Committee selected $40,000 
is not stated. It does recognize this sum as the lowest 
amount which in any justification it can award. 

U.S. Congress, House, Committee on Patents, 
Report No. 369, 29th Cong., 1st sess., 1846, pp. 1-4. 
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Towson, Oklahoma, as a result of the removal of the raft 

from the Red River. 

No settlement of the claim was made before Shreve's 

death in 1851. In 1860, Shreve's widow, Lydia R. Shreve 

appealed to the Court of claims, and on February 11, 1860, 

the Court of Claims issued its report, which rejected the 

claim for compensation made by Lydia R. Shreve and 

Walker R. Carter, executor of Henry M. Shreve's estate. 

On March 19, 1880, House Report No. 577 was issued, 

the terms of which were again favorable to compensation to 

Shreve's widow for use of any patent rights to Shreve's 

steam snagboat. The issue was finally settled in the 

same year under terms of Senate Report No. 399, which 

recommended that compensation in the sum of $50,000 be 

awarded Henry M. Shreve's representatives in full satis

faction for use of the snagboats and for purchase of all 

29 rights which Shreve had accjuired under his patent. 

2'̂ U.S. Congress, Court of Claims Reports, Report 
No. 205, 36th Cong., 1st sess., 1860, pp. 1-258. 

28u.S. Congress, House, Report No. 577, 46th Cong., 
2d sess., 1880, pp. 1-5. 

2^U.S. Congress, Senate, Report No. 399, 46th 
Cong./ 2d sess., 1880, pp. 1-5. 



CHAPTER VI 

REMOVAL FROM OFFICE AND LATER LIFE 

Henry Miller Shreve was removed from his position 

as Superintendent of Western River Improvement on 

September 11, 1841, an event most writers on Shreve feel 

was one with political overtones. In the Presidential 

election of 1840 the Whig candidate William Henry Harrison 

defeated the incumbent Democratic candidate, Martin Van 

Buren. Thus with the change in the party in power many 

of Andrew Jackson's and Martin Van Buren's appointees 

were removed from office. Among these was Shreve. From 

1841 to his death, Shreve remained a private citizen. 

Little is known of Shreve's private life before 

or after his removal. On February 28, 1811, he married 

Mary Blair in Brownsville, Pennsylvania, and of this union 

there were three children, all born in Brownsville, 

Harriett Louisa, born on November 28, 1811; Rebecca Ann, 

born on October 3, 1813; and Hampden zane, born on April 8, 

1815. Harriett married John W. Reel of Louisville, 

Kentucky, on July 1, 1830, and died in 1833. Rebecca 

married Walker Randolph Carter of St. Louis on July 25, 

lln 1869 Walker R. Carter established the Carter 
Line or Red River Packet Company, annual receipts of which 
were—$650,000; ports visited by the company's vessels were 
St. Louis, Jefferson, Shreveport, and New Orleans. One of 
the boats was named, H. M. Shreve according to Scharf, 
History of Saint Louis, Vol. II, p. 1123. 
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1832, and died in 1873. Hampden Zane died in Louisville 

in his infancy. 

After Shreve's dismissal he made his home in St. 

Louis, where he had purchased three hundred acres of the 

"Grand Prairie" a portion of the old Common Field. Here 

he built a home which he called "Gallatin Place" and 

engaged in farming,-̂  Mary died in the mid-1840's probably 

1846, and within a brief period of time Shreve married 

Lydia Rogers, of Boston, who was some years his junior. 

Of this marriage there were two daughters, Mary, who later 

married Emlin Hutchinson, and Florence, who died in 

infancy, on January 9, 1851.^ 

In spite of his retirement from public life, Shreve 

was not an obscure citizen of St. Louis. For example, 

various authors maintain that when the telegraph arrived 

in St. Louis in December, 1847, Shreve was given the honor 

of sending the first message to the eastern coast. Louis 

Scharf in his History of St. Louis City and County, in a 

detailed account of the arrival of the telegraph in St. 

Louis, does not confirm nor contradict this. He does state, 

however, that when a public dinner for Mr. Henry O'Reilly, 

^Allen, Genealogy of the Shreve Family, p. 384. 

"̂ Dorsey, Master of the Mississippi, p. 212. 

^Dorsey, Master of the Mississippi, p. 231; Read, 
Up the Heights, p. 86. 

^Allen, Genealogy of the Shreve Family, p. 384. 
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responsible for promoting the extension of the telegraph 

lines from the east to St. Louis, was given on January 30, 

1848, Henry M. Shreve was one of several citizens who 

signed the letter of invitation.^ 

In later life Shreve was involved with promoting 

another form of transportation, the railroad. He was one 

of the original members of the Board of Directors of the 

Pacific Railroad Company, as incorporated on March 12, 

1849, in St. Louis, Missouri, with a captial stock of ten 

million dollars.*^ He did not become an outstanding 

participant in this venture, due primarily to ill health. 

He believed that the railroad would serve the inland water

ways by bringing remote parts of the country in touch with 

the rivers and felt that steamboat navigation would thus 

expand in order to accommodate the increased production 

carried to the waterways by short railway lines. He felt 

that a railroad to the Pacific would be an auxiliary system 

to that of the Mississippi Valley's river transportation. 

Dorsey, Master of the Mississippi, p. 234; 
Pfaff, "Henry Miller Shreve—A Biography," p. 207; Scharf, 
History of Saint Louis, Vol. II, p. 1425; Treat, "Henry 
miler Shreve," pp. 27-28. 

'Dorsey, Master of the Jlississippi, pp. 241-244, 
249; Dorothy Jennings, "The Pacific Railroad Company," 
Missouri Historical Society Collections, Vol. VI, pp. 288-
293; Ernest Kirschten, Catfish and Crystal (Garden City, 
New York: Doubleday, and Co., Inc., 1960), p. 299; 
Scharf, History of Saint Louis, Vol. II, p. 1143. 
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Henry Miller Shreve died in St. Louis, Missouri, 

on March 6, 1851. The St. Louis Republican of March 7 

noted the death of this man in the following manner 

This worthy citizen died at the residence 
of his son-in-law in this city yesterday. He 
was for nearly forty years closely identified 
with the commerce of the West, either in flatboats 
or steam navigation. During the administrations 
of Adams, Jackson, and Van Buren he filled the 
post of United States superintendent of Western 
river improvements, and by the steam snag-boat, 
of which he was the inventor, contributed largely 
to the safety of Western commerce. To him belongs 
the honor of demonstrating the practicability of 
navigating the Mississippi River with steamboats. 
He cormianded the first steamer that ever ascended 
that river, and made several and valuable improve
ments, both of the steam-engine and of the hull 
and cabins of the Western steamboats. While 
the British were threatening New Orleans in 
1814-15, he was employed by Gen. Jackson in 
several hazardous enterprises, and during the 
battle of the 8th of January served one of the 
fieldpieces which destroyed the advancing column 
led by Gen. Keane. His name has become historically 
associated with Western river navigation, and will 
long be cherished by his numerous friends through
out this valley.^ 

^Scharf, History of Saint Louis, Vol. II, p. 1097. 
In the year 1851 the name H. M. Shreve was contained on 
a list of St. Louis citizens who owned property within 
the city limits exceeding $20,000 in value. H. M. Shreve's 
estate was listed at $26,100. Note, this did not include 
the value of property owned outside city limits, and it 
was not an estimate of one's total wealth—Scharf, History 
of Saint Louis, Vol. I, pp. 684-685. 
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APPENDIX A: BULLOCK'S JOURNEY FROM NEW ORLEANS TO 

NEW YORK IN 1827 

On the third of April we left New Orleans, in the 

beautiful (xii) steam-boat George Washington, of 375 tons, 

built at Cincinnati, and certainly the finest fresh-water 

vessel I had seen. River boats, like these, possess the 

advantage of not having to contend with the ocean storms 

. . . and are . . . built in a different manner, having 

three decks or stories above the water. The accommoda

tions are much larger, and farther removed from the noise, 

heat, and motion of the machinery; wood being the only fuel 

made use of, they are consecjuently not incommoded by the 

effects of the dense smoke, so annoying in some of our 

steam vessels. The accommodations are excellent, and the 

cabins furnished in the most superb manner. None of the 

sleeping rooms have more than two beds. The principal are 

on the upper story, and a gallery and verandah extends 

entirely round the vessel, affording ample space for 

exercise, sheldered fsicj from sun and rain, and commanding, 

from its height, a fine view of the surrounding scenery, 

without being incommoded by the noise of the crew passing 

overhead. The meals furnished in these vessels are 

excellent, and served in a superior style. The ladies 

have a separate cabin, with female attendants, and laun

dresses; there are also a circulating library, a smoking 

and drinking room for the gentlemen, with numerous offices 
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for servants, etc.etc. They generally stop twice a day 

to take in wood for the engine, when fresh milk and other 

necessaries are procured, and the passengers may land for 

a short time. The voyage before the introduction of steam 

was attended with much risk and labour, and occupied 

ninety days from New Orleans to Cincinnati, for small 

vessels; the same voyage (1600 miles) is now performed, 

with the greatest ease and safety, in eleven or twelve 

days, against the stream, and the descent between the above 

places is done in seven days; each vessel taking several 

hundred passengers, besides her cargo of merchandise. 

The rate of travelling is extremely moderate in proportion 

to the advantages of the accommodation. We paid about 

eight pounds each from New Orleans to Louisville (1500 

miles), which includes every expense of living, servants, 

etc. . . . The traveller is now enabled, without the least 

danger of faticjue, to traverse the otherwise almost 

impossable and trackless wilderness, and wilds, that bound 

the western states of America, and this without leaving 

his comfortable (xiii) apartment, from the windows of 

which he can enjoy the constantly varying scenery, so new 

to European travellers. 
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AUTHOR 

Collins 

Dorsey 

Date passed Arr. Left Arr. Ascent 
Falls-Ohio N.O. N.O. Louv. Time+ 

March, 
1817 

March 3, 
1817 

March March 
12 25 

Morrison March 12, 
1817 

Pfaff March 
12 

Preble 

Treat March 3, 
1817 

24 

25 

21-

25 

25 

Total 
Time 

of Trip+ 

45 

Eskew 

Gould 

Hunter 

Lloyd 

MacGill 

M'Murtrie 

March 12, 
1817 

March, 
1817 

March 
24 

» 

April 
17 

24 

25 

25 

25 41 

41 

45 

41 

41 

+time indicated in days 
*Pfaff is cjuoting an account in the Louisville Courier of a 
a later date 
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Collins, History of Kentucky, Vol II. p, 362; Dorsey, 
Master of the Mississippi, p. 278; Eskew, Pageant of the 
Packets, p. 56; Gould, Fifty Years on the Mississippi, 
p. 198; Hunter, Steamboats on the VJestern Rivers, p. 19; 
Lloyd, Lloyd's Steamboat Directory, p. 45; MacGill, 
"Transportation in the U.S.," p. 104; M'Murtrie, Sketches 
of Louisville, pp. 201-202; Morrison, American Steam 
Navigation, p. 208; Pfaff, "Henry Miller Shreve—A 
Biography," p. 214; Preble, Origin and Development of 
Steam Navigation, pp. 82-82; Treat, "Henry Miller Shreve," 
p. 13. 

Gould, p. 198, gives a record of the Washington's journey: 
"Left New Orleans, March 24; reached Natchez March 29, 

reach mouth of Arkansas River, April 5; reached Chickasaw 
Bluff (Memphis), April 7; reached New Madrid, April 10; 
reached mouth of the Ohio River, April 11; reached Falls 
of Ohio (Louisville), April 17." 

A comparison of the time of the Washington and earlier 
boats is interesting: 

From New Orleans to Louisville, 
1486 Miles; ~ 

May, 1815, steamer Enterprise 
. . • 

April, 1817, steamer Washington 
. • • 

*Gould, p. 538 

Days 

25 

25 

Hou r s Mi nutes* 

00 

40 

00 

From New Orleans to Natchez, 
300 Miles: 

July, 1814, steamer Comet 

May, 1815, steamer Enterprise 

April, 1817, steamer Washington 
. • . 

*Gould, p. 539 

Days 

5 

4 

4 

Hours Minutes* 

10 

11 

00 

00 

20 

00 
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APPENDIX C: LETTERS PATENT NO. 913, DATED 

SEPTEMBER 12, 1838 

UNITED STATES PATENT OFFICE 

HENRY M. SHREVE, OF ST. LOUIS, MISSOURI 

IMPROVED MACPnNE FOR REMOVING SNAGS ANS SAWYERS 
FROM THE BEDS OF RIVERS 

Specification forming part of Letters Patent No. 913 
dated September 12, 1833 

To all whom it may concern: 
Be it known that I, HENRY M. SHREVE, of the city 

and county of St. Louis, and State of Missouri, have invented 
a new and useful Machine for Removing Trees, Roots, Logs, &c., 
(called Snags and Sawyers,) from the Beds and Channels of 
Rivers, which may be called the "Archimedes" or "Steam 
Snag Boat," described as follows, reference being had to 
the annexed drawings of the same, making part of this 
specification. 

It is no doubt well known that great difficulties 
have existed in the navigation of the Mississippi river and 
other rivers of the West, arising from numerous snags, 
sawyers, and other impediments found in the tracks of 
steam and flat boats throughout the whole length of the 
former river, and so numerous were those obstructions that 
no pilot could bear in mind their location. To perform a 
great public good in removing these obstructions from our 
rivers, the subscriber has invented and constructed a very 
simple machine that will accomplish this most desirable 
object with the greatest dispatch and at the least expense, 
and has at length succeeded beyond the most sanguine 
expectation. The machine is beautifully simple and most 
powerful in its operation and produces the effect intended 
in the most admirable manner. 

It consists of a double or twin boat A, Figures 1, 
2, and 3, connected by two tiers of beams, the upper tier 
running from the midships or centers of the boats to the 
stern of the same, decked over on the tops of the upper 
beams. The lower tier running from midships toward the 
stern, about half the distance of the upper tier, and 
sealed, sheathed, or planked under said lower tier of beams, 
and secured by diagonal timbers t. Fig. 4, running on the 
top of the lower tier of beams, framed onto each beam and 
secured by a bolt passing through the beam. The front or 
forward ends of the two sets of beams are connected by a 
strong bulk-head C, Fig. 1, fixed in an inclined position 
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and sheathed with sheet-iron about one-fourth of an inch 
tnick, the lower side of the bulk-head being thirty inches 
torward of the upper side, forming an inclined plain by 
^S^f? ^ ^^^ °^ ^ ^^^^ ^^ conducted on deck by the impetus 
of the boat when the snag comes in contact with said bulk
head. There is also a large beam D, Figs. 1, 2, and 6, 
passed through the sides of the two hulls near their bows, 
running cjuite through the hulls of the boat to their outside 
frames. This beam is made of square timber fitted and 
bolted together to form a mass of timber nine feet fore 
and aft and two and a half feet thick, rounded on the front 
side to a semicircle, or nearly-so, and sheathed with 
sheet-iron about one-fourth of an inch thick. There is a 
fore and aft framing of timber E, Figs. 1, 2, and 7, running 
from the middle of the boats to the stern, raised seven 
feet above the deck and supported by perpendicular 
stanchions w. Fig. 7, and diagonal braces, which also 
support cradle-pieces y to conduct the snags down onto 
rollers F as they are drawn on deck, the rollers being 
placed in a line near the deck from the forward end of the 
middle deck to the stern. 

The main windlass b. Figs. 1, 2, 3, and 5, of the 
machine is placed about two feet forward of the bulk-head 
C at the middle of the boats, resting on a diagonal framing 
II, Figs. 1, 2, and 3, called "gallows-frames," twenty feet 
above the water, more or less^ as may be found convenient. 
The main windlass consists of a cast-iron shaft G, sixteen 
inches diameter in the center and ten inches as the ends and 
journals. On each end of the windlass there is a wheel I, 
Fig. 1, 2, 3, and 5, eighteen feet diameter, with a score, 
groove, or recess on the periphery of the rim of six inches 
wide and four deep, in and round which a five-and-one-
half-inch line J, Figs. 1, 3, and 5, is passed, and leads 
down through blocks and sheaves to the windlasses L L, 
Fig. 1, on the coupling-shaft M of the engine, which wind
lasses are four feet long and sixteen inches diameter. 
By these lines thus working on the windlasses a perpetual 
and prodigious lever-power is obtained. From the main 
windlass b there is a chain N suspended, made of malleable 
iron two inches thick, with links as short as they can be 
made and at the same time allow them to work clear of each 
other. One end of this chain (which is sixty-five feet 
long, or of any other suitable length or size) is fastened 
on the windlass b and wound around the same to any extent 
recjuired. The other end of the chain hangs in a loop 0, 
Figs. 1/ 3, and 5, or running noose, down to the surface 
of the water, or below it if recjuired. In that end of the 
chain there is a shackle or large ring P, Figs. 3 and 5, 
made of iron, three inches diameter, or so large as to let 
the chain reave through it freely, by which the running 
noose on the chain is made. To the shackle there is 
attached a tackle Q, which leads to a crossbeam R of the 
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gallows-frame above, by which the running noose in the end 
of the Cham is controlled. A leading block and sheave 
are attached to the shackle, through which a line S is 
passed, one end of which is fastened to the bow of the lar
board-boat A. The other end passes through a leading-
block T on the bows of the starboard-boat A' and leads aft 
to the windlass U' on the main shaft of the engine. By 
that line the chain is drawn out and passed down on the 
snag to any distance recjuired. There is also a line V 
passing around chocks W on the arms of the larboard 
purchase-wheel and leading down to the windlass U on the 
larboard main shaft of the engine. The use of this line is 
to reverse the motion of the purchase-wheels for the purpose 
of lowering the chain down to renew the purchase on the 
snag at pleasure. 

The whole of the machine is worked by the power of 
a double steam-engine X X, coupled by the permanent shaft 
M, extending from the crank Y of one engine to the crank of 
the other. 

The operation of the machine is as follows: When 
snags or trees are found so firmly fixed in the bottom or 
bed of the river as to be liable to break before the roots 
give way, they are removed by running against them with thn 
twin boat, so as to strike the snag with the large beam D 
in front, which in nearly every case breaks the snag off 
below the bottom of the river as far as the diameter of the 
tree. When the snag is not so firmly fixed as to break, 
the beam runs under it and turns it over in a position 
contrary to that in which it was first found, and so far 
as to allow the boat to pass entirely over it, by which 
means the tree is so loosened from the mud or sand in 
which it is embedded as to be taken up by the main windlass 
b in the manner before described, and laid horizontally on 
the rollers F on the after-deck, where the root is cut off 
with a cross-cut or other saw, by hand or the steam-power, 
and the root deposited in the bends of the river, where the 
water is from fifteen to twenty feet deeper than it is over 
the bars. Consec^ently the root sinks many feet below the 
draft of water than any boat can carry over the bars. 
The trunk of the tree is cut into several lengths of from 
twenty to thirty feet and thrown overboard, where they are 
carried down by the stream and are caught for fire-wood 
or pass off to the sea. The entire operation of removing 
a snag recjuires on an average about forty-five minutes, or 
sixteen snags per day, with a machine that this applicant 
has recently been experimenting with on the Mississippi 
river. A greater number, however, may be removed in a day. 

For a further illustration of this invention 
reference may be had to the annexed drawings. 

Figure 1 is a top view. Fig. 2 is a side view. 
Fig. 3 is an end view. Fig. 4 is a plan of the lower tier 
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of beams B, showing the diagonal braces t. Fig. 6 is a 
cross-section of the snag-beam; Fig. 5, a section showing 
tne manner of drawing up a snag or tree; Fig. 7, a cross-
section of the framing E or cradle with the rollers F, on 
which the snag or tree is laid after being hauled up. 

The boat being put in motion by the full pov/er of 
the engines—say of one hundred and twenty horse-power or 
^^^—IS directed in such a manner as to receive the end 
of the snag on top of the snag-beam D, Fig. 2, when by the 
great momentum of the whole moving mass, together with the 
continued action of the engine, the snag is either broken 
off at d or b. Fig. 2, or is loosened from its bed and 
thrown in the position c. Fig. 2, represented by dotted 
lines, in v/hich case it becomes necessary to raise it on 
deck, to accomplish which it is brought under the snag-
beam and between the two boats in the space m n o p. Fig. 1, 
when the chain N from the windlass b. Fig. 1 is passed 
around it. The windlass, as before stated, is worked by 
the fall or rope J, passing through a leading-block to a 
barrel L, of sixteen inches diameter, fixed on the 
coupling-shaft M of the engine, as before stated. When the 
log or tree is raised so as to meet the shaft of the wind
lass, it is secured for a moment to a bolster by a chain 
on deck. When the windlass is overhauled by the down-haul 
V, which is also worked by a barrel U on the main shaft, at 
the same time the chain as it slacks is hauled out in the 
position represented in Fig. 5 by a line S, attached to a 
ring o, passing forward to a leading-block p and then back 
to a barrel U, Fig. 1, on the main shaft of the engine. As 
the log or snag rises and becomes counterpoised it falls 
back on the rollers F, Fig. 1, between the strong timber 
frames E on each side of the rollers, which thus form a 
cradle and secure other parts of the boats from injury. 
When in this position, the root is cut off and the trunk cut 
up and launched into the river by means of tackle-purchase, 
the root falls through the space m n o p, and the trunk 
is launched over the inclined plane Z at the stern. The 
falls of both these purchases are led to the main shaft of 
the engine. 

The power of this simple piece of mechanism is such 
as to raise the largest and most firmly planted snag in the 
river. A snag of sixteen hundred cubic feet of timber, 
(after separating the root,) weighing not less than sixty 
tons, has been raised by the experimenting machine referred 
to. The machine, however, is capable of raising a weight 
of more than two hundred tons, and the part that is the 
most liable to give way is the chain. The machine has 
raised a tree one hundred and sixty feet in length and 
three and one-half feet in diameter, and several that were 
planted twenty feet in the bed of the river have been 
raised. 
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The invention claimed and desired to be secured by 
Letters Patent consists in the manner in which I have 
combined and connected the mechanical power of the windlass 
and the pulleys so as to operate with the momentum given 
to a twin steamboat and with the continuous action of the 
paddle-wheels, so as to break off, uproot, and raise snags 
and sawyers, as above set forth. 

I, however, particularly claim as now— 
1. The application of the forward or snag 

beam D for the purpose or raising or breaking the 
snag or sa\>;yer preparatory to its being lifted on 
board the boat by the apparatus constructed for 
that purpose. 

2. The manner of connecting together the 
two boats by means of the upper and lower tier or 
beams, diagonal braces, bulk-head, and forward 
beam D. 

HENRY M. SHREVE 

Witnesses: 
Wm. P. ELLIOT, 
JOHN F. HUNT. 
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APPENDIX D: FIRST AGREEMENT OF THE SHREVE TOWN COMPANY 

State of Louisiana 
Parish of Natchitoches 

Whereas Angus McNeil of the State and Parish above 
written has del'd certain instrument of writing signed by 
Larkin Edwards Seur. by which said Edwards bind himself 
for and in consideration of the sum of five thousand 
dollars, to convey to said McNeill or his assigns, all his 
right, title and interest in and to a certain reserve or 
float, for six hundred and forty acres of land, given to 
said Edwards for his services as interpreter to the Caddo 
tribe of Indians under a treaty made by Jehiel Brooks with 
said Indians in July 1335. The said Angus McNeill being 
desirous of associating with him in said purchase, the 
following named parties, to wit: Henry M. Shreve of 
Kentucky, James B. Pickett of South Carolina, Thos. T. 
Williamson of Arkansas, Bushrod Jenkins, & Messrs. Bennett 
and Cane of the aforesaid state, and Sturgis Sprague of 
Mississippi, for in consideration of the sum of four 
thousand one hundred and sixty-six dollars, 66 2/3 100 cts., 
to him paid by the said parties assigned to them respectfully 
(respectively) an interest in the said float or reserve, 
share and share alike. Which float or reserve aforesaid 
has been located on Bennett and Cane's Bluff on the South 
Bank of Red River as will more fully appear by reference to 
a survey made by Grant A. Alexander, dated on the 18th 
day of May 1836, which tract or parcel of land has been 
laid out in lots for a town to be called "Shreeve Town". 
The above named parties with a view of facilitating the 
settlement of said town, hereby bind themselves to take 
each one a lot, at such price as may be set on the same by 
a majority of them, and erect thereon, within the next 
eighteen months a comfortable dwelling-house and other 
suitable buildings for a residence. They further bind 
themselves to pay into the hands of such one of their number 
as may be appointed to receive the same, such sums of money 
and at such times as may be required by a majority of the 
contracting parties, to build a suitable house for public 
entertainment—a steam saw mill, and such other improvements 
as may be deemed necessary to advance the prosperity of 
said town. And we further agree, that each party shall be 
notified as early as practicable (if he be absent at the 
meeting when an appropriation of money is made) of the sum 
of money due from him as his proportionate part. And in 
the event of his failing to pay over the same within 
ninety days from the receipt of such notice, a majority of 
the remaining parties not defaulted, shall have full power 
to advertize for one month his interest in said town lots, 
and expose the same to public sale, the proceeds of the 
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same to be applied to the payment of the sum due, and the 
remainder to be paid to such defaulter or his legal 
representatcDT. They further bind themselves in good faith 
to use all /proper/ means to encourage the settlement of 
said Town, and to aid and assist jointly and severally in 
procuring for their common benefit, a right and title to 
the Lower or Coats' Bluff and such other lands adjoining 
Shreve Town, as it may be thought advisable to purchase. 
Dated this the 27th day of May 1836. 

Signed: 

Angus McNeill B. Jenkins 
Bennett f^ Cane James B. Pickett 
Th. T. Williamson Henry M. Shreve 
S. Sprague 

Witnesses: 

Nelson Philips 
Frederic Watters 

Witnesses to the signature of S. Sprague: 

Wm. D. Helm 
A. B. Wildman 

I hereby certify the above and foregoing to be a true copy 
of original on file and of record in my office since the 
13th day of February, A.D. 1837 in book I, of Notorial Acts 
Vol 18—given under my hand and official seal at 
Natchitoches this 14th day of March, A.D. 1840. 

Signed: 

C. E. Greneaux Parish Judge 
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APPENDIX E: SECOND AGREEMENT OF THE SHREVE TOWN COMPANY 

State of Louisiana 
Parish of Natchitoches: 

Whereas Bushrod Jenkins, Angus McNeil, the Commercial 
firm of Bennett & Cane, composed of William S. Bennett and 
James H. Cane of said State and Parish. James B. Pickett 
of South Carolina, Thomas T. Williamson of Arkansas, 
Henry M. Shreve of Kentucky and Sturges Sprague of Miss., 
have purchased from Larkin Edwards of the aforesaid 
Parish and State—a certain reserve for Six Hundred and 
forty acres—a more particular description of which will be 
seen by reference to a conveyance, under date of fourth 
February 1837—which reserve has been located on Bennetts 
& Canes Bluffs on the South bank of Red River, and a part 
of it laid out in Lots for a Town to be called "Shreeveport" 
which can be seen by reference to the annexed Lythographic 
Map of said Town. 

The above named parties (proprietors of Shreveport) 
have entered into the following Engagements, in addition 
to their first agreement under the date of the 27 May 1836. 
First. The above named parties have agreed to form a 
co-partnership in the above described Town and the ballance 
of said reserve to be called the Shreveport Company. 
Second. There shall be a President and Treasurer Elected 
to serve one year or till a successor shall be elected. 
Third. It shall be the duty of the President, to sell Lots, 
and give obligations for titles or he may make titles with 
full guaranty. The Lots to be sold alternately in all 
scjuares where sales have not been made, heretofore. The 
terms, one fourth cash or what the President may deem 
ecjuvalent thereto the ballance in one, two and three years, 
with ten per cent Interest payable annually secured by 
mortgage. He shall advertize and expose lot Public sale 
to the highest bidder, such number of Lots and in such 
parts of the Town, as the proprietors or a majority of them 
may direct. He shall call a meeting of the proprietors, 
whenever he may think proper—due notice being given—or 
at the recjuest of any two of them. He shall rent out 
annually the interest of the Company in the Ferry across 
Red River at this place, to the highest bidder—He shall 
expend such Sums of Money as may from time to time be 
appropriated by a Majority of the Company for improving 
roads. Streets or any other purpose. He shall have power 
to draw in his o\jn name, on the Treasurer, for all appropria
tions and he is required to make a report of the Amount 
expended, and for what purpose at each meeting, if 
recjuired so to do. He shall place in the hands of the 
Treasurer all Money received for Lots, and all Ilotes and 
other obligations and take his receipt for the same—which 
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Notes or obligations shall be made payable to the Order 
of the President, and not endorsed by him till required to 
Qo so, by a Majority of the Company, for which endorsement 
he IS not to be considered responsible only as One of the 
Members of the Company. He shall receive such compensation 
for his Services, as may be agreed on by a Majority of the 
Company. He may be removed from Office for a Violation of 
the duties prescribed for him, by the Vote of Two thirds 
of the Company. He not being permitted to vote in such case 
Fourth. It shall be the duty of the Treasurer to receive 
all Money Notes or other Obligations placed in his hands by 
the President and give a receipt for the same—To Pay to 
the Order of the President all money appropriated by the 
company for improvements or other purposes. To make record 
of the proceedings of each meeting and to perform such 
other duties as may from time to time be required of him. 
Fifth. It is further understood by the parties that they 
shall each of them furnish the President with full powers 
of attorney to execute titles—And that he is not to be 
responsible only as one of the Members for such guaranty on 
account of any informality in Powers of attorney or 
inability on the part of anyone of the Members to obtain 
full relincjuishment of Total rights on the part of his or 
their v/ives. It is further understood, that any member who 
does not procure a Satisfactory relinquishment of Total 
or other rights on the part of his Wife Shall not be 
permitted to receive, any dividend till such relincjuish-
ment be obtained, signed at Shreveport on the 7th day of 
February, 1837. 

Signed: 

B, Jenkins 
Angus McNeill 
Bennett & Cane 
James B. Pickett 
S. Sprague 
Thos. T. Williamson 
Henry M. Shreve, by T. T. Williamson 

Attest: 

Charles P. Knighton, O.T. 

In Testimony whereof the said deponent has signed 
these presents, in presence of and with me the said Judge 
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and Notary, at my office, in the town and Parish of 
Natchitoches, this twenty fourth day of February, in the 
year one thousand eight hundred and thirty seven. 

Signed: 

C h a r l e s P . Knighton & 

C. E. Graneaux P a r i s h Judge 




